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Executive Summary

A comprehensive look at the core security agency driving Bahrain’s human rights crisis, Anatomy of a Police State is the first full study of the Ministry of Interior (MOI) police force’s integral role in the kingdom’s repression of dissent. It reveals that the MOI has led Bahrain’s catastrophic devolution into a police state even as it has received millions of dollars from countries like the United States (US) and the United Kingdom (UK), presenting overwhelming evidence of widespread gross human rights violations perpetrated as a matter of government policy.

Drawing on years of primary documentation, Americans for Democracy & Human Rights in Bahrain (ADHRB) analyzes over 1,000 discrete incidents of abuse comprising more than 3,000 specific rights violations attributable to MOI agencies from 2011 through to the present day, from arbitrary detention and torture to rape and extrajudicial killing. The report demonstrates a clear pattern of police brutality and repression at every command level of the MOI, with the same types of violations perpetrated by the same units consistently over time.

Despite Bahraini government claims that misconduct is isolated to a few “bad apples,” our documentation proves that serious violations like torture are the product of de facto policy generated not just by a culture of impunity, but also by a system of incentives aimed at rewarding perpetrators. As the government has gradually tasked the MOI with enforcing new and more stringent prohibitions on fundamental freedoms, the most ruthless officers are distorted into the most effective officers – and they are promoted, not punished.

No amount of superficial reform, training, or international assistance will prevent abuse when law enforcement has become synonymous with repressing basic human rights. This is the reality of the modern Bahraini police state, and the kingdom’s partners must immediately suspend cooperation with all those responsible within the MOI. Moreover, with a view toward stemming the tide of abuse and compelling real accountability measures, we urgently call on the international community to impose sanctions on key perpetrators across all MOI agencies and command echelons, up to and including Interior Minister Sheikh Rashid bin Abdullah Al Khalifa.

KEF FINDINGS:
• Bahrain is among the most heavily policed countries in the world, with approximately 45 MOI personnel for every 1,000 civilians. That is more than double the comparable rate at the height of Saddam Hussein’s dictatorship in Iraq, which dwarfed similar regimes in Iran and Brazil.
• The MOI police force is the single most abusive government agency in Bahrain, with more than 1,000 incidents of severe abuse documented by ADHRB within a seven-year period. For comparison, that is 200 more cases than were recorded by the US War Crimes Working Group for the 20-year conflict in Vietnam.
• As many as one in every 635 Bahrainis has been arbitrarily detained, disappeared, tortured, raped, killed, or otherwise abused by the police according to our data. In just our sample subset, the MOI is directly implicated in 570 cases of torture and 517 arbitrary detentions, with personnel committing around 400 specific human rights violations annually, including 13 sexual assaults per year.
• Bahrain has the **highest rate of mass incarceration in the Middle East**, with thousands held in MOI detention centers that universally violate international standards.

• The oversight mechanism meant to hold police accountable, the **MOI Ombudsman**, has referred just **5% of cases** for serious prosecution. At the end of 2017, **only three police officers were in prison**.

• The senior-level officer cadre is virtually immune from prosecution and has been continuously promoted since 2011 with the explicit approval of the king, prime minister, or interior minister. Of **12 senior commanders identified** by ADHRB within the MOI’s top 8 abusive units, every single one reached a higher rank or command post despite evidence of severe rights violations. Just one faced prosecution, and he was promptly acquitted and promoted.

Throughout this period of escalating repression, Bahrain’s chief western allies have consistently trained, funded, and equipped the MOI’s most brutal sub-agencies – with more than $13 million in support from the US and UK alone. Our report finds that:

• Despite ongoing restrictions on American arms sales to the MOI over rights concerns, **police continue to receive training for their largely US-made arsenal**.

• From 2007 to 2017, the American taxpayer provided **nearly $7 million in security assistance** to the MOI and specifically the riot police – a notorious national police force responsible for dozens of extrajudicial killings, countless protest raids, and reprisal attacks on prisoners.

• **President Donald Trump is now reviving MOI training programs** that declined after units failed Leahy Law vetting under the Obama Administration, proposing an extensive 10-course program for 2019 that includes advice on “attack methodologies.”

• The UK, which played a direct role in the formation of the Bahraini police during the 20th century, has provided **over £5 million to the MOI** and the kingdom’s accountability mechanisms, **taking no steps to limit cooperation**.

• Canada and France, likewise, are supporting programs for the MOI’s medical division, which is infamous for denying medical care to detainees and interfering in torture investigations.

• Companies from the UK, Canada, Italy and elsewhere have sold **surveillance technology** to the MOI in violation of export controls, directly enabling police to track and detain human rights activists.
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METHODOLOGY

Unless otherwise indicated, the statistics presented in this report are drawn from ADHRB’s United Nations (UN) Complaint Program and internal case database, which are in turn based on extensive interviews and primary documentation obtained through our fieldworkers and processed by our legal team. Not every case included in the dataset has been published or formally taken up by the UN Special Procedures. When appropriate, the dataset is augmented by reliable open-source information.

Each entry in the database represents a discrete case or incident, which typically comprises multiple distinct human rights violations (e.g. arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance and torture are three separate but interrelated violations that commonly occur within one case of abuse against a targeted person). The vast majority of the entries also represent distinct individuals, however several individuals have been involved in multiple cases of abuse, and are therefore entered into the database more than once. These cases account for approximately two percent of total entries. A small number of entries reflect mass incidents without reference to distinct individuals, such as protest raids. These entries likely underrepresent the number of victims, as ADHRB is unable to verify the total number of affected individuals; as a result, these are counted as merely one use of excessive force or violation of free assembly, which again likely underrepresents the true scale of the abuse (see below).

Because of the extreme restrictions on human rights work in Bahrain, as well as the nature of the abuses we document, the dataset is not a random sample: it is a collection of the cases recorded by our fieldworkers. It is therefore inherently limited by their access to documents and witness testimony, as well as ADHRB’s capacity to formally process complaints. Due to fear of reprisal, it is assumed that many cases of abuse go unreported or undocumented. Others will only emerge after considerable time has elapsed. When possible, we continue to document incidents that have occurred years in the past, once survivors and witnesses have resolved to provide information about the abuse – in many cases after relevant individuals have been released from government custody.

Our dataset is also necessarily limited by our complaint procedures themselves, which are structured primarily around individual incidents that can be corroborated through testimony, court documents, hospital records, and other primary evidence. Such procedures help to ensure accuracy, but they also require extensive, often risky cooperation with relevant parties. This makes it easier to document incidents with multiple witnesses that are formally entered into the Bahraini criminal justice system, while more difficult to document spontaneous acts of police brutality or enforced disappearance. As a result, comparing the frequency between certain abuses in our database may yield distorted conclusions – for example, we have formally documented far more cases of torture committed during arbitrary detentions than the use of excessive force against protesters, though we have reason to believe that the latter is almost equally as common as the former. This discrepancy does not exist because cases of excessive force are infrequent, it exists because a) it is rare for all victims to be formally arrested in such incidents; b) they are typically forced to seek informal medical care; and c) they are often unable or unwilling to file complaints due to fear of detection and retaliation, among other obstacles. As noted above, in instances where we have confirmed mass incidents of excessive force have occurred but have not formally documented individual victims, for example, we register the case as a singular abuse; this ensures incidents are not over-counted, but undoubtedly fails to reflect the full scope of police violence.

In sum, the statistics presented here ultimately reveal trends specific to ADHRB’s documentation. Information drawn from our database is not meant to be interpreted as complete picture of human rights violations in Bahrain; on the contrary, it should be understood as a partial, representative glimpse at the full scale of abuse. Because of the reasons outlined above, it is estimated that the true total number of abuses is exponentially higher, and the types of violations even more diverse.
A Note on Names:
Due to a pattern of reprisal against individuals for communicating details of government abuses, particularly to international human rights organizations, ADHRB has either omitted names or used pseudonyms when describing many of the cases cited in this report. When used, pseudonyms are marked with an asterisk (*). ADHRB has only included the actual names of individuals if their case has already been publicized, or with the express permission of them or their families.

A Note on Translations:
The Bahraini government has not released a definitive list of English translations for its various government agencies and subdivisions, and its official English publications repeatedly refer to the same institutions by different names. In some cases, an institution’s own documents will include a different English translation of its name than the physical sign located on its headquarters facility, which in Bahrain almost always include both Arabic and English.

For example, the General Directorate of Criminal Investigation and Forensic Science is regularly translated several different ways by both official and unofficial sources, including: the General Directorate of Criminal Investigation and Forensic Science; the General Directorate of Criminal Investigation and Evidence; the General Directorate of Criminal Investigation and Forensic Evidence; the General Directorate of Investigation and Criminal Identification; and the General Directorate of Crime Detection and Forensic Evidence, among other variations. Moreover, it is often conflated, both formally and colloquially, with its chief subdivision: the Criminal Investigation Directorate (and the acronym, CID), which is itself sometimes referred to additionally as the Directorate of Criminal Investigations or the Department of Criminal Investigation (“Department” and “Directorate” are typically used interchangeably to refer to the immediate subdivisions of a General Directorate).

When possible, this report refers to agencies by the English translation found on their physical headquarters, official insignia, or uniforms. In other cases, it refers to the agency by its most common translation. For the above example, the report uses “General Directorate of Criminal Investigation and Forensic Science (GDCIFS)” to refer to the overarching general directorate because this is the official English translation written on its physical headquarters; it uses “Criminal Investigation Directorate (CID)” to refer to the main subdivision, because that is its most common referent.

If applicable, the report includes footnotes that provide other common translations when the agency in question is first introduced.
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ADHRB alone has documented over 1,000 discrete incidents of severe abuse comprising more than 3,000 specific rights violations attributable to MOI agencies from 2011 through to the present day. For comparison, that is 200 more cases than were recorded by the US War Crimes Working Group for the 20-year conflict in Vietnam.

State Terror, Gross Human Rights Violations, and Policing in Bahrain
Bahrain is one of the most heavily policed countries in the world. While the government does not provide detailed information on the Ministry of Interior (MOI) – Bahrain’s chief law enforcement agency – estimates put its strength at 11,000 officers supplemented by another 15,000-20,000 civilian staff in support roles. With a citizen population of approximately 665,000, this means that Bahrain maintains roughly 45 security personnel per 1,000 civilians. That is an enormous rate that places Bahrain among history’s most oppressive regimes – more than double the relative number of police per civilians at the height of Saddam Hussein’s dictatorship in Iraq, which at the time dwarfed comparable police states in Iran and Brazil.

The MOI has only continued to expand since its leading role in the violent suppression of Bahrain’s 2011 protest movement, with the government recruiting thousands more personnel and adding entire new departments over the last seven years. Easily the largest and most active security institution – if not the single largest and most active government agency – it sits at the center of the kingdom’s extensive and overlapping security infrastructure, coordinating operations between Bahrain’s military, national guard, intelligence community, as well as the MOI’s own vast number of interrelated subdivisions. As in a classical police state like Ba’athist Iraq, the boundaries between these various agencies are ill defined, with redundant ambitions meant to ensure that no one escapes Bahrain’s near-absolute prohibition on dissent. And, as the primary policing authority, the MOI and its personnel are directly involved in nearly every case of arbitrary arrest, torture, enforced disappearance, excessive force, and extrajudicial killing in the kingdom.

In, *Anatomy of a Police State*, Americans for Democracy & Human Rights in Bahrain (ADHRB) traces Bahrain’s evolution into one of the world’s most draconian police states by examining its principal tool of repression: the MOI. Drawing on years of primary documentation and research – including formal complaints processed with the United Nations (UN) Special Procedures – the report presents evidence of widespread and systematic human rights violations at every command level of the MOI’s core agencies, with the same types of violations occurring consistently through time. ADHRB alone has documented over 1,000 discrete incidents of severe abuse comprising more than 3,000 specific rights violations attributable to MOI agencies from 2011 through to the present day. For comparison, that is 200 more cases than were recorded by the US War Crimes Working Group for the 20-year conflict in Vietnam. According to our data, as many as one in every 635 Bahrainis has suffered an extreme human rights violation at the hands of the MOI, with police committing more than a hundred serious abuses a year.

Despite Bahraini government claims that misconduct is isolated to a few “rotten apples,” our documentation proves that serious violations like torture are the product of *de facto* policy generated not just by a “culture of impunity,” but also by a system of incentives aimed at rewarding perpetrators. As the government has gradually tasked the MOI with enforcing newer and more stringent bans on fundamental freedoms, the most ruthless officers are distorted into the most effective officers – and they are promoted, not punished. The system is not broken, this is how it was designed by the ministry’s top leadership cadre – up to and including Interior Minister Sheikh Rashid bin Abdullah Al Khalifa. No amount of superficial reform, training, or international assistance will prevent abuse when law enforcement has become synonymous with repressing basic human rights and deflecting scrutiny.

This is the reality of the modern Bahraini police state.
Background: Crime and Criminality in Bahrain
There is an extreme mismatch between Bahrain’s rate of policing and its rate of crime. By all objective metrics, the kingdom has exceptionally little criminal activity, with some indices ranking it among the lowest in the world. The United States (US) Department of State (DOS) ranks Bahrain as a “low-threat” for crime, reporting that violent offenses are particularly rare. Common infractions include “various types of immigration and residency fraud, ATM/credit card theft, white collar fraud, embezzlement, possession or trafficking of illegal narcotics, and property theft.” It assesses Bahrain as a “medium-threat” for terrorism due to its geographic location and political situation, documenting a decline in terror activity for 2016 followed by a nominal uptick in 2017. The MOI’s own figures demonstrate a gradual decrease in all types of crime over the last several years, including a “21 per cent reduction in cases received by 911” in 2017.

Bahrain’s moderate criminal profile is the first indication that its massive, militarized police force is not a product of rampant crime – but of rampant criminalization.

Since Bahrain’s current king took the throne in 2001 and particularly since the 2011 pro-democracy movement, the government has issued or amended a dizzying array of laws and policies aimed at limiting fundamental freedoms. Countless acts of nonviolent free expression, assembly, belief, and association have been reclassified as national security offenses and crimes against the state. As observed by the United Nations (UN) Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, many “provisions of [Bahrain’s] Penal Code are so vague and overly broad that they could … [and do] result in penalties being imposed on individuals who had merely exercised their rights under international law.” Anti-terror and cybercrime legislation have likewise grown to envelop the most basic forms of peaceful dissent as terrorism or cyber-terrorism with catchall offenses like “insulting the king,” inviting violent counterterror responses.

9 For example, see Bahraini pro-government blog “Citizens for Bahrain” - “Ten reasons why Bahrain is best - #3 personal safety,” Citizens for Bahrain, 29 June 2015, https://www.citizensforbahrain.com/index.php/entry/ten-reasons-why-bahrain-is-best-3-personal-safety
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
16 “Mr. Rajab has been arrested, detained, prosecuted and imprisoned for allegedly spreading false news abroad which damages the national interest and for allegedly spreading false rumours in wartime, insulting governing authorities and insulting a foreign country — pursuant to articles 133, 134, 215 and 216 of the Penal Code…These provisions of the Penal Code are so vague and overly broad that they could, as in the present case, result in penalties being imposed on individuals who had merely exercised their rights under international law.” See: A/HRC/WGAD/2018/13 - Opinion No. 13/2018 concerning Nabeel Ahmed Abdulraoool Rajab (Bahrain), Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), United Nations (UN), 13 August 2018, https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/Opinions/Session81/A_HRC_WGAD_2018_13.pdf
The MOI has expanded to keep pace with this rising web of restrictions, and it has consistently taken an active role in their development. Ministry leaders routinely act on their own wide interpretations of these already excessive legal provisions, imposing ad hoc bans on evolving forms of activism or dissent against new government policies, from criticism of “the approach Bahrain has taken [in the Yemen conflict]” since 2015,17 to “any expression of sympathy with ... Qatar or opposition to ... Bahrain” stemming from a diplomatic dispute in 2017.18

Throughout, the MOI has zealously enforced a set of crimes that find no basis in international law with widespread surveillance, militarized tactics, and wanton brutality.

SYSTEM OF INJUSTICE

The MOI ruthlessly enforces a legal framework that criminalizes fundamental freedoms, including:

**Penal Code**
- Outlaws “spreading false rumors” and transmitting information that undermines “public peace”
- Bars “insulting public authorities,” foreign allies, the “national emblem,” the “flag,” and the king

**Law on the Protection of Society from Terrorist Acts**
- Bans criticism that “harms national unity”
- Prohibits peaceful assembly in Manama

**Public Gatherings Law**
- Allows MOI to ban demonstrations at will

**Law on Associations and Law on Political Societies**
- Empowers the government to ban, dissolve, or restrict civil society organizations and opposition groups

**Press Law**
- Criminalizes journalism that is critical of Islam and the governing system or which negatively impacts “state security”

**Cybercrime Law**
- Forbids encryption, “misuse of social media,” and online criticism of the government

MOI leaders like the Chief of Public Security explicitly interpret their mission to include suppressing speech acts that have “promoted disharmony, affected civil peace and were seditious.” The Interior Minister has demonstrated the police will go as far as to issue and enforce their own “directives” to silence dissent “against the norms and traditions of Bahrain...and the interests of the internal front” – even before new laws have been put in place.


18 “Bahrain says it will jail Qatar supporters for up to five years,” The Telegraph, 8 June 2017, yearhttps://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/06/08/bahrain-says-will-jail-qatar-supporters-five-years/
Command and Control: Structure, Hierarchy, and Organization
The MOI is comprised of numerous agencies and general directorates at both the local and national level. These institutions are typically overseen by MOI officials with the title of assistant undersecretary or director-general who then report to the Interior Minister directly or to his two primary subordinates: the Interior Minister Undersecretary and the Chief of Public Security. The MOI also has authority over the kingdom's four governorates19 and their regional police directorates, which fall under the command of the Chief of Public Security, as well as national emergency services like the ambulance system and firefighting.

In October 2004, Bahrain’s king issued Decree No. 69/2004,20 replacing Decree No. 29/2003 as the legal basis for the organization of the MOI. Though the law has been amended at least nine times in the interim – with the most recent adjustment made in January 201821 – the core structure of the MOI has remained largely the same, and can be characterized as centralized, complex, and hierarchical. Highlighted below are the most significant facets of the MOI hierarchy – and the individuals and institutions most responsible for severe human rights violations up and down the chain of command.

A. SENIOR LEADERSHIP

i. Interior Minister

The MOI is headed by a royally appointed minister who consults with the king and prime minister to select his subordinates. Sheikh Rashid bin Abdullah Al Khalifa, a member of the royal family and former major general in the Bahrain Defence Force (BDF), has served as Bahrain’s Interior Minister since May 2004, when he was promptly promoted to lieutenant general. Assuming the post just months before the final major reorganization of the MOI, Lt. Gen. Rashid bin Abdullah is directly responsible for the development of the modern Bahraini police force under the rule of King Hamad.

Immediately below the Interior Minister are the Interior Ministry Undersecretary; a separate Interior Ministry Undersecretary for Nationality, Passport, and Residency Affairs (NPRA); the Chief of Public Security; the Inspector General; and the General Coordinator of Governorates. The Interior Minister previously had a Deputy Interior Minister under his authority separate from the two Undersecretaries, but this position was abolished in 2018.22 Additionally, several agencies report directly to the Interior Minister, including: the General Directorate of Criminal Investigation and Forensic Science; the General Directorate of Traffic; and the Directorate of Financial Affairs.

ii. Interior Minister Undersecretary

The Interior Ministry Undersecretary, currently Sheikh Nasser bin Abdulrahman Al Khalifa, serves as a deputy to the Interior Minister, assisting with general administration and overseeing a set of Assistant Undersecretaries with various additional operations and subdivisions under their command. These include: the Assistant Undersecretary for Planning and Organization, whose directorates manage procurement, information technology, and related portfolios; the Assistant Undersecretary for Legal Affairs, who administers the MOI’s internal Security Court23 system; the Assistant Undersecretary for Human Resources, who supervises employment practices and related issues for the officers and civilian employees of the MOI; and the Assistant Undersecretary for Administrative Affairs, whose directorates run the MOI’s internal logistical systems such as transportation and health. The Undersecretary also oversees the General Directorate of Reformation and Rehabilitation, which runs the country’s prison system, and the General Directorate of Women Police, which is a specific administrative subdivision of the Interior Security Court.

19 The king abolished the Central Governorate in 2015, reducing the total number of governorates from five to four.
22 Ibid.
23 This is often translated as or otherwise referred to in Bahraini government documents as “Directorate of Military Courts,” but this court system is clearly situated within the MOI, not the kingdom’s military – the Bahrain Defence Force. To distinguish the MOI court system from the military judiciary of the Bahrain Defence Force, this report refers to the MOI judiciary as the Security Courts.
All the Way to the Top: Setting a Policy of Repression
that houses the MOI’s female police officers. Lastly, the Undersecretary has authority over Bahrain’s Police Band, Public Security Market, and Public Security Officer’s Club.

iii. NPRA Undersecretary

The NPRA Undersecretary, Sheikh Rashid bin Khalifa Al Khalifa, oversees a standalone division of the MOI that regulates Bahrain’s citizenship and immigration policies. It includes an Assistant Undersecretary for Nationality, Passports, and Residency; as well as an Assistant Undersecretary for Exits, Investigation, and Follow-up who is tasked with addressing potential offenses related to the NPRA’s ambit. Notably, the NPRA’s scope does not extend to customs, which fall to agencies under the command of the Chief of Public Security, and it works with other police subdivisions for enforcement. (See Section 2.C.ii for more information on the NPRA’s functions and how they fit into the MOI’s broader pattern of abuse).

iv. Chief of Public Security

Most powerful among the Interior Minister’s subordinates is the Chief of Public Security, who serves as the primary commander of Bahrain’s police personnel, sometimes referred to collectively as the Public Security Forces (PSF). By Bahraini law, the Public Security Forces are the “regular armed service within the Ministry of Interior that is responsible for the maintenance of public order, security and morals inside Bahrain, and the protection of lives, persons and property.”24 As described by the Bahrain Independent Commission of Inquiry (BICI) in 2011, the Chief of Public Security oversees “all MOI field units responsible for maintaining order and security in Bahrain.”25 These include the General Directorate of Guards; the General Directorate of Civil Defense; the four governorate police directorates; the King Fahd Causeway Police Directorate; the Bahrain International Airport Police Directorate; the Directorate of Crime Prevention; the Directorate of Community Service Police; the Coast Guard; the Special Security Force Command; and Police Aviation, among others. Aside from these field units, the Chief of Public Security also manages the Royal Academy of Police and its various training institutions, and the Public Security Sports Association, which is a formal athletics body for MOI officers. The Chief has three immediate subordinates: the Deputy Chief of Public Security; the Assistant Public Security Chief for Operations and Training Affairs, who oversees the directorates of Training, Communications, and Operations as well as the Joint Terrorism Center; and the Assistant Public Security Chief for Community Affairs, who helps supervise a number of the directorates listed

above, such as the governorate police forces and that of the Directorate of Community Service Police.

The current Chief of Public Security is Major General Tariq al-Hassan, who replaced Major General Tarek Mubarak bin Dayna after the MOI’s violent security operations to suppress the mass pro-democracy protests in 2011. With the exception of the Interior Minister, Lt. Gen. Rashid bin Abdullah, no individual has exercised as much control over the trajectory of the kingdom’s police forces since the events of 2011 as Maj. Gen. al-Hassan.

v. Inspector General The MOI Inspector General, sometimes referred to as the Inspector General of Police, is the institution’s primary internal investigations and disciplinary authority. Three directorates fall under the command of the Inspector General: the Directorate of Quality and Financial and Administrative Control; the Directorate of Complaints and Human Rights; and the Directorate of Discipline and Preventive Security. The Inspector General, his deputy, and the directorates are ostensibly tasked with monitoring and promoting compliance with MOI policies and Bahraini law through conducting audits; holding workshops; processing complaints; and undertaking disciplinary reviews, among other functions. The Inspector General, currently Major General Ebrahim Habib al-Ghaith, may refer serious cases of misconduct to the MOI’s Security Court system, which falls under the Assistant Undersecretary for Legal Affairs (see above). Since the promulgation of an amendment to the Public Security Forces Law in 2012, however, the Security Courts have been restricted from hearing cases of “torture and inhuman or degrading treatment or deaths linked thereto” due to their apparent failure to impartially and transparently adjudicate cases of severe abuse. The amendment underscores the structural failures of the MOI’s internal accountability mechanisms and renders the Inspector General largely incapable of directly addressing serious rights violations by police personnel. The Inspector General serves at the pleasure of the king and reports directly to the Interior Minister, undermining its independence from the ruling family and rest of the MOI. As such, the BICI concluded that the Inspector General could not effectively carry out the office’s mandate to investigate police misconduct and recommended that the government “place the office of the Inspector General … as a separate entity independent of the [MOI’s] hierarchical control, whose tasks should include those of an internal ‘ombudsman’s office.” Bahrain established a quasi-independent Ombudsman’s Office to monitor the MOI in 2012, but – contrary to many assessments of BICI implementation, including that of the United States (US) State Department in 2016 – the government did not actually remove the extant Inspector General from the MOI hierarchy. The Inspector General continues to operate and influence police investigations under the Interior Minister’s direct authority (see Section 4 on the MOI’s failure to hold perpetrators accountable for abuse).

vi. General Coordinator of Governorates

Last among the upper echelon of MOI leadership is the General Coordinator of Governorates, who is tasked with supervising and facilitating the administration of Bahrain’s four governorates: Capital, Muharraq, Northern, and Southern. Bahrain’s governors are appointed rather than elected, and are incorporated into the MOI’s security apparatus rather than civilian public policy infrastructure. Instead of answering to their governorate’s constituency, Bahrain’s governors ultimately report to the Interior Minister, and they work closely with their governorate’s police directorates under the Chief of Public Security. Since the first coordinating meetings for governors just after the security crackdown in 2011, the Interior Minister has exercised direct authority over governorate policy, with governors required to submit “all recommendations related to future programme and plans” to Lt. Gen. Rashid bin Abdullah for approval. The General Coordinator of Governorates, Mubarak bin Ahmed al-Fadhel, and his subordinates serve as an added layer to this hierarchy, providing further oversight of governorate policy for the Interior Minister and representing overall MOI interests in interactions between governorates.

27 The position of Inspector General is separate from the MOI Ombudsman.
B. LEAD AGENCIES AND DIRECTORATES

Below the top leadership cadre, the MOI is divided into myriad general directorates, directorates/departments, sections, and units (largely in descending order of authority and size, though these descriptors are not uniform across all agencies). This section analyzes the core agencies at the heart of the MOI’s repressive machinery, and those most responsible for systematic human rights violations: the General Directorate of Criminal Investigation and Forensic Science; the General Directorate of Reformation and Rehabilitation; the Special Security Force Command; and the four governorate police directorates.

i. General Directorate of Criminal Investigation and Forensic Science (GDCIFS)

The GDCIFS and its primary subdivision, the Criminal Investigation Directorate (CID), are among the most notorious and brutally effective repressive mechanisms in Bahrain. As indicated by its direct link to the Interior Minister, the GDCIFS is the kingdom’s top investigatory agency, tasked with detecting crime, compiling information on suspects, and securing the apprehension of individuals for interrogation. In practice, the GDCIFS is the Interior Minister’s principal tool for targeting dissent and activity. It effectively operates as the MOI’s domestic intelligence wing, and its subdivisions are essential to the MOI’s broader reprisal campaign against any and all individuals associated with human rights or political activism.

Forensic Science/Criminal Information Directorate (FSCID)

Also known simply as the Criminal Information Directorate, the FSCID effectively serves as the analytical branch of the GDCIFS. It is tasked with conducting forensic tests during investigations as well as monitoring and collecting information on potential criminals to identify targets for other divisions of the general directorate and

33 This general directorate is regularly translated several different ways by both official and unofficial sources, including: the General Directorate of Criminal Investigation and Forensic Science; the General Directorate of Criminal Investigation and Evidence; the General Directorate of Criminal Investigation and Forensic Evidence; the General Directorate of Investigation and Criminal Identification; and the General Directorate of Crime Detection and Forensic Evidence, among other variations. Moreover, it is often conflated, both formally and colloquially, with its subdivision, the Criminal Investigation Directorate (and the acronym, CID), which is itself sometimes referred to additionally as the Directorate of Criminal Investigation or the Department of Criminal Investigation (“Department” and “Directorate” are typically used interchangeably to refer to the immediate subdivisions of a General Directorate). This report uses “General Directorate of Criminal Investigation and Forensic Science (GDCIFS)” to refer to the overarching general directorate because this is the official English translation written on the agency’s physical headquarters; it uses “Criminal Investigation Directorate (CID)” to refer to the main subdivision, because that is its most common referent.
34 It is also known less commonly as the Criminal Evidence Directorate or Criminal Identification Directorate.

PARTNERS IN CRIME: THE MOI AND NSA

In 2002, Bahrain’s king established the National Security Agency (NSA; also known as the National Security Apparatus) to replace the MOI’s General Directorate of State Security as the kingdom’s chief domestic intelligence organ. Smaller and more clandestine than the MOI, the NSA serves as the regime’s secret police unit and is explicitly mandated to root out subversion or dissent: according to its founding decree, the NSA is “to detect and uncover all activities that undermine the national security of the kingdom, its institutions and its [ruling system], or that threaten the security and stability of the nation, or its interests or accomplishments.” While the NSA is formally independent of the MOI and reports directly to the Prime Minister, it works closely with units like the GDCIFS and the SSFC to target, detain, and torture activists and dissidents. It reportedly shares the MOI’s budget and it regularly utilizes MOI facilities to carry out abuses, such as the security compound in Muharraq.

In 2011, the BICI cited the NSA as one of Bahrain’s most abusive security agencies for its role in arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance, torture, and extrajudicial killing, with NSA personnel responsible for torturing the cofounder of the kingdom’s only independent newspaper to death during the crackdown. The king implemented the BICI’s recommendation to strip the organization of its arrest and interrogation powers, but the NSA continued to collect and provide intelligence to other institutions like the MOI. During this period, the NSA relied directly on the MOI to apprehend and torture its targets.

Since 2017, when the king restored its law enforcement authority in violation of the BICI, the NSA has returned with a vengeance, launching a targeted reprisal campaign against human rights defenders. It continues to explicitly participate in joint operations with the MOI, including the February 2017 Coast Guard shooting that left three suspects dead.
the larger MOI. In its own words, the FSCID is “charged with storing and retrieving electronically all available information on people and their activities outside the law of the land.”36 A former director of the FSCID described it as the MOI’s chief clearinghouse for data on potential security targets: his personnel “monitor the investigation of suspects,” register these cases “with the general security directorates,” and provide the “information to various [other] departments when it is needed.” This information is then utilized by other MOI agencies like the FSCID’s counterpart, the CID, to pursue activists, protesters, and other perceived dissidents.

**Criminal Investigation Directorate (CID)**

The CID tracks, detains, and interrogates MOI targets. It is the government’s chief instrument of state terror along with the Special Security Force Command (see Section 2.B.iii below) and it is the most actively abusive agency in the MOI. Headquartered in the Adliya neighborhood of Manama, the CID’s facilities are the most common sites of enforced disappearance and torture in Bahrain.

Almost every individual detained in the kingdom will come into contact with the CID. Typically working in close coordination with the Public Prosecution Office (PPO) at the Ministry of the Justice and Islamic Affairs (MOJ), the CID oversees the vast majority of initial arrests in the kingdom, accompanying or directing governorate police or the Special Security Force Command on raids of a target’s home or workplace. These raids are consistently warrantless, and they are designed to terrify (see Section 3.A for more information on arbitrary detention and home raids). Decentralized arrests by street patrols or protest raids normally result in temporary detention at a local police station before the detainee is transferred into CID custody. CID personnel torture detainees as a matter policy to extract testimony or confessions. Much of this testimony is explicitly fabricated, with CID personnel forcing detainees to sign prepared statements they are prevented from reading (see Sections 3.C and 3.D for more information on the CID’s use of torture and due process violations).

The GDCIFS and the CID are directly implicated in approximately 27 percent of all MOI abuses recorded by ADHRB, with CID personnel or facilities identified in 385 cases of severe human rights violations. In another 80 cases where the responsible agency is not identified, patterns of abuse strongly suggest CID or GDCIFS involvement, bringing the total number to 425, or approximately 30 percent of recorded MOI abuses.

These cases include minors as young as 14, as well as persons with disabilities. One of Bahrain’s own oversight mechanisms, the Prisoners and Detainees Rights Commission (PDRC) has found that CID personnel do not differentiate between children and adults, and that they have failed to properly address “special needs suspects.”37 Yet the issues cited by the PDRC do not account for the full scale of the problem: while ADHRB’s records indicate that the CID consistently subjects all detainees to ill-treatment and abuse, there is also evidence that CID personnel specifically manipulate children to target adult family members, and that they additionally exploit disabilities or prior injuries to amplify the effects of torture. In one case extending from 2008 to 2014, the CID – in conjunction with governorate police – repeatedly targeted a 14-year-old detainee named Sayed* in an attempt to force him to serve as an informant on dissident activity within his family. CID personnel ultimately detained Sayed and tortured him into signing a document stating that he participated in an “illegal gathering” and “attacked a police


officer;” throughout his interrogation they sent threatening
text messages to his mother from his cellphone. Sayed
received a 5-year prison sentence. Likewise, that same year,
CID personnel tortured and sexually harassed a 16-year-
old to pressure him into becoming an informant; the child
suffered from disabilities that affected his ability to speak
and hear, and he was ultimately unable to relate what the
CID forced him to do or say.

ii. General Directorate of Reformation and
Rehabilitation (GDRR)
The GDRR runs Bahrain’s long-term detention facilities,
chief among them: Dry Dock Detention Center (also known
as Men’s Custody Detention Center or Men’s Preventative
Detention Center); Isa Town Women’s Prison and
Detention Center (also known as Women’s Reformation
and Rehabilitation Center/Women’s Detention Center),
and Jau Central Prison (also known as Men’s Reformation
and Rehabilitation Center). Following initial detention
and interrogation at local governorate police stations and/
or CID facilities, detainees are either released, remanded
into extended pre-charge custody pending investigation, or
charged. In either of the latter two cases, male detainees
are typically transferred to Dry Dock, the primary pre-trial
holding facility. Female detainees are transferred to Isa
Town Women’s Prison, which is used to hold both those
awaiting trial and prisoners that have been convicted. Most
commonly, detainees are disappeared into the custody of
local governorate police directorates or the CID for up to
a month, charged based on extracted testimony, and then
rapidly ushered into pre-trial facilities. In some instances,
particularly in recent years, detaining authorities have
taken individuals directly to Jau Prison’s interrogation
facilities for torture sessions. Upon conviction, nearly all
adult males serve their sentences at Jau. Minors above
the age of 15 have long been held alongside adults in Jau –
violating Bahraini and international law – though the
MOI expanded the prison’s youth-only facilities in 2015
to account for the growing influx of child prisoners (these
facilities are technically administered by Jau, but they are
located in the Dry Dock complex). The GDRR also runs a
specific pre- and post-trial Juvenile Detention Center (also
known as the Juvenile Care Center) for child detainees less
than 15 years old.

The most recent figures made available by the UN Office
of Drugs and Crime indicate that Bahrain held more
than 4,000 detainees as of 2013. This number is already
astronomical for a country of Bahrain’s size – making it the
highest per capita jailer in the Middle East and North Africa
region – and it has only grown in the five years since, with
authorities unable to complete expansions fast enough to
accommodate the rapidly increasing prison population.
In 2015, Bahraini government reports claimed that Jau
alone held nearly 2,500 prisoners; though this was likely
a significant underestimate, even these reports put the
prison 15 percent over capacity at the time.

As of 2017, the MOI communicated to the US State Department that
it held at least 4,380 individuals in custody, with 895 in

38 The GDRR’s Isa Town facility comprises both the women’s long-stay prison (Women’s Reformation and Rehabilitation Center) and the pre-trial detention center (Women’s
Detention Center). The Juvenile Care Center, the children’s detention facility, is also located at Isa Town. See the PDRC reports for more information on the administrative
pdf/2a23f018-109f-45cd-b5ae-4240de3d6e2b_Jau%20English%20Final.pdf
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pre-trial detention and 3,485 incarcerated. Of these 3485 prisoners, it is estimated that 3,311 are men held in Jau and 174 are women held in Isa Town. These figures put Jau 54 percent over its reported 2015 capacity - though the facility has since been expanded – and Isa Town three percent over its reported 2015 capacity.

In early 2018, Bahrain informed the UN that it had convicted 7,460 people under just the anti-terror law – not the standard penal code – since 2011; it did not specify how many of these individuals remain imprisoned or how these figures fit into overall conviction rates, but the statistics provide a significant glimpse at the scale of incarceration.

Estimates indicate that between 3,000 and 4,000 of Bahrain's current detainee population are political prisoners, held on charges fabricated from coerced testimony or stemming solely from criminalized political activity or human rights activism. These estimates are supported by Bahrain's extremely low rates of non-political crime (see Section 1) and the high rate of convictions under the anti-terror law, which criminalizes dissent. Additionally, official figures exclude the unknown number of pre-charge detainees, many of whom are held illegally, short-term, and/or in unofficial locations such as black sites, further obscuring the true scope of mass incarceration in Bahrain (see Section 3.A for more information on arbitrary detention and Section 3.B for more on enforced disappearance).

The GDRR maintains extremely poor living conditions in its detention centers, which are universally overcrowded, unhygienic, or rife with physical abuse, including torture. GDRR personnel or facilities are directly implicated in 62 percent of incidents of MOI abuse documented by ADHRB – the highest overall rate of malfeasance for any single MOI agency that we examined. Though ADHRB has generally documented fewer cases of singular, active human rights violations perpetrated by the GDRR – as opposed to the CID’s direct arbitrary detention and torture of dissidents, for example – we have recorded constant, widespread violations of international detention standards within Bahrain’s prison system that the GDRR has either perpetuated or failed to address. Furthermore, we have recorded continual incidents of religious discrimination and retributive torture, including mass collective punishments of inmate populations following isolated disciplinary issues, such as escape attempts, protests, or hunger strikes. In 2013, the MOI’s own Ombudsman found that that GDRR prison staff had poor risk management training and “weak theoretical and practical training” on use of force. Rates of abuse are largely consistent across GDRR facilities relative to size: 365 cases in Jau; 251 cases in Dry Dock; 28 at Isa Town; and 9 in the Juvenile Detention Center. (See Section 3.C for more information on torture, Section 3.E for more information on detention standards and denial of healthcare, and Section 3.G for more information on religious discrimination, including within detention centers).

Notably, statistical analysis of ADHRB’s documentation is incapable of illustrating the full extent of mistreatment...
within Bahrain’s prison system, as nearly every one of the more than 4,000 individuals in custody – as well as the unknown number of pre-charge detainees – are affected by the GDRR’s systemic refusal to curb abuse and bring its facilities up to international standards. Moreover, as a result of the GDRR’s abusive policies as well as the general climate of fear maintained by the MOI, many hundreds of these detainees are unable to communicate evidence of additional human rights violations sustained or witnessed, obscuring the real scale of abuse.

iii. Special Security Force Command (SSFC)
The SSFC is the elite, paramilitary branch of the MOI and its lead counterterrorism agency - it is also the single unit most directly implicated in the vast majority of Bahrain’s extrajudicial killings. Similar to military special forces or American police Special Weapons And Tactics (SWAT) teams, the SSFC consists of several heavily armed battalions and is used to conduct the MOI’s most kinetic operations, even deploying with the US Marines in Afghanistan. Due to their weaponry and appearance, they are often referred to collectively as the “commandos,” “riot police,” or “special forces,” and they are commonly identifiable by their distinct red berets and black body armor labeled with the English acronym ‘SSFC.’

The SSFC lead near daily police assaults on pro-democracy demonstrations, and they are regularly at the forefront of nightly home raids in pursuit of individuals wanted by the GDCIFS.

First established in the 1930s to guard Bahrain’s oil infrastructure,⁴⁷ the SSFC has evolved into the PSF’s premiere unit, and its development is a personal focus of the Interior Minister. According to the MOI’s media center, “in the 1950s, [the SSFC] was also called in to deal with civil disturbances, but it was only after [current Interior Minister] Lt. Gen. Sheikh Rashid took over when it was modernized and brigades and battalions were created.”⁴⁸ In 2004, the SSFC began recruiting women for a female wing, and in 2005 it formed a K9 unit. When Saudi National

Guard troops and Emirati police officers entered Bahrain in 2011 as part of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)’s Peninsula Shield Fore contingent, they assumed protection duty for important installations in the kingdom from the SSFC. Elements of the Peninsula Shield Force remain in Bahrain, allowing the SSFC to concentrate its efforts on suppressing demonstrations and dissident activity.

Though the SSFC’s specialized training and combat orientation suggest a limited scope of operations, it is regularly tasked with a wide array of responsibilities, from crowd-control to coordinating security for major nationwide events like the Formula 1 race. In effect, the SSFC serves as the tip of the spear for crushing dissent in Bahrain, violently enforcing the government’s ban on nonviolent criticism and peaceful protest under expanded anti-terror legislation that grounds its perpetual deployment. The SSFC lead near daily police assaults on pro-democracy demonstrations, and they are regularly at the forefront of nightly home raids in pursuit of individuals wanted by the GDCIFS (see Section 3.F for more information on the SSFC’s role in excessive force, and Section 3.A for more information on its involvement in home raids and arrests).

SSFC personnel receive six months of basic training, with an additional three to six months of instruction in “anti-riot procedures.” The former commander of the SSFC, now

Former SSFC Commander: Maj. Gen. Abdullah al-Zayed (now Deputy Chief of Public Security)

In January 2018, Bahrain’s king promoted longtime commander of the SSFC Abdullah al-Zayed from brigadier to major general and appointed him Deputy Chief of Public Security. Maj. Gen. al-Zayed – who oversaw years of extreme SSFC abuses, from house raids to extrajudicial killings – is now the second most powerful man in the PSF, directly below Chief of Public Security Maj. Gen. Tariq al-Hassan and just two positions removed from the Interior Minister. As Deputy Chief, he now holds authority over nearly all the MOI’s paramilitary units, and can extend the SSFC’s brutal policies throughout the PSF.

---

⁴⁷ Some sources indicate that the nucleus of the original force was two hundred volunteer militiamen from a Saudi tribe loyal to the Al Khalifa. See: Staci Strohl, “Post-Colonial Policing and the ‘Woman’ Question: A History of the Women’s Police Directorate in Bahrain” in Laleh Khalili and Jillian Schwedler (Eds.), Policing and Prison in the Middle East: Formations of Coercion, Hurst: 2010, Print.
Deputy Chief of Public Security Major General Abdullah al-Zayed, stated in 2017 that specialized anti-terror units receive “continuous training for two years,” including in “communications courses, special naval operations, air carriers, respirators, rescue and inspection systems, ammunition courses, intelligence and security,” among other skill areas. The SSFC also runs so-called “commando courses” for other divisions of the MOI as well as the BDF, National Guard, and even foreign militaries. SSFC units have received regular support from the US and have also trained with the British Royal Marines to improve their sniping capabilities (see Section 5.A for more on foreign support for the MOI).

While SSFC personnel reportedly undergo extensive training, they routinely employ excessive and often lethal force in dispersing protesters, storming homes, and making arrests – suggesting brutality is policy rather than aberration. In fact, photos obtained by ADHRB of SSFC training programs in 2016 (and which are held regularly) suggest that personnel are explicitly trained to use overwhelming force against protests. The images show large SSFC squads attacking a mock village complete with individuals – presumably other MOI officials – dressed up as Bahraini protesters. The faux demonstrators light items on fire and throw objects, but appear unarmed; nevertheless, SSFC personnel respond with force. Even in this controlled environment, the response appears chaotic and culminates with house-by-house raids in the location of the protest. Such training programs align with official government narratives that present each year’s hundreds of peaceful protests as consistently violent riots requiring militarized anti-terror responses, instructing recruits that
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most public assemblies they encounter will mimic the violent minority they train for and inevitably require force. At times, SSFC personnel have even resorted to deliberately fabricating the violent conditions that would justify an escalation in force: images and videos captured in 2011 and 2012 repeatedly show SSFC officers throwing Molotov cocktails – a homemade incendiary device they routinely attribute to rioters – during MOI attacks on protests.53 This disconnect normalizes the use of excessive force as a first resort against routinely nonviolent gatherings in the slums and Shia villages simulated at the SSFC's training facilities. Beyond the simulacra, SSFC tactics – and the militarized posture inculcated through “commando” training courses – play out with predictably lethal effect in the real streets of Bahrain.54

According to data collected by the Bahrain Center for Human Rights (BCHR), violent MOI protest raids have increased in recent years, with at least 232 in 2017, 155 in 2016, and 120 in 2015.55 These attacks – characterized by the weaponized use of ostensibly non-lethal crowd control tools like teargas and birdshot to kill or maim – bear all the hallmarks of SSFC operations and are almost certainly directed by SSFC units in conjunction with local governorate police and the Police Aviation unit, which assists the SSFC “to carry out operations and conduct security checks in areas where there are disturbances and riots and guide them to take necessary action.” Though it is difficult to determine the exact unit responsible for individual cases of brutality or extrajudicial killings committed during the MOI’s multi-agency assaults on demonstrations, the SSFC is virtually omnipresent at these raids and maintains command responsibility for “anti-riot” operations. It is the sole MOI agency most clearly implicated in the deaths of dozens of protesters since 2011.

ADHRB has recorded 46 cases of individual abuse directly implicating the SSFC as the lead perpetrator, including 25 extrajudicial killings. We documented another 77 cases that lacked a clearly identified perpetrator but matched SSFC patterns of abuse: 46 of these were extrajudicial killings (see Section 3.F for more information on excessive force and extrajudicial killings). Additionally, of the 260 illegal or violent home raids recorded by ADHRB, victims and their families were often unable to identify the specific MOI agency or agencies participating in the initial attack as a result of the perpetrators’ clothing (masks, plainclothes, all-black uniforms, etc.), lack of warrant, or general chaos: it is very likely that the SSFC led or participated in the majority of these raids. (see Section 3.A for more information on arbitrary detention and home raids).

Though the SSFC is predominantly used to apply force during attacks on protests or targets at large, its personnel have also been directly implicated in torture at GDRR detention centers. In March 2015, for example, the SSFC were deployed to Jau Prison to assist GDRR personnel in quelling protests over the facility’s inhumane conditions. The SSFC utilized excessive force to regain control of the prison, and then proceeded to subject the entire inmate population to collective punishment including torture (see Section 3.B for more information on torture, and see Section 3.E for more information on detention standards). Multiple prisoners report that the SSFC’s K9 unit even directed police dogs to maul inmates. These attacks came just one year after the US embassy completed an Antiterrorism Assistance (ATA) training course with the unit funded by the American taxpayer. Though the US
government claims to restrict assistance to MOI units involved in policing protests and repressing free assembly, the SSFC K9 unit continues to explicitly "support[…] the operations related to the maintenance of order and fighting riots…[and] vandalism" according to MOI promotional materials produced in 2017. The SSFC remains one of the primary MOI beneficiaries of US security support and stands to receive expanded assistance under the Trump administration (see Section 5.A for a full accounting of the US relationship with the MOI).

### IV. Governorate Police Directorates

Bahrain’s four governorate police directorates comprise the kingdom’s standard, local law enforcement. While these forces are tasked with addressing common crime and safety issues along with their subordinate unarmed “community police” units, each governorate directorate also forms the basic infrastructure of the broader Bahraini police state: a vast network of security stations and checkpoints providing first-order surveillance and detention capabilities. The governorate directorates, which contain their own investigations and information divisions that mirror the GDCIFS, work closely with national agencies like the CID and the SSFC to execute protest raids and apprehend political activists, human rights defenders, religious leaders, and other suspected dissidents or critics active in their region. Each directorate’s various police stations regularly serve as the immediate site of enforced disappearance and torture before a detainee’s transfer up the chain of command.

#### Northern Police Directorate

The Northern Police Directorate encompasses Bahrain’s northeast region and is headquartered in Hamad Town, at Roundabout 17. Some of the directorate’s chief facilities are located in Budaiya, Maqabah, and Al-Khamis, and it also coordinates with the King Fahd Causeway police – a separate directorate that falls within the governorate on the border with Saudi Arabia. Home to towns like Diraz and Demistan, which face routine government attacks, the Northern Governorate has the highest rate of abuse among

---

59 The exact number is unclear. In 2014, the government indicated that the MOI maintained at least 22 police stations, but a Reuters report in 2012 paraphrased MOI leadership stating that the ministry has at least 33. See: Moving Beyond 2011, BICI Follow-up Unit, Kingdom of Bahrain, February 2014, http://www.biciunit.bh/reports/BICI%20Implementation%20report%20ENGLISH.pdf; and Andrew Hammond, “Bahrain police install cameras to curb abuse,” Reuters, 22 March 2012, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-bahrain-police-rights/bahrain-police-install-cameras-to-curb-abuse-idUSBRE82L0EC20120322
Frequency of Abuse by Location*

*Only includes cases where initial location data was recorded (in most cases this is unclear). Does not include abuses that occurred within specific MOI facilities within the governorate.
the four regions. ADHRB has documented 221 incidents of severe human rights violations in the Northern Governorate, with 87 specifically implicating Northern Police, including 41 cases at the Hamad Town facility, 31 cases at the Budaiya facility, and seven at the Al-Khamis facility.

**Capital Police Directorate**

Located to the east of the Northern Governorate, the Capital Governorate comprises Bahrain’s capital city, Manama, and contains the largest population of the kingdom’s four regions. The Capital Police Directorate is headquartered in the city’s Al-Hoora neighborhood at a facility also referred to as “Exhibition Station,” due to its address on Exhibition, or Al-Ma’arid, Avenue. It maintains several other facilities throughout the city, including Qudaibiya and Naim, as well as in the surrounding areas, like Sitra Island. The Capital Governorate has the second highest rates of abuse after its northern counterpart, with 132 incidents recorded in the region by ADHRB, and another 34 specifically implicating subdivisions of the police directorate, including 18 at the Al-Hoora facility and seven at the Qudaibiya facility.

**Muharraq Police Directorate**

Muharraq Police have authority over the northwestern island of Muharraq, just off the coast of Manama. Bahrain’s third largest governorate, the region includes the city of Muharraq and its surroundings, including the Bahrain International Airport and its police directorate, as well as the GDRR’s Dry Dock Detention Center. According to government records, the Muharraq Police Directorate operates out of a new facility in the Halat Bu Maher area of the city as of 2014, and its other principal facilities are in Hidd and Samahaj. The main Muharraq security compound is notorious for doubling as an NSA torture center, with leading human rights defenders and lawyers like Ebtisam al-Saegh and Ibrahim Jawad ‘Abd Ullah Sarhan beaten and sexually assaulted there in 2017. Excluding abuses attributed to the GDRR and Dry Dock, ADHRB has documented 51 abuses perpetrated at Muharraq police facilities, including 17 at the Hidd Police Station, as well as another 19 abuses at Bahrain International Airport and 17 elsewhere in the governorate.

---

Southern Police Directorate

The Southern Police Directorate is headquartered in East Riffa, toward the center of the country. It assumed authority over most of what was the Central Governorate after the province was dissolved in 2015. In addition to the East Riffa headquarters, which also serves as a detention center, the Southern Police Directorate maintains a number of facilities, including police stations in Isa Town and West Riffa, and the Royal Academy of Police is also located in the governorate. The Southern Governorate is the least populous in Bahrain and the largest in geographic size; excluding human rights violations that occur in Jau Prison and Isa Town Women’s Prison, which are located in the governorate, it has the lowest rates of abuse of the kingdom’s four regions. ADHRB has documented 28 incidents directly implicating the Southern Police Directorate, with 16 involving Riffa police and 10 involving Isa Town police, as well as 12 other serious human rights violations that took place in the Southern Governorate but lacked direct attribution to directorate forces (involvement of the Southern Police is likely, but only national agencies were explicitly identified).

C. SUPPORT AGENCIES AND DIRECTORATES

In addition to the GDCIFS, GDRR, SSFC, and governorate police directorates, the MOI comprises myriad other subdivisions that supplement the work of the lead agencies and provide specialized support to the repressive mission. Chief among these are the General Directorate of Anti-Corruption, Economic and Electronic Security, and the NPRA.
In many of the arbitrary home raids documented by ADHRB, MOI personnel confiscate mobile phones, computers, and other personal items without presenting a warrant. Seized electronics are typically examined by GDAEES “digital laboratories” while detainees are interrogated and tortured, implicating the agency in human rights abuses perpetrated primarily by lead agencies like the GDCIFS and SSFC. Through the MOI claims these laboratories are “highly qualified” and meet international standards, the government continuously delayed the most recent trial against human rights defender Nabeel Rajab for testimony from a purported GDAEES expert that was ultimately denounced by an independent observer: “The quality of the evidence from the purported computer forensic expert was very poor. It extended no further than a recital of the results of a basic Google search.” Though the GDAEES expert was unable to provide evidence that linked Rajab to the twitter account he was charged for – itself a violation of the right to free expression – the court ultimately sentenced him to five years in prison for online criticism of the government.


i. General Directorate of Anti-Corruption, Economic and Electronic Security (GDAEES)

Originally a sub-directorate of the GDCIFS, the GDAEES was established by royal decree in 2011 to investigate financial crimes and cyber offenses.62 It reports directly to the Interior Minister, and comprises the Corruption Directorate, the Economic Crime Directorate, and the Cybercrime Directorate, sometimes referred to colloquially as the “Cybercrime Unit.” The Cybercrime Directorate is the most feared subdivision of the GDAEES and plays a key support role for the GDCIFS and Bahrain’s telecommunications and information ministries, helping them to target human rights defenders, journalists, opposition politicians, and other individuals accused of violating the kingdom’s blanket ban on Internet criticism. Since 2014, the Cybercrime Directorate has become the primary enforcement authority for Bahrain’s cybercrime law, which – together with the penal code, anti-terror law, and press and publications law – includes vague provisions that infringe on the right to privacy and criminalize acts of peaceful free expression online.

The Cybercrime Directorate is directly implicated in dozens of cases of arbitrary detention and torture, and it is particularly involved in reprisals against journalists and online activists for offenses that stem solely from free speech. It regularly detains and interrogates individuals for criticizing the government on social media, promoting demonstrations, or reporting on sensitive issues, citing grounds such as: spreading “malicious rumours to damage the social fabric;”63 posting information to “incite sedition and undermine social peace;”64 and “misusing social media.”65 According to government statements, once the directorate becomes aware of potential dissident activity online, it forms a set “team to follow the account to identify the user.”66 Cybercrime personnel use a variety of tools to determine the user’s identity, including technical methods like hacking and phishing to gain unauthorized access to accounts. When this does not yield results, the Cybercrime Directorate, along with the GDCIFS and the NSA, will simply arbitrarily detain individuals suspected of operating the target accounts and force them to unlock their mobile phone or computer; if the detainee is not the person they are pursuing, they often torture them into falsely confessing to operating the account in question, or they attempt to coerce them into using their own accounts to entrap the target or otherwise inform on potential activist communications networks. In some cases, the directorate might infect the detainee’s devices with malware before releasing them, allowing the MOI to access their accounts remotely without their knowledge (see below).

The Cybercrime Directorate is implicated in numerous attacks on high-profile media and political figures in Bahrain. Husain Hubail, a freelance photojournalist, was arrested by the MOI in July 2013 on charges including the use of social media networks to “incite hatred of the regime.” During his detention, Cybercrime personnel tortured Hubail and subjected him to other forms of ill treatment; he was ultimately sentenced to five years in prison.67 Likewise, the directorate investigated Mohammad Al-Ghasra, a CNN Arabic correspondent, after he published a news update on social media related to political corruption – despite the GDAEES’ broader mandate to address financial crimes – and he later received a warning from the government’s information ministry.68
In 2016, the Cybercrime Directorate interrogated Ebrahim Sharif of the now-closed Wa’ad opposition society for “inciting hatred of the political system” after speaking with the Associated Press. More recently, its personnel have continually harassed the leader of Al-Wahdawi, the only formal opposition group that has yet to be forcibly dissolved by the government, summoning him for repeated interrogation over allegedly “inciting protests” on social media throughout 2018.

The Cybercrime Directorate, in connection with the FSCID, the NSA, and other government agencies, is also implicated in widespread unlawful surveillance, often with the use of imported technology. This surveillance ranges from passive monitoring to the hacking and phishing described above, as well as active manipulation of private data and accounts. These intrusions extend to Bahrain’s diaspora community, where the Bahraini government has increasingly turned to electronic means to track potential dissidents and launch reprisal attacks against exiled activists. In 2012, it was revealed that the MOI had used Gamma International UK’s FinFisher software to gain access to the electronic devices of a more than a dozen human rights defenders, media figures, lawyers, and political activists, including ADHRB Executive Director Husain Abdulla; journalist and campaigner Moosa Abdali; and Bahrain Watch cofounder Ala’a Shehabi. While operating on their devices, the spyware program monitored their online communications and transmitted information to computers belonging to the MOI. Notably, some of these activists, like Abdali, had been previously targeted by the personnel believed to be members of the SSFC before leaving the country. In 2014, leaked data revealed that FinFisher “could avoid anti-virus software, switch on web cameras and microphones, and catalogue data also confirmed that, despite repeated denials, Gamma International was officially “selling … [Finfisher] to people using their software to attack Bahraini activists” and that Bahraini officials had even reached out for tech support, complaining that they were “losing targets daily” due to a glitch. In addition to targeting and surveillance, Bahraini authorities have used these methods to obtain private information, manipulate personal accounts to defame targeted individuals, and attempt to blackmail them into silence. The leaked data showed that officials exploited their access to the Twitter account of one UK-based political activist to publicly post links to pornography in his name, for example. A leaked communication between the Bahraini government and Gamma International suggested that as early as 2011 authorities were using FinFisher on 30 active targets, referring to successful intrusions as having “caught the fish.” A similar set of leaks in 2015 uncovered that the MOI also purchased spyware from the Italian company Hacking Team through an Emirati intermediary in 2015. Records explicitly indicate that Bahrain’s intermediary paid €210,000 for a one-year pilot program with the GDAAES’ Cybercrime Directorate, in addition to separate arrangements between Hacking Team and the NSA and BDF. Like FinFisher, Hacking Team’s programs are used to monitor or gain unauthorized access to electronic devices to “steal files, read emails, take photos and record conversations.” The full scale of illegal surveillance usage by Bahraini authorities is unknown, as most people targeted by spyware like FinFisher never detect the intrusion, but evidence suggests that the MOI and the Cybercrime Directorate continue to commit extensive violations of the right to privacy.

The MOI announced an expanded campaign against online dissent in 2018, which will give the Cybercrime Directorate even wider license to target independent civil society actors. On 25 March, Bahrain’s Interior Minister stated that the police would be taking new measures to “track down” activists for criticizing the government on social media. That same day, the MOI made at least five new arrests.
over such charges as “misusing social media.” 82 Bahraini state media reports indicate that the number of new digital rights arrests has grown to at least 12 83 since the MOI announcement, while activists report that dozens more social media users may have been summoned. According to the authorities, many of the arrests are specifically “in line with the directives of the Minister of the Interior to take strict measures to address the electronic anarchy and chaos caused by some social media accounts non-compliant with the law.” 84 While the interior minister’s statement did not outline specific new policies, it appeared to signal a further expansion of the MOI’s dragnet to target any form of critical expression or activism online. According to the announcement, the MOI will pursue all individuals and accounts that “spread malicious rumours that went against social harmony and civil peace [sic]” and “any cyber activity against the norms and traditions of Bahrain whereas those accounts are destructive and not constructive.” The statement revealed that accounts involved in such activity are already “monitored,” including accounts that “were against the interests of the internal front.” Notably, the interior minister indicated that the authorities will pursue social media activists “even if we need to draft new legislation” 85 – suggesting that the MOI is not only pushing for draconian new laws that further criminalize online free expression, but that it may also target users for activity that is not currently illegal. Notably, the new arrests in this campaign have included members of Bahrain’s Sunni Muslim minority community as well as individuals affiliated with the monarchy and its security institutions, marking a departure from the government’s primary crackdown on political opposition and members of the marginalized Shia Muslim majority, as well as demonstrating the government’s commitment to suppress all criticism. 86

ii. National, Passports, and Residency Affairs (NPRA)
Headed by a dedicated undersecretary that reports to the Interior Minister, the NPRA enforces Bahrain’s nationality laws, making it responsible for carrying out ministerial orders to arbitrarily revoke individuals of their citizenship and deport people from the kingdom. In 2014, the government amended the 1963 nationality legislation to empower the MOI to denaturalize Bahrainis by administrative order. The law now provides that “Bahraini citizenship may be revoked, upon request from the Interior Minister and approval of the cabinet, from any naturalised person” who has, among other things, been “found guilty of a crime connected with honour and integrity” within ten years of receiving it. 87 Furthermore, it enables the MOI to issue extrajudicial revocation orders for any citizen who: “(1) serves in a foreign army, (2) helps to or serves a hostile country, and (3) causes harm to the interests of the kingdom.” 88 In addition to the anti-terror legislation, which allows the courts to strip Bahrainis of their citizenship for broad terror offenses, these vague provisions give the MOI wide discretion to issue arbitrary revocation orders against activists and government critics alongside actual violent extremists. Unlike court-ordered denaturalization, the MOI’s revocation orders are often ineligible for standard appeal.

The Bahraini government has denaturalized more than 700 Bahrainis since 2012, and more than a hundred of these individuals were subject to MOI revocation orders. The majority of those affected are members of the kingdom’s marginalized Shia Muslim community, and many are rendered stateless. While still in Bahrain, they are unable to own property or open bank accounts, access healthcare and social services, or enroll for education. Additionally, because Bahrain’s legislation prevents women from...
passing Bahraini citizenship to their children, the arbitrary denaturalization of a man can result in the collective punishment of his entire family. Bahraini children that are rendered stateless are forced to apply for residency permits from the NPRA and, once they are adults, obtain sponsorship from an employer in order to continue living in the kingdom. If they have not left Bahrain and are denied residency or sponsorship, denaturalized individuals and their families are typically arrested by the NPRA or other MOI personnel and forcibly deported to another country. Prior to deportation, they are commonly held in the NPRA’s two detention facilities: the Men’s Removal Center (MRC) and the Women’s Removal Center (WRC). According to the government’s own reports in 2016, neither facility is equipped with surveillance cameras, despite MOI claims to have installed cameras in all locations where detainees are held by 2014, in accordance with BICI Recommendation 1720.g to increase audiovisual recording. Officers in both facilities are not trained in the legal use of force or in the management of risk of self-harm. The WRC is particularly unhygienic and severely overcrowded, at almost double its capacity at the time of reporting, with some detainees sleeping on the floor.  

In coordination with the ministries of information and foreign affairs, the NPRA is also responsible for foreign entry to the kingdom, and it plays a key role in the government policy to ban or deport virtually all independent international journalists or observers that attempt to visit Bahrain. From 2011 to 2016, more than 250 such individuals were denied access, including representatives of nearly every foreign media outlet. In February 2016, for example, American reporter Anna Day and three cameramen were arrested and deported for attempting to cover protests around the anniversary of the 2011 pro-democracy movement. German journalist Robert Kempe attempted to travel to Bahrain to cover the FIFA congress in May 2017, but when he applied for a journalism visa it was denied. Kempe believes the decision was due to a February 2016 report he filed that contained allegations of human rights violations against a member of the Bahraini ruling family, Sheikh Salman bin Ebrahim Al Khalifa, who is also FIFA’s vice-president. In December 2017, a correspondent for The Economist, Gregg Carlstrom, reported he was denied entry to cover the Manama Dialogue, an international security conference. Some journalists, like New York Times columnist Nicholas Kristof, have been informally banned from the country for years.

The NPRA has extended this treatment to foreign government officials and human rights organizations as well. In July 2014, the authorities expelled Tom Malinowski, the US Assistant Secretary of State for Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, after he met with Sheikh Ali Salman, the leader of Bahrain’s chief political opposition group. That August, the government denied entry to US Congressman Jim McGovern, the Democratic Co-Chair of the Tom Lantos Human Rights Commission (TLHRC), as well as Brian Dooley, then Director of the Human Rights Defenders program at Human Rights First. Dooley was again denied access in April 2018, when he and Lars Aslan Rasmussen, a member of Denmark’s parliament, attempted to visit imprisoned Danish-Bahraini human rights defender Abdulhadi al-Khawaja for his birthday. The government did the same to a researcher for Human Rights Watch in May 2017. Likewise, ADHRB has been repeatedly denied entry to meet with the government’s human rights bodies and to participate in official consultations; one ADHRB representative submitted a 12-page visa application and a formal request to participate in the national Universal Periodic Review (UPR) consultations that occurred in 2016 but never received a response.

91 See, for example: Multiple re-entry e-visas soon, says official, BNA, Kingdom of Bahrain, 18 February 2015, http://www.bna.bh/portal/en/news/654818
94 Gregg Carlstrom, @glcarlstrom, 8 December 2017, https://twitter.com/glcarlstrom/status/939105304400537361
The NPRA is additionally charged with enforcing travel bans on domestic residents, which are regularly issued by the MOJ as a form of reprisal against independent civil society actors. Though the NPRA has specifically emphasized that it is simply “carrying out” court orders, activists and journalists regularly report that NPRA and other MOI officials block them from traveling without providing reference to a judicial decision or any other reason; in some instances, the MOI has prevented individuals from traveling even when officials have explicitly confirmed that no judicial travel ban exists, as in the case of prominent journalist and torture survivor Nazeeha Saeed. Estimates indicate that the government has issued arbitrary travel bans on more than 100 people in retaliation for their activism or on the suspicion they hold dissent views. The list includes human rights defenders, journalists, and political figures like Essa Al-Ghayeb; Ebtisam Al-Saegh; Ebrahim Demistani; Nazeeha Saeed; Mohammed Al-Tajer; Ahmed Radhi; Sheikh Maytham al-Salman; Dr. Taha al-Derazi; Abdulnabi al-Ekry; Nedal al-Salman; Enas Oun; Hussain Radhi; Ahmed Saffar; Sayed Hadi al-Mousawi; Ebrahim Sharif; Farida Ghulam; and Radhi al-Musawi. In addition to violating their right to freedom of movement, these bans have specifically prevented such activists from attending international events like the UN Human Rights Council.

Clockwise, from left: SSFC personnel vandalizing a civilian vehicle along with a plainclothes individual; firing teargas haphazardly; and beating a bound and blindfolded detainee.

100 According to the Bahraini government: “The NPRA official said that travel bans and such other punitive measures are only handed out by the court of law. The NPRA and the emigration are only organs of the executive tasked to carry out the decree of the court.” See: “Multiple re-entry e-visas soon, says official” BNA, Kingdom of Bahrain, 18 February 2015, http://www.bna.bh/portal/en/news/654818
A Policy of Repression: Widespread and Systematic Abuses
The various agencies of the MOI coordinate to perpetrate widespread and systematic human rights violations, including arbitrary detention and warrantless home raids; enforced disappearance; torture; due process interference; substandard detention conditions; denial of healthcare; excessive force and police brutality; and religious discrimination. These are not isolated abuses – ADHRB has documented these crimes consistently through time, with roughly the same frequency from 2011 to 2017 and early 2018 – and are perpetrated by virtually every command level of the MOI. They could not occur without the knowledge and approval of the highest command echelon, up to Chief of Public Security Maj. Gen. Tariq al-Hassan and Interior Minister Lt. Gen. Rashid bin Abdullah. Violating human rights is a necessary means to the MOI’s ultimate goal: enforcing compliance with the regime through state terror. Each repressive policy or violent assault is launched in the commission of a larger crime, with each subdivision of the MOI working together as part of the broader ministry-wide effort to suppress dissent.

A. ARBITRARY DETENTION AND WARRANTLESS HOME RAIDS

Together, arbitrary detention and warrantless home raids are the most common human rights violations committed in Bahrain, with the CID and SSFC the lead perpetrators. Home invasion and detention is arbitrary when the target is wanted for offenses that have no basis in international law – like “insulting the king” under Article 214 of Bahrain’s Penal Code – or when the authorities provide no warrant or related grounds for search and arrest. The CID and the SSFC, as well as the local governorate police forces, knowingly detain individuals solely for exercising basic human rights and they almost universally refuse to present legal grounds for their actions. Thousands of arrests related to nonviolent acts of expression, association, and assembly are documented every year in Bahrain, resulting in the arbitrary detention of peaceful demonstrators, political activists, journalists, religious leaders, and human rights defenders. Hundreds more are detained by the MOI in the absence of any documentation or reason for arrest, with coerced confessions extracted under torture providing retroactive justification. Arbitrary detention is strongly correlated with torture in Bahrain, and the arbitrarily detained are at an extremely high risk of experiencing other human rights abuses like enforced disappearance and unfair trial. 108

ADHRB has documented 517 arbitrary arrests and 257 home raids specifically attributable to the MOI. In addition to home raids, arbitrary arrests frequently occur at checkpoints, travel hubs, courts, hospitals, and other public spaces where MOI personnel maintain a presence. SSFC and local governorate personnel also routinely conduct mass arbitrary arrests while dispersing protests, such as in May 2017, when the MOI detained 286 individuals during a lethal raid on a peaceful sit-in in Diraz, violating their rights to free assembly (see Section 3.E for more information on excessive force).

Arbitrary arrests resulting from home raids are generally more targeted than other types of arbitrary detention, such as street arrests. In 2011, the BICI found that the “pattern of [home raid] arrests indicated the existence of an operational plan,” describing the standard attack as follows:

*Security forces systematically raided houses in order to arrest individuals, and in so doing terrified the occupants. These arrests were performed during the night and in pre-dawn raids by hooded persons, who intentionally broke down doors, forcibly entered*

and sometimes ransacked the houses. This practice was often accompanied by sectarian insults and verbal abuse. Women and children and other family members frequently witnessed these events. In many of the reported cases, the women were asked to stand in their sleeping clothes, thus humiliating the women and other relatives present, and terrifying the children. The arrested persons were taken blindfolded to places of detention that at the time were unknown to the arrested persons.\(^{109}\)

In the seven years since, the MOI has continued to employ this same operational plan with little deviation. Homes are typically identified by the GDCIFS or the NSA and the raid is then centrally planned and executed by an MOI agency like the SSFC with local police support. Planned raids are conducted with clear intent to terrify the occupants: a mix of uniformed or plainclothes officers, usually with their faces covered to prevent identification, violently enter the property without notice late at night or in the early morning, kicking open doors, aggressively interrogating the homeowners, and confiscating personal items. The home is often surrounded, including with armored vehicles and helicopters. The target is invariably bound and beaten, while any family members or onlookers may be subject to additional abuse, intimidation, or harassment. In one case in 2013, the younger brother of an MOI target suffering from existing mental disabilities was so traumatized by a violent police raid on his home that he lapsed into a coma and required hospitalization for over 18 months. ADHRB has documented more than 70 cases – approximately 28 percent of all home raids – in which the target is blindfolded to cause further disorientation. Almost in no instances are family members told where the target is taken at time of arrest, though they are most frequently transferred to the CID for torture and interrogation. In some cases, the SSFC or other MOI personnel raid a target’s place of work or apprehend them as they leave to return home; these are conducted in a similar fashion, though they largely occur during the day.

The pattern of home raids also reveals the personal vindictiveness of a small police state intent on demonstrating virtual omnipotence, particularly in the aftermath of the 2011 mass protests. Once a target is identified as a potential protester or dissident, MOI personnel are relentless in their pursuit, often conducting repeated warrantless home raids for years at a time. After the initial aftermath of the Arab Spring demonstrations and the BICI investigation, ADHRB has consistently documented MOI personnel renewing arbitrary manhunts against individuals active during the protests who avoided prolonged imprisonment. In many cases these pursuits verged on personal vendetta, with police recurrently raiding a target’s familial home with full knowledge that the wanted individual is elsewhere, causing damage and frightening occupants. Sometimes they explicitly threatened to re-arrest individuals released in 2011 and early 2012, later making good on their promise. In the case of one individual whose original arbitrary arrest and torture was documented in the BICI report, the MOI proceeded to raid his family’s home regularly from 2012 to 2016, breaking personal property and cutting off the electricity. One activist that went into hiding during the crackdown in 2011 saw his home raided more than 12 times within the next two years. In other cases, the MOI continued to raid a target’s home even after he was detained and incarcerated simply to punish and intimidate the family.

Notably, while these raids follow a clear operational plan, GDCIFS and NSA intelligence is not perfect: in some cases documented by ADHRB, MOI forces admitted to raiding the wrong home. Even in these instances it is common for officers to arrest at least one occupant for interrogation and torture.

Between random street arrests and targeted home raids, the MOI also conducts mass home invasions in circumstances where their target is unidentified and they seek to collectively punish or intimidate a particular neighborhood. The MOI institutes this de facto policy in response to violent clashes with police forces or large protests that were dispersed without substantial arrests, cordoning off the entire area in which the incident occurred and systematically raiding every home in the vicinity. Police will commonly detain all teenage to middle-age males for interrogation and torture. Recent amendments to Bahrain’s anti-terror law have effectively legitimated the MOI policy of collective punishment and imbued the police with additional powers to suspend human rights during supposed counterterror operations. The law, which virtually defines peaceful anti-government criticism as terrorism, now allows the MOI to “search individuals, stop and search vehicles, restrict the right of movement of vehicles, public transport or pedestrians, cut communications and messages sent from the scene of the crime and sites where anti-terror operations are taking place, for a period of up to 12 hours.”\(^{110}\) In practice the


Clockwise from top left: SSFC personnel making arrest; SSFC and other MOI police officers kick down door in Diraz (2017); MOI house raid exercise with SSFC and Police Aviation personnel (2016); Riot officers pepper spray a detainee; SSFC raid simulated home during exercise (2016); SSFC personnel arrest youth
MOI is not bound by even these limits, however, and for over a year, from June 2016 until May 2017, it maintained a security cordon around Diraz from which it launched raids, restricted movement, and arbitrarily searched and detained inhabitants. Evidence suggests that the MOI or other government authorities also ordered Bahrain’s major internet service providers (ISPs) to impose a daily blackout within the security perimeter – a form of internet interference condemned by the UN.111

The MOI campaign of arbitrary detentions has contributed to the virtual dismantling of independent civil society in Bahrain, with dozens of leading human rights defenders, journalists, religious leaders, and opposition figures imprisoned. ADHRB has documented 111 cases of reprisal against such individuals for their work or activism that are directly attributable to MOI, including the arbitrary detention and abuse of high-profile prisoners of conscience like BCHR’s Nabeel Rajab and Sheikh Ali Salman of the Al-Wefaq opposition group (see ADHRB’s report, Crushing Civil Society, for more information on reprisals).112

**B. ENFORCED DISAPPEARANCE**

Following initial arbitrary arrest by MOI personnel, detainees are at high risk of enforced disappearance, defined as the deprivation of an individual’s liberty against their will by government authorities who fail to disclose the detainee’s fate and whereabouts.113 Since 2011, the MOI – particularly the CID with support of the SSFC, governorate police forces and, increasingly, the NSA – have disappeared hundreds of individuals. From November 2014 to November 2015, for example, BCHR recorded 441 cases of enforced disappearance in Bahrain.114 In 37 percent of these cases, the victims were children under the age of 18.

ADHRB has so far documented 145 cases of enforced disappearance in Bahrain from 2010 to 2018, 126 of which specifically implicate police personnel or MOI facilities. Of the 145 total cases, 128 of the individuals disappeared are male and 17 are female, and the ages range between 13 and 48 years of age at the time of disappearance. In a minority of the 126 cases involving police personnel or facilities, the NSA appears as the lead perpetrator with the MOI in a support role; in the remaining 19 cases that do not explicitly implicate the MOI, the perpetrator is identifiable solely as the NSA, the BDF, or an unknown entity.

Authorities typically conduct disappearances without a

---
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formal warrant (see Section 3.A on arbitrary detention above), making it difficult to determine the exact agency or agencies holding an individual. In many of these instances, it is still highly likely that MOI personnel or facilities were at least temporarily involved in the disappearance, and the disappeared usually resurface in MOI custody.

Bahrain’s disappeared are most commonly taken to the CID headquarters or otherwise into CID custody, where they are prevented from communicating with the outside world. In many cases, they are repeatedly transferred to and from the CID to other MOI facilities, including local police stations, Dry Dock, Jau, or unofficial blacksites (see below). MOI officials refuse to disclose any information to the detainee’s family during this period, often including acknowledgement of the detention itself. Disappearances are typically short-term, ranging from 12 hours to 90 days, however in some cases the detaining authorities have failed to reveal the whereabouts of a detainee for months. The average disappearance recorded by ADHRB is 14.6 days in length, excluding cases of indeterminate length as well as the long-term disappearances of defendants in the 2017 military trial of civilians – the first since the internationally condemned emergency tribunals of 2011. These latter cases, which implicated a variety of actors from the MOI to the BDF, ranged from 331 to 575 days, for an average of 448 days (see below for details). In 60 percent of disappearances recorded by ADHRB, authorities also subject the individual to torture or other ill treatment; one of these individuals, Ali al-Singace, was later executed after an unfair trial in January 2017 (See Section 3.B.1 below).

The 2017 military trial disappearances demonstrate a disturbing trend toward the elongation of the practice, as well as a renewed point of coordination between the MOI and the BDF that had been largely suspended since 2011. The cases of two of the disappeared civilian defendants, Sayed Alawi Hussain al-Alawi and Fadhel Sayed Abbas Hassan Radhi, are illustrative. On 24 October 2016, plainclothes police disappeared al-Alawi from his place of work without a warrant for arrest. After al-Alawi’s family filed a missing person’s report with the local police directorate, the MOI informed them that he was being held by the CID but that the family was not allowed to speak with him. The local police provided no other information regarding his wellbeing or whereabouts, but instructed the family to withdraw their missing person’s report. Both the CID and Dry Dock Detention Center repeatedly denied custody of Alawi in response to requests by his family, who subsequently filed a number of complaints throughout the following nine months with the MOI’s Ombudsman and the Special Investigations Unit of the PPO at the MOI. Despite these complaints and several visits to various detention centers, al-Alawi’s family continued to be denied information. His whereabouts were unknown for a total of 549 days.

Likewise, on 28 September 2016, SSFC riot police and plainclothes officers raided Radhi’s home in Hamad Town and arrested him in the middle of the night. As soon as Radhi was detained, his family lost all contact with him and the authorities withheld all information on his location or condition. Radhi’s family made numerous, weekly attempts to get information from the MOI’s PPO, but the authorities refused. Radhi was ultimately disappeared for 575 days.

In October 2017, al-Alawi and Radhi were formally transferred into BDF custody to be tried by the military court in a closed terrorism case. Despite reports of torture and due process violations including the denial of legal counsel, the military court sentenced both men to death on 25 December 2017; higher military courts confirmed the sentences in 2018 and while the king accepted the ruling, he ultimately commuted the sentences to life imprisonment. This is the first time the MOI and the Bahraini military have directly collaborated in the detention, disappearance, and torture of detainees since 2011. The UN Special Procedures mandate holders for arbitrary detention; disappearances; executions; freedom of opinion and expression; independence of judges and lawyers; human rights while countering terrorism; torture; and freedom of religion all issued a joint communication to Bahrain in February 2018 expressing grave concern over the case and condemning the dangerous precedent. Only after the highest military court upheld the sentences against al-Alawi and Radhi in April 2018 were their families permitted to see them.

C. TORTURE

Torture is systemic in Bahrain, and it is institutionalized within the MOI. It is the single most common human rights abuse in the kingdom, and it is used to extract false testimony and ensure convictions; punish perceived enemies of the state; and otherwise degrade dissidents in reprisal for activism and related offenses. It is the foundation for the “barrier of fear” that all police states build, and which protesters say was temporarily ruptured in Bahrain during the mass demonstrations of 2011. Torture and the MOI personnel who inflict it are integral to the reconstruction of this barrier, and the persistence of state terror in Bahrain.

ADHRB has recorded 570 discrete incidents of torture perpetrated by MOI agencies, chief among them the CID. Torture is ubiquitous across initial detention centers overseen by the CID and the local police directorates as well as GDRR facilities like the Jau and Isa Town prisons. Violence against detainees is casual and commonplace.

MOI personnel employ a range of torture methods varying in sophistication and cruelty – as one detainee put it in 2017, they are subjected to “every type of torture you can imagine.” The most common method, employed in 83 percent of all torture sessions, is beating with fists, weapons, or blunt objects. Other methods include forced standing, hanging, or stress positions (29 percent); electric shock (17 percent); and sexual assault, including rape (16 percent). ADHRB has recorded over 200 cases of MOI officials depriving detainees of water, food, sleep, and access to a toilet. In nearly a quarter of the cases documented by ADHRB, torture survivors report that security forces either prevented them from praying or subjected them to sectarian insults, hate speech, or some other form of religious discrimination; this is typically targeted at Shia Muslim detainees, as the MOI – and Bahrain’s security apparatus as a whole – is made up almost entirely of Sunni Muslims (see Section 3.G below for more information on religious discrimination).

In several cases, MOI interrogators forcibly removed detainees’ toenails; forced them to drink urine; stabbed or lacerated them; pepper sprayed them; or forcibly injected them with a drug or unknown substance. In addition to direct abuse, ADHRB has recorded more than 100 cases in which MOI personnel threatened detainees and their family members with torture, sexual assault, or other harm, such as fabricated criminal charges. Officers often falsely inform detainees that their loved ones are already in custody, at imminent risk of rape, torture, or murder. A smaller amount of detainees report that MOI personnel directly threatened to kill them, including putting a gun to their head. Survivors of MOI torture sessions regularly suffer from persistent and lasting effects of the abuse, some of which result in permanent injury or death.

MOI personnel most frequently torture individuals during their initial detention at the CID or local police stations to extract confessions or forced testimony. Often, the individual is beaten during arrest and in transit to the initial detention location. It is standard practice for MOI personnel to forcibly disappear detainees or hold them incommunicado during the period of initial detention, either at official facilities or at black sites in order to disorient the individuals and prevent their family or legal counsel from intervening. MOI personnel sometimes intensify the effect of torture and enforced disappearance by repeatedly transferring detainees to and from different interrogation facilities and torture sites (see Section 3.B for more information on enforced disappearances, and Section 3.D for more information on due process violations).

GDRR officers also use torture as a form of control, punishment, and humiliation within the prison system, and they are increasingly implicated in initial interrogations. In 2017, for example, MOI personnel temporarily transferred 16-year-old Hussain Marhoon to Jau’s interrogation facilities after torturing him at Exhibition Police Station in Manama; at Jau, officers hung him by his arms and legs and proceeded to beat him until blood was streaming from his face. In other cases, GDRR personnel target whole groups of inmates for torture. One of the most severe cases of mass, punitive torture at Jau occurred over several months in spring 2015. In March, the authorities responded to unrest at the facility with excessive force and intensified torture. Although only a minority of the inmates participated in the riot, which began as a protest against the facility’s increasingly overcrowded and unsanitary living conditions, the government collectively punished the entire prison population. SSFC units and other MOI personnel fired tear gas into enclosed spaces and beat inmates indiscriminately, including minors. Once they regained control of the prison, the authorities continued to torture the inmates, beating them and depriving them of food and sleep. Some inmates were specifically targeted and forcibly disappeared elsewhere in the prison. The authorities took many political prisoners and those suspected of instigating the unrest to Building 10, which incarcerated BCHR cofounder Abdulhadi al-Khawaja has described as “the torture building.”

At least 100 inmates were transferred to Building 10 in the weeks following the riot. Police who hesitated to abuse the prisoners were reprimanded and transferred. While the government claims to have installed some cameras in Jau, much of this abuse occurred in the lobbies, bathrooms, or solitary confinement cells where there is no official
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MOI BLACK SITE: KHAYALA

- Located in Budaiya, near Northern Police Directorate Facilities
- Active from at least 2012-2017
- Used for enforced disappearance and torture
- Linked to notorious CID officer Isa Awad al-Majali

The Interior Minister is said to be focused on evolving the ceremonial Mounted Unit of the Budaiya police into “one of the best in the region” and a symbol of the MOI’s supposed achievements.\(^1\) Yet the Mounted Unit’s old stables are a literal manifestation of the MOI’s most egregious human rights violations like torture and enforced disappearance. Known as Khayala and located near the Northern Police Directorate’s Budaiya police station, the stables are one the MOI’s unofficial black sites: an unofficial torture chamber. Like other black sites, MOI personnel have used Khayala for particularly cruel or brutal torture sessions prior to transferring detainees to the CID for formal interrogation. While the use of torture – especially to extract false testimony – is a de facto policy for MOI agencies like the CID, black sites such as Khayala also appear to be utilized for less targeted abuse and even outright sadism: according to an opposition media report, police brought detainees for beatings at Khayala as a way of “celebrating” achievements.\(^2\) ADHRB has documented several cases that reveal the types of human rights violations that take place at Khayala, including the arrest of photographer Hussam Mahdi Suroor.\(^3\)

Hussam is an amateur photographer who has repeatedly risked government reprisal to publicize protests and human rights violations in Bahrain. On 4 September 2014, police stopped then 17-year-old Hussam’s car near Diraz and arrested him and a passenger. The authorities immediately took Hussam and his friend to Khayala where they subjected them to severe beatings. Hussam was effectively disappeared for five days, after which he was permitted to call his family and tell them that he had been transferred to the CID. Under Bahrain’s anti-terror legislation, Hussam was remanded into custody for 60 days without charge, pending investigation. Police had previously arrested and tortured Hussam in 2012 before releasing him without charges.

---

A month later, on 10 October 2014, MOI personnel launched a warrantless raid on the home of Hussam’s brother, Mahmood Suroor. They also disappeared Mahmood, a 26-year-old artist, for five days before remanding him into pre-charge custody at Dry Dock Detention Center under the anti-terror law, though it is unclear if he was similarly tortured at Khayala. As is typical of MOI raids, the Suroor home was ransacked and police confiscated his phone, camera, laptop, and external hard drive.

ADHRB documented a similar case in July 2013: a large contingent of MOI personnel – including approximately 20 police cars, six armored vehicles, and a Police Aviation helicopter – raided a swimming pool and violently arrested Hasan,* almost running him over with a vehicle. MOI forces disappeared Hasan and between Khayala and the CID subjected him to extreme torture, including beating with sticks, pipes, and guns, as well as specialized falaka beating of the feet. CID officers placed him in “The Fridge,” an extremely cold room at their main facility, and prevented him from sleeping, using the toilet, and praying. They ultimately forced him to retroactively confess to involvement in a bombing, despite the fact that he was in custody at the time of the alleged incident. Hasan identified Isa al-Majali, an infamous CID officer, as the MOI official overseeing his abuse.

Khayala was active as recently as May 2017, when MOI personnel arrested a woman on allegations of harboring a fugitive and brought her to the black site for torture, including beating, sexual harassment, and threats of rape. The officers then transferred her to the CID for further abuse, including religious discrimination and time in “The Fridge.” There, they forced to her sign a confession she was prevented from reading, and she was ultimately sentenced to three years in prison at Isa Town.
surveillance. On 15 April 2015, the UN Special Rapporteurs on the right to freedom of opinion and expression, human rights defenders, and torture, in conjunction with the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, issued a joint communication to the Government of Bahrain in which they noted that the authorities’ excessive response to the Jau unrest resulted in the injury of approximately 500 inmates.\(^{121}\) They also expressed concern that the authorities had rearrested human rights defender and BCHR president Nabeel Rajab after he documented cases of torture in Jau; Rajab is now imprisoned in Jau for that same offense.

In June 2016, a similar incident occurred at the Dry Dock Detention Center after 17 detainees reportedly escaped.\(^ {122}\) According to the MOI, security forces immediately deployed dozens of police vehicles and set up checkpoints to search for the detainees. On 3 June, the day of the escape, a MOI spokesperson reported that the authorities had apprehended sixteen individuals who either escaped or “assisted in the planning and execution [of the escape].”\(^ {123}\) Six escapees reportedly remain at large. The authorities have not disclosed any details concerning the alleged escapees or the reasons for which they were incarcerated. ADHRB received reports from families of Dry Dock detainees, specifically those held in buildings used for the long-term detention of minors, claiming that the authorities have subjected inmates to increased abuse in retaliation for the alleged escape. According to the families, prison officials have blindfolded and physically beat the detainees and forced them to stand for long hours. They reportedly told the detainees that they deserved punishment because they did not report the escape attempt. Several inmates suffered injuries as a result of the torture. One detainee told his family that the authorities pulled him by his neck and hit his head on a wall. Guards reportedly forced a number of detainees to eat after they initiated a hunger strike several days into the reprisal campaign. Although many of the detainees’ families have reported that they informed the MOI Ombudsman’s Office of the abuse, it told several of the families that it was unable to intervene, citing difficulty communicating with the broader MOI in such cases (see Section 4 for more information on the obstacles to accountability).

MOI authorities have also targeted the close relatives of activists and torture survivors in attempts to cover up abuse or carry out further reprisals.\(^ {124}\) In some instances, officials have intimidated families in an attempt to dissuade

---
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The MOI has utilized the full range of torture techniques consistently and at largely steady rates through time: as with other types of abuse endemic to the MOI, ADHRB has documented cases and methods of torture at about the same frequency each year from 2011 to the present. This is true of even the most horrific acts of police brutality. ADHRB’s documentation shows that MOI personnel commit acts of sexual torture (sexual assault and rape) at least 13 times a year, on average. This typically comprises beating and manipulation of genitals, or rape with an object, such as a baton or glass bottle. The majority of individuals subjected to sexual torture are men and boys, though the MOI has also sexually tortured women. Thirteen percent of sexual torture cases documented by ADHRB are minors, with the youngest just 13 years old. Those targeted include journalists, human rights defenders, religious leaders, medical personnel, political activists, and average protesters. Like other extreme forms of torture such as electric shock or removal of fingernails, MOI officers appear to specifically apply sexual torture as revenge against targets that have previously evaded detention. In the case of one individual wanted for protesting by the MOI since 2011, CID and Al-Hidd officers disappeared him in 2012 and proceeded to subject him to daily beatings, electric shocks, and sexual assault, including tying a rope around his penis to prevent urination. The CID is the most common perpetrator of sexual torture, as well as torture as whole, but ADHRB has recorded cases that implicate virtually all major MOI agencies and facilities, from the GDRA and the governorate police directorates to the NPRA. Inmates at Jau specifically allege that sexual torture is rife within the prison system. The statistical regularity of even the most heinous types of torture further demonstrate that these abuses are not random acts of violence, but part of standard MOI practice.

them from seeking accountability for the torture of their relatives. MOI personnel have additionally coerced families into signing agreements that prevent them from protesting or publicly discussing relatives that have been tortured or killed, often under threat of further abuse. In June 2016, the authorities likewise imposed a travel ban on the parents of two protestors killed by police, preventing them from attending the 32nd session of the UN Human Rights Council to describe their experience of brutality and excessive force. In July 2016, activists reported that the fathers of two victims were detained by the MOI and awaiting transfer to the PPO for reasons unknown.

In other cases, the government has tortured individuals simply for being related to a human rights defender or opposition figure. In 2015, for example, police arbitrarily arrested Ali Isa Ali al-Tajer, the brother of the human rights lawyer, Mohamed al-Tajer. Police officials disappeared Ali al-Tajer for twenty-five days, tortured him, denied him proper legal counsel, and forced him to confess to charges of which he maintains his innocence. As is typical of torture cases in Bahrain, al-Tajer was prevented from receiving proper medical care for – and documentation of – the injuries he sustained under torture: when he finally saw a forensic doctor he was referred to three different medical specialists for a knee injury and a prolapsed disc in his spine, however the prosecutor in his case ultimately stated that the forensic doctor had not seen any signs of torture and rejected his claim. Al-Tajer remains in prison, and officials continue to deny his brother and attorney access to the interrogation records and medical reports. On 15 May 2018, the Fourth High Criminal Court sentenced Ali al-Tajer to five years in prison and denaturalization in a mass judgment of 138 people, after being held in pre-trial detention for more than two years; his conviction was based on a confession extracted from another defendant in the same case.

D. DUE PROCESS

In combination with arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance, and torture, MOI police forces routinely interfere with the independence of judges and lawyers, undermine fair trials standards, or otherwise violate due process. Bahraini authorities operate with a presumption of guilt and typically arrest individuals without any evidence, with MOI personnel at times explicitly stating that detainees will be release only if they cannot prove anything against them. In virtually zero of the 570 MOI torture cases documented by ADHRB was the detainee able to access a lawyer within the first days of detention and interrogation. Almost always, if the MOI does eventually permit a detainee to access legal counsel, such communication occurs only following interrogation and the extraction of forced testimony. In addition to the 570 cases of torture, ADHRB has documented 383 cases of related due process
abuses perpetrated by the MOI, including more than 200 cases of forced confessions or testimony.

Such systematic due process violations are facilitated by the incestuously close relationship between the MOI and the MOI’s public prosecutors. Until 2002, what is now the PPO was under the direct supervision of the MOI, setting a structural precedent that has continued to undermine the judicial system’s capacity to function impartially. Even after the 2002 constitution separated the prosecutorial function from the MOI and placed it under the authority of the MOI, for example, most of the PPO’s staff remained former employees of the security forces. Moreover, sixty percent of the SIU, which was explicitly established to prosecute employees of the security forces. Moreover, sixty percent of the MOJ, for example, most of the PPO’s staff remained former employees of the security forces. Moreover, sixty percent of the SIU, which was explicitly established to prosecute employees of the security forces. 

The MOI and PPO have exploited these connections to manipulate evidence, fabricate cases, and generally infringe on the right to presumed innocence. ADHRB has documented 110 cases of MOI personnel coordinating directly with the PPO to violate due process rights. Most commonly, prosecutors are not only aware that detainees have been tortured, but also actively threaten to return the detainees to the CID or to another MOI agency for continued abuse if they do not confirm or elaborate on forced testimony. In some cases, the prosecutors have physically assaulted the detainee themselves. Many of these secondary confessions are filmed and broadcast on state media, an act that clearly violates international standards and which earned states like Russia and Iran sanction in the US and Europe. In 2018, this practice was further revealed when British regulator Ofcom fined Saudi media outlet Al Arabiya over $170,000 after the broadcaster aired false testimony extracted from opposition leader Hassan Mushaima under torture in 2011. ADHRB has additionally recorded incidents where the MOI worked with the PPO to fabricate false evidence, most commonly by transporting detainees to outside locations and forcing them to act out an alleged crime under threat of continued torture; these false reenactments are often submitted to the prosecution or broadcast on television as well. In one case in 2016, for example, MOI and PPO authorities brought a group of detainees accused of committing a crime to the alleged scene, closed off the surrounding roads, and then ordered the accused to “re-enact” the presumed events of the crime while authorities photographed and videotaped them – at least one of the accused was later sentenced to death. Likewise, in 2013, MOI personnel ab ducted an individual at gunpoint, drove him in a police bus to an abandoned house, beat him, and forced him to say that he had identified it to them as an illegal weapons cache. Later, a prosecutor threatened to beat the accused with a piece of office equipment if he denied charges. Furthermore, while the MOI has seized weapons caches from fringe militant groups, it is unclear what regulations are in place – if any – to secure any captured armaments and prevent their use in fabricating evidence; political detainees have raised consistent allegations of MOI personnel planting weapons during home raids or other incidents, including prominent prisoner of conscience Khalil al-Halwachi, and police have been caught on film creating and throwing criminal devices like Molotov cocktails.

MOI personnel also coordinate directly with the PPO to inhibit the work of defense attorneys by failing to disclose a defendant’s whereabouts or by providing misleading information as to his or her location. For instance, MOI forces routinely refuse to disclose to defense attorneys any information about defendants’ place of detention for several weeks at a time, which further extends the period in which a defendant is brought before a judge. Enforced
disappearance or purposefully misleading chains of custody also prevents attorneys from ensuring that their clients are brought to court hearings on time, causing them to miss important sessions. In other instances, authorities decline to provide defense attorneys with clear or timely information about court dates or interrogations, forcing them to check every floor, courtroom, and waiting hall at MOJ facilities in an effort to locate defendants.

MOI personnel also interfere by placing significant hurdles in the way of access to detention centers and courtrooms, or by denying access altogether. On some occasions, Bahraini security forces have set up physical barriers inside and outside the courtroom. Generally, these barriers require public visitors to provide identification and to disclose the purpose of their visit, with arbitrary refusals a common occurrence.

Furthermore, the police routinely interfere with defense attorneys’ abilities to properly communicate and consult with defendants. In many instances, MOI forces refuse to bring defendants into the courtroom for their session, resulting in absentia convictions even when the detainee is in custody. In other instances, they allow the defendants to attend the session, but they place the defendants in a glass cell that acts as a sound barrier. Consequently, defense attorneys are unable to properly communicate with the defendants during the proceedings, and the defendants are prevented from hearing what is going on in the courtroom. At the conclusion of the session, police regularly forbid defense attorneys from consulting with defendants before they are returned to detention. It is common for MOI personnel to beat defendants in the police vehicles during transit between the court and the detention centers.

E. DETENTION STANDARDS AND DENIAL OF MEDICAL CARE

The MOI maintains poor detention standards across its facilities and ministry personnel regularly deny or otherwise interfere in medical care for individuals in their custody.

i. Detention Standards

In addition to routinized torture and physical abuse throughout Bahrain’s detention centers (see Section 3.C), ADHRB has recorded 229 reports of severely substandard detention conditions within MOI facilities, including overcrowding, unhygienic environments, extended solitary confinement, and arbitrary interference in family visitation and communication.

Mass incarceration for political offenses has overwhelmed the GDRR prison system, and the chief long-stay facility – Jau – is particularly notorious for its inhumane living conditions.
Despite continuous expansions, the prison is consistently overcrowded and sections of the facility are falling into disrepair, exacerbating the GDRR's general refusal to ensure cells are clean and sanitary. Jau typically holds more prisoners than beds or cells, and inmates are often forced to sleep on the floor and in hallways that are littered with waste. In 2013, for example, inmates in Jau Building 4 stated that cells made for six inmates each were forced to hold as many as 12 persons sleeping on the bed and floor. Death row inmates report that they are housed in even more cramped and unhygienic conditions, confined to beds that are only wide enough for one prisoner to sleep on his side. Other prisoners throughout Jau report being confined to their cell for more than 23 hours per day, with GDRR authorities only allowing them to leave during the day's hottest point. This has forced some inmates to eat inside their cells, attracting ants and cockroaches. ADHRB has received increasing reports that the Jau administration provides insufficient and poor quality water, forcing inmates to drink from emptied bottles of bleach as further punishment and humiliation. As a result of these unsanitary conditions, infectious diseases like scabies are quick to spread among the prison population, while the healthcare facilities are inadequate and ill equipped to deal with emergency situations.

Since an escape from Jau Prison in January 2017, resulting in the dismissal of top GDRR leadership, the MOI has escalated repressive control measures at the facility. Inmates report that GDRR personnel cancelled or severely limited family visits, including visitation between imprisoned relatives; ended sales from the prison shop; banned educational and Shia religious television channels; forced detainees to wear shackles when outside their cells; ignored detainee complaints; cancelled hospital appointments; and prevented detainees from accessing medical care unless they wore a uniform with shackles and consented to an invasive strip search. The authorities have also reportedly begun to lock the doors in Jau Building 6 for the majority of each day, preventing that building's inmates from accessing the toilet for extended periods of time. Other prisoners have reported hearing screams from inside Building 6 since the imposition of this new policy. During the periods immediately before and after the government executed three political prisoners on 15 January 2017, GDRR authorities additionally suspended prisoners’ access to communication by arbitrarily prohibiting visits and phone calls, as well as banning access to newspapers. In summer 2018, with Bahrain's temperatures hovering around 37 degrees Celsius and a heat index of 42 degrees Celsius, inmates reported that GDRR authorities arbitrarily and repeatedly denied them access to water, in some instances for more than a day at time. These cuts have also prevented prisoners from consistent access to the lavatories, which has particularly impacted inmates with digestive health issues.

High-profile prisoners of conscience known as the *rumūz* (“leading figures”) – including the remaining members of the Bahrain 13, a group of human rights defenders and political activists who were tortured and imprisoned for their involvement in the 2011 pro-democracy movement – are regularly singled out for additional abuses by Jau prison staff. Since they arrived at Jau, the *rumūz* have been isolated from the general prison population and they are not allowed time to exercise in the prison yard. GDDR personnel rarely permit them to leave their cells, and they commonly deny them visitation rights for months at a time. When visits are permitted, guards scrutinize all communications.

The GDRR has gradually intensified restriction on the *rumūz*, and in recent years the Jau administration has denied them access to pencils, paper, and toilet tissue. Since March 2017, prison authorities have banned clothes, undergarments, soap, razors, and other hygiene products from outside the prison while simultaneously banning political prisoners from accessing the commissary to purchase such items, preventing them from accessing hygiene products or other essentials. Since October 2017, the prison administration has confiscated virtually every personal item belonging to the *rumūz*, including all books and writing materials. Some of the books taken included religious texts of personal significance to the prisoners, as well as the scholarly materials of Dr. Abduljalil al-Singace, a prominent academic and human rights defender who has been pursuing a philological study of the roots of the modern Bahraini dialect of Arabic while in prison. Hassan Mushaima, a leading opposition activist, was likewise stripped of his phone credit card, which is required for calls out from the prison. Guards have also begun arbitrarily subjecting these inmates to invasive strip searches and forcing them to wear a prison uniform with full body shackles to attend medical appointments. In 2018, Jau authorities deprived human rights defender Nabeel Rajab and his cellmates from drinking water for over 36 hours,
until another detainee lost consciousness. When Rajab was first transferred to Jau Prison in 2017, the guards targeted him for degrading treatment, including forcibly shaving his hair and arbitrarily raiding his cell at night.143 GDRR personnel have since confiscated all of Rajab’s personal items, including books and writing materials, after the European Parliament adopted a resolution144 citing his case.145

Dry Dock Detention Center and Isa Town Women’s Prison suffer from similar problems of overcrowding, poor sanitation, and mistreatment. In 2014, inmates at Dry Dock reported that many cells were at twice their capacity, with around 24 prisoners in rooms built for 12.146 Cells and personal items often become infested with insects, and lavatories are consistently filthy. As in Jau, the food and water provided by the GDRR is unhygienic or of poor quality, forcing many detainees to purchase items from the facility’s store; there is no recourse for those who cannot afford to do so. The PDRC has found that the cleanliness of the wings and overall maintenance at the Dry Dock require “urgent action.”147 In summer 2018, Dry Dock authorities followed their counterparts at Jau by arbitrarily cutting off water supplies to the inmates for extended periods during extreme heat.

Likewise, at Isa Town, prisoners have reported that as many as 15 women are forced to live in cells meant for 10, with women sleeping on dirty floors overrun with insects.148 Unclean bathrooms and showers coupled with limited access to toilets contribute to a high number of urinary tract infections. Prisoners must also pay for soap
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and sanitation products inaccessible to those who cannot afford them. Additionally, the crowded cells increase the risk of self-harm.\textsuperscript{51} As recently as 2018, Isa Town officials have specifically denied political prisoners access to books, including the Qur’an.\textsuperscript{52} Prisoners at Isa Town are subjected to daily verbal harassment, physical abuse, and threats of sexual assault from the prison guards. Political prisoners like Hajer Mansoor Hassan, the mother-in-law of human rights activist and BIRD Advocacy Director Sayed Ahmed Alwadaee, report that guards have specific orders to make life “difficult” for inmates incarcerated on politically motivated charges.\textsuperscript{53} According to BIRD, she was told “that the more she exposes the conditions of imprisonment for political prisoners, the more she will be punished.”\textsuperscript{154} After several inmates went on hunger strike in protest of the prison’s conditions in 2018, the facility’s commander, Major Maryam Al-Bardouli, interfered with their calls and visits with family.\textsuperscript{155} BIRD reported in July 2018 that Maj. Al-Bardouli told Hajer Mansoor Hassan that she does not “care if people call me a torturer, but you must stop speaking out about what happens in the prison.”\textsuperscript{156} Isa Town personnel proceeded to cancel her ensuing family visits and mislead relatives about her whereabouts.\textsuperscript{157}

Visitation rights are extremely limited across the MOI’s detention facilities, as GDRR authorities retain full control of when families are able to visit the detainees. Visiting families may arrive at the prison to find their relative has been denied permission to attend the scheduled meeting. It is common for GDRR personnel to harass visitors upon their arrival and prior to their departure. Inmates also report that authorities have gradually increased restrictions on family calls and visits and installed barriers in visitation rooms at Jau and Isa Town, preventing physical contact.\textsuperscript{149} Making basic sanitation products inaccessible to those who cannot afford them. Additionally, the crowded cells increase the risk of self-harm.\textsuperscript{51} As recently as 2018, Isa Town officials have specifically denied political prisoners access to books, including the Qur’an.\textsuperscript{52} Prisoners at Isa Town are subjected to daily verbal harassment, physical abuse, and threats of sexual assault from the prison guards. Political prisoners like Hajer Mansoor Hassan, the mother-in-law of human rights activist and BIRD Advocacy Director Sayed Ahmed Alwadaee, report that guards have specific orders to make life “difficult” for inmates incarcerated on politically motivated charges.\textsuperscript{53} According to BIRD, she was told “that the more she exposes the conditions of imprisonment for political prisoners, the more she will be punished.”\textsuperscript{154} After several inmates went on hunger strike in protest of the prison’s conditions in 2018, the facility’s commander, Major Maryam Al-Bardouli, interfered with their calls and visits with family.\textsuperscript{155} BIRD reported in July 2018 that Maj. Al-Bardouli told Hajer Mansoor Hassan that she does not “care if people call me a torturer, but you must stop speaking out about what happens in the prison.”\textsuperscript{156} Isa Town personnel proceeded to cancel her ensuing family visits and mislead relatives about her whereabouts.\textsuperscript{157}

Visitation rights are extremely limited across the MOI’s detention facilities, as GDRR authorities retain full control of when families are able to visit the detainees. Visiting families may arrive at the prison to find their relative has been denied permission to attend the scheduled meeting. It is common for GDRR personnel to harass visitors upon their arrival and prior to their departure. Inmates also report that authorities have gradually increased restrictions on family calls and visits and installed barriers in visitation rooms at Jau and Isa Town, preventing physical contact.

At times the MOI also holds individuals for extended periods at local governorate police stations. These facilities are not designed for long-stay detention and are typically cramped and unsanitary. After MOI personnel re-arrested Nabeel Rajab in June 2016, for example, they held him in the Southern Governorate Police Directorate’s East Riffa station for over a year until his formal transfer to Jau Prison in October 2017. Riffa police held him in solitary confinement for months at a time in an unhygienic cell, violating Bahraini legal provisions meant to limit the use of isolation. Rajab’s health deteriorated as a result and he was repeatedly hospitalized prior to his incarceration at Jau (see more on denial of healthcare below).\textsuperscript{158}

The Bahraini government claims that the MOI has instituted BICI recommendations to improve detention conditions, chiefly by installing cameras to deter and record abuse. By 2014, the MOI stated that it had “rolled out the monitoring equipment to all investigation and temporary detention rooms across all 22 police stations in Bahrain…All venues where police interviews of detainees take place – currently police stations and the Crime Investigation Directorate [CID] – now therefore have state-of-the-art audio-visual recording equipment in use,”\textsuperscript{159} and in 2015 the government indicated that cameras were installed in the prisons as well.\textsuperscript{160} However, MOI leadership has simultaneously acknowledged that this monitoring system does not in fact extend across all of the ministry’s police facilities: discussing the planned roll-out in 2012, Chief of Public Security Tariq al-Hassan stated that “at least five riot police bases” – presumably SSFC facilities – are excluded from coverage because “they don’t detain anyone, any arrests will be handed over to police.”\textsuperscript{161} While it is standard practice for SSFC personnel to transfer detainees into the custody of local police directorates or the GDCIFS, ADHRB has also documented a consistent pattern of SSFC personnel employing excessive force and torture in the apprehension of protesters or suspected dissidents. Without monitoring,
there are no safeguards preventing the SSFC or other MOI personnel from utilizing SSFC facilities as de facto black sites for torture and other abuse. The PDRC additionally found in 2016 that the NPRA’s immigration detention centers are also excluded from coverage (see Section 2.B.ii). Even in facilities that have installed cameras, the systems never cover all of the possible interrogation areas, and ADHRB has consistently documented personnel simply taking detainees into bathrooms or other unmonitored locations within the prison system before torturing them. Inmates report that there are no cameras monitoring Jau Prison’s solitary confinement cells, for example, and in 2017 ADHRB documented cases where guards turned off the power to cell blocks before raiding them and conducting random beatings.

The Bahraini government has not permitted any public independent inspection of the prison system since 2005 and it has repeatedly blocked visitation requests from the UN Special Procedures, including the Special Rapporteur on torture.

ii. Violations of the Right to Health
MOI personnel regularly prevent detainees from accessing adequate healthcare, and the ministry has increasingly dominated and securitized aspects of Bahrain’s broader medical system. ADHRB has documented 129 violations of medical neutrality or the right to health attributed to the MOI, including denial of treatment and reprisals against medical professionals.

Denial of Healthcare
Both arresting officers and GDRR authorities routinely deny detainees proper medical care, with political prisoners typically targeted for specific interference or intensified restrictions on access. Many of these cases extend for years, with the victim experiencing denied or improper treatment from their initial arrest through to their incarceration, implicating numerous MOI agencies and facilities at every step in the process.

MOI detention centers are unsanitary and conducive to the spread of disease (see Section 3.E.i above), and GDRR health facilities are substandard. The clinic for Jau Prison, the largest detention center, cannot handle emergency situations and severe cases are often left untreated. The MOI Ombudsman found that the prison clinic lacks necessary medical staff and functioning equipment. Inmates with long-term illnesses that require regular medication have complained that medicine is rarely provided on time and often not provided at all, and authorities do not grant second opinions on diagnoses.

The prison administration has imposed particularly unreasonable and humiliating conditions on high-profile prisoners’ access to medical care. Since 2017, prison authorities have prevented these inmates from attending medical appointments unless they submit to wearing a prison uniform and to shackling at the arms and legs. The guards also commonly demand strip searches. GDRR personnel have additionally limited the distribution of medication to these detainees as a means of forcing them to attend the clinic in shackles to receive their prescriptions instead of receiving refills in their cells. As a result, prisoners have been driven to ration and share medication dosages among those with the same conditions.

Jau authorities have refused to provide imprisoned human rights and political activist Dr. Abduljalil al-Singace, who suffers from post-polio syndrome, with replacement prescription crutches for months, causing him to slip and fall. Likewise, the administration has prevented opposition leader Hassan Mushaima from seeing a physician to monitor the remission of his cancer since September 2016, despite the need for regular screenings every six months. Before his transfer to Jau, Nabeel Rajab was regularly denied adequate healthcare for severe skin infections and chronic gallstones, among other ailments, by Southern Police, ultimately resulting in his repeated hospitalization for emergency treatment.

At Isa Town Women’s Prison, inmates regularly report that guards deny them proper care and that staff are not adequately equipped to provide psychiatric evaluation and treatment for mental health. In 2016, for example, Isa Town authorities interfered in the medical treatment of political prisoner Taiba Darwish, who suffered from uterine fibroids. Though the authorities took her to a military hospital in April 2016, they did not allow her to receive a direct examination; instead, they instructed the doctor to use a police officer as an intermediary. Darwish was not provided with a medical report, and officials threatened to remove her uterus if her condition did not improve. She has since developed additional problems in her kidneys, but the GDRR authorities have denied her
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consistent medical treatment. Zainab al-Khawaja, a human rights defender who was previously incarcerated along with Darwish, reported that prison officials used to specifically harass Darwish because she was a political prisoner. More recently, in 2018, Isa Town authorities prevented Fawzeya Maslama, the oldest female political prisoner in Bahrain, from accessing necessary care for significant cardiovascular and digestive problems.

MOI health personnel are sometimes directly implicated in abuses like harassment, torture, and reprisal, and they consistently fail to properly examine injured detainees when tasked with investigating allegations of physical violence. There is evidence to suggest that these personnel coordinate with the police and prosecutors to cover up such violations. The MOI Ombudsman, meanwhile, regularly fails to satisfactorily resolve requests for assistance from prisoners requesting access to healthcare (See Section 4 for more on impunity and the failures of the Ombudsman).

The MOI's deprivation of proper medical care for prisoners has in some cases led to death. On 31 July 2016, the MOI announced that 35-year-old detainee Hassan Jassim Hasan al-Hayki had died after being transferred from the GDRR's Dry Dock Detention Center to Salmaniya hospital for treatment of unknown ailments. Al-Hayki's family has confirmed that he did not suffer from any health issues prior to his arrest and have alleged that he died from injuries sustained during torture at the GDCIFS' CID. They report that the authorities beat al-Hayki on his head and genitals, hung him from chains, and threatened him at gunpoint. The family also alleges that the authorities prevented al-Hayki from accessing a lawyer during the interrogations and forced him to sign a confession. Nevertheless, nine days after it announced its investigation into the case, the PPO's SIU concluded on 10 August that it had ruled out "any criminal suspicion." Photos appearing to show signs of torture on al-Hayki's body soon emerged, but the government claimed these were fabricated. Four days after the investigation closed, the PPO charged the al-Hayki family's lawyer, Sayed Hashem Saleh, with "publicly spreading false information with the intention of influencing the judicial authority in charge of the case" after he allegedly disagreed with the SIU's findings, telling "a local newspaper that there were injuries and bruises on the body of the deceased that proved beyond any doubt a criminal suspicion." The MOI Ombudsman's Office went even further than the SIU in its annual report, stating that "the examination of evidence raised no issues of concern." Another GDRR inmate, Mohammed Sahwan, reportedly died of cardiac arrest in March 2017 – making him the first political prisoner to die in Jau Prison since 2011. Sahwan never received adequate healthcare for injuries he
sustained during his arrest and torture, including multiple birdshot wounds. As of the Ombudsman’s most recent annual report in September 2017, the office’s investigation into the case appeared to remain open.172

Securitization of Healthcare

The Bahraini government has gradually transferred control of the country’s healthcare system from civilian administration to the military and the MOI police forces. Lieutenant General Dr. Shaikh Mohammed bin Abdullah Al Khalifa – the former defense minister – currently leads the kingdom’s Supreme Health Council, to which the Ministry of Health is subordinate, and the BDF and the MOI directly operate some of the country’s main health facilities. Since 2011, when authorities occupied Salmaniya Medical Complex – Bahrain’s primary public hospital – and arrested more than 60 medical medics, security personnel have been omnipresent at public health facilities, where they monitor patients for signs of injuries that may have been inflicted by police and prevent medical professionals from providing care to perceived dissidents. Meanwhile, activists report that the MOI issued a directive to private hospitals instructing them to deny care to patients that appear to have been wounded at protests until police personnel can arrive on scene to interrogate them. This directive remains active. MOI authorities routinely accompany ambulances and medics on emergency calls, further ensuring that they are the first point of contact for potential victims of police violence and can control the patient’s destination.

These trends have had a chilling effect on emergency medical care, with those wounded by police afraid to seek treatment for fear of arrest, torture, and prosecution. Injured demonstrators increasingly seek ad hoc first-aid services from amateur paramedics or from doctors in their private homes – practices the authorities have worked to suppress through criminal charges like “aiding a fugitive.” In January 2017, masked personnel believed to be NSA agents working in cooperation with MOI personnel manning the security cordon around Diraz fired live ammunition on the sit-in outside the home of Shia religious leader Sheikh Isa Qassim, shooting 18-year-old Mustafa Hamdan in the head. Though local paramedics attempted to treat him, Hamdan required immediate emergency care to survive. A resident of Diraz rushed Hamdan to a private hospital, but staff there refused to admit him or to send for an ambulance to take him to a public hospital without an MOI official present. Eventually, Hamdan’s brother arrived and took him to Salmaniya, but once there approximately 35 security personnel interrogated the family and delayed treatment. Hamdan ultimately died from his injuries. It later emerged that the NSA arrested a paramedic that treated Hamdan at the scene; his fate remains unknown.173

In February 2018, the king issued a decree formalizing police control of the ambulance services by establishing a new “rapid response National Ambulance Centre” (NAC) to centralize ambulance operations for all four governorates under the MOI.174 The NAC, which ultimately reports to the Interior Minister and is entirely funded by the MOI, comprises a network of more than 10 facilities “distributed among governorates and controlled through a control room”175 and is directly linked to the MOI’s Geographical Security System (GSS) – a centralized command-and-control platform that “aims to link all operation-related directorates of the Interior Ministry in one system for quick response to daily incidents, crisis management, and security information analysis.”176 Sublimated to the GSS, the NAC constitutes the literal securitization of emergency healthcare, transforming the ambulance service into an extension of the PSF field police units that can be used to track and target perceived dissidents or political demonstrations for attack. When the GSS and the NAC are fully rolled out, public hospitals and ambulances will double as nodes in the MOI surveillance network, enabling more efficient arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance, and denial of care for ministry targets seeking treatment or the medical personnel who try to help them. The NAC is also empowered to propose its own legislation concerning the regulation of healthcare, allowing the MOI to directly influence the broader criminalization of impartial medical services in Bahrain.177

Notably, Bahrain’s foreign allies have played a critical role in the establishment of these systems: Bahrain signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the French government in 2015 for assistance in “training, drafting work procedure guideline and consultation[sic]” for the NAC,178 and the GSS also incorporates the US-funded Coastal Surveillance System provided to the MOI Coast
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ANATOMY OF A POLICE STATE  Systematic Repression, Brutality, and Bahrain’s Ministry of Interior

F. POLICE BRUTALITY AND EXTRAJUDICIAL KILLING

MOI security forces, and especially the SSFC, regularly use unnecessary or excessive force to apprehend targets and disperse protests. In many cases, the use of force appears purposefully calibrated to inflict injury or death on arrestees and demonstrators, amounting to torture or extrajudicial killing. The MOI’s systemic denial of, or interference in, adequate medical care for detainees amplifies and aggravates the effects of widespread police brutality.

ADHRB has recorded 306 incidents of excessive force or police brutality committed by the MOI, as well as 86 extrajudicial killings. The vast majority of these cases occurred during MOI attacks on protests or other public gatherings, and in the process of effecting arrests (see Section 3.A for more information on use of force during arbitrary detentions and home raids).

i. Excessive Force

With peaceful assembly effectively banned in the kingdom, the riot police units of the SSFC routinely respond to demonstrations, funeral marches, and other peaceful gatherings with overwhelming force, including dangerous “crowd control” equipment and outright violence. Even when used properly, teargas, birdshot, baton rounds, and other purportedly non-lethal equipment can cause serious harm or death, but the SSFC and other police personnel typically deploy these munitions offensively to attack targeted assemblies – a process of “weaponizing” the equipment with intent to maximize the potential damage done. Weaponization has enabled the MOI to employ deadly force against pro-democracy demonstrations under the guise of legitimate riot suppression.

The most commonly weaponized pieces of crowd-control gear are birdshot and teargas. In the years since 2011, police have consistently fired shotguns loaded with birdshot ammunition directly at individuals’ vital organs and at close range, for example, either negligently or deliberately increasing the likelihood of serious injury and death. In one case in May 2014, police fired birdshot at 14-year-old Sayed Mahmood Sayed Mohsen Sayed Ahmed during a funeral procession in Sitra; the pellets, shot from a range of 2-3 meters, penetrated his lungs and heart, killing him. 182 Similarly, in January 2015, the authorities fired birdshot at two different demonstrations, wounding both participants.

CRIMINALIZATION OF HEALTHCARE

The UN Special Rapporteur on the right to health has observed that Bahrain’s legislation and law enforcement practices contravene “the spirit and meaning of Security Council Resolution 2286 [which condemned attacks on medical facilities and personnel] and runs contrary to established standards of international humanitarian and human rights law, including the right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of mental and physical health.” In a report issued by the mandate in 2018, researchers found that the Penal Code and the anti-terror law “have been used to criminalize the provision of healthcare,” while agencies like the MOI engage in “arrest, harassment, assault, and administrative sanction for treating protestors.” Drawing on ADHRB’s documentation, the report concluded that the MOI are distinctly responsible for continued violations of the right to health.


MOI and BDF officers inspect ambulance (2016)
and bystanders;\textsuperscript{183} in one of the incidents, birdshot hit 14-year-old Mohammed Mahdi al-Sawad in the face as he was playing outside of his grandparent’s house. Al-Sawad is blind in one eye as a result of the injury.\textsuperscript{184} As the MOI specifically monitors healthcare centers to arrest individuals that appear to have been wounded in protests – in addition to targeting medical workers who provide aid to such individuals without first notifying the authorities – countless Bahrainis suffer from partially or improperly treated birdshots wounds, and many are left to carry pellets in their body indefinitely. Most of Bahrain’s shotgun ammunition is of American, British, Cypriot, or Italian origin.\textsuperscript{185}

Police also regularly employ excessive amounts of tear gas indiscriminately and in confined spaces, causing severe respiratory problems for those in the target area. This practice is particularly dangerous for children and the elderly: in just one month in 2013, MOI forces killed 87-year-old Habeeb Ibrahim and 8-year-old Qassim Habib after they launched tear gas rounds into the villages of Malkiya and Karbabad, respectively.\textsuperscript{186} Both died of asphyxiation as a result of tear gas inhalation.\textsuperscript{187} Furthermore, like birdshot, the MOI has fired teargas canisters in such a way as to increase the risk of direct damage to the individual and inflict blunt physical trauma. In November 2014, police shot a man in the face with a tear gas canister, dislodging his eye from its socket and leaving him with concussive injuries.\textsuperscript{188} Similarly, on 23 February 2014, SSFC fired tear gas canisters and birdshot at Abdulaziz al-Abbar during a funeral procession;\textsuperscript{189} he later died due to “complications of splinter gunshot wounds in the face and head.”\textsuperscript{190} Bahrain uses tear gas produced in South Korea, South Africa, Germany, the US, the UK, Brazil, and France.\textsuperscript{191}

In addition to crowd-control instruments, MOI personnel also effectively weaponize police vehicles to run over or otherwise batter targeted individuals. These vehicles include armored cars of Turkish\textsuperscript{192} origin, as well as standard police cars. Seventeen-year-old Ali Abdulghani died from injuries sustained after MOI personnel from the Hamad Town station attempted to apprehend him in March 2016.\textsuperscript{193} Courts had sentenced Abdulghani to five years imprisonment on charges related to his participation in demonstrations, and witnesses reported that security personnel ran him over twice with their car while making their arrest. Abdulghani reportedly got up to run away after he was initially hit by the security vehicle, but was then hit for a second time and fell to the ground. According to witnesses, Abdulghani got up again, running to another property approximately 200 meters away. A few moments later, the victim was photographed lying on the ground, bleeding from a serious head injury. Witness videos appeared to show security personnel tampering with the scene.\textsuperscript{194}

In February 2014, the Bahraini government issued Decree 24, which purportedly sought to augment the 2012 code of
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Top: SSFC fire tear gas canisters directly at protesters from close range (2011). Second row, left to right: Tear gas fired at journalists (2017); SSFC riot officer arbitrarily pepper sprays passersby. Third row, left to right: A group of SSFC riot police beat and harass a detainee (2017); SSFC officer prepares to fire tear gas at onlookers. Bottom row: SSFC officers firing shotgun at protest during funeral procession (2017)
conduct for police and further regulate the use of force.\textsuperscript{195} The law limits the use of force by police to only those situations of “extreme necessity” such as self-defense where there is a serious threat to an officer’s life. It also states that force must be governed by the principles of “legitimacy, necessity, proportionality, and accountability.”\textsuperscript{196} However, according to Amnesty International, the use of force in “situations other than those that qualify as legitimate self-defense” remains permissible “when it is authorized by a unit commander or a deputy head of a police station or officer of a higher rank” giving wide discretion to relatively low-level officers.\textsuperscript{197} If improperly applied, this law provision effectively negates what positive language is included in the decree as it empowers commanders to waive the aforementioned restrictions and sanction the use of lethal force in a range of unnecessary circumstances, such as peaceful protests or funeral gatherings – especially when these events can be classified as terror offenses under Bahrain’s anti-terror legislation.\textsuperscript{198} Moreover, the decree explicitly includes “imminent risk to private or public property” among the cases of “extreme necessity” in which potentially lethal force may be lawful, granting police officers additional discretionary authority to use lethal force to disperse nonviolent demonstrations.\textsuperscript{199}  

\section*{ii. Lethal Force}  

More than 100 people have died in connection with the government’s security campaign against the pro-democracy protest movement since 2011 – 86 of these constitute extrajudicial killings that implicate the MOI.\textsuperscript{200} The majority of these killings took place from 2011 to 2014 and they are linked predominantly to the SSFC and the weaponization of teargas and other crowd control equipment described above; a smaller number are linked to torture by CID personnel and/or denial of medical care in GDCIFS and GDRR custody. MOI personnel, along with the newly re-empowered NSA, have intensified their use of excessive force in recent years, resulting in increased rates of extrajudicial killing. Four fatal incidents yielded at least six and as many as ten extrajudicial killings by MOI forces in 2017 alone, up from at least two in 2016.\textsuperscript{201} These cases are described in detail below.

\subsection*{January 2017 Diraz Raid}  

In response to the government’s June 2016 decision to arbitrarily revoke citizenship from Sheikh Isa Qassim, the most prominent religious leader of Bahrain’s Shia community, supporters launched a peaceful sit-in around his home in Diraz. The MOI responded by surrounding the area, restricting freedom of movement, and cutting off access to services, such as the Internet. On the night of 26 January 2017, masked men armed with military-grade weapons entered the security cordon and fired live ammunition into the sit-in encampment, where demonstrators were sleeping. A teenager, Mustafa Hamdan, was shot in the back of the head and later died after security restrictions prevented him obtaining timely medical care. Witnesses and local activists report that some of the masked men appeared to be members of the NSA, the intelligence body re-empowered by the king several weeks earlier, and the weaponry reportedly matched that wielded by the SSFC. The NSA officially arrested a paramedic who provided treatment to Hamdan at the scene following a raid. Because the MOI expressly controlled who could enter and leave Diraz at any given time, it is unlikely any such individuals could penetrate the security cordon without authorization.\textsuperscript{202}

\subsection*{May 2017 Diraz Raid}  

Two days after Sheikh Isa Qassim received a one-year suspended sentence on money-laundering allegations stemming from the Shia religious practice of khums on 21 May 2017, security forces launched a major operation to
permanently disperse the peaceful sit-in around his home, using excessive force to clear out the participants. Five demonstrators were killed, including an environmental activist and Mustafa Hamdan’s older brother, and hundreds more were injured. In response to the violence, the High Commissioner for Human Rights called on the “Government to investigate the events of 23 May, in particular the loss of lives, to ensure that the findings are made public and that those responsible are held accountable.”

Five Special Procedures mandate holders later condemned the raid as “excessive” and “unlawful,” concluding that “the reported use of tear gas, shotguns equipped with birdshot and lethal antipersonnel weapons by security forces to disperse a peaceful demonstration was neither necessary or proportionate and therefore excessive, qualifying the five deaths as unlawful killings. It is tragic that while security forces are meant to protect life, their actions have shown otherwise.”

February 2017 Sea Raid

In between the two most violent Diraz raids, the MOI announced that on 9 February 2017 it launched a joint operation involving the Coast Guard, the SSFC, the GDCIFS, and the NSA, in which it intercepted a boat containing ten “escapees from Jau prison [attempting] to flee to Iranian waters.” According to the MOI, security personnel killed three suspects in an exchange of gunfire, but independent academic observers have reported significant inconsistencies in the government’s account. Though the MOI did not release photos of the deceased or allow for independent autopsies, leaked photos reportedly indicated that at least one body lacked a bullet wound

and appeared to show signs of torture. The burial was restricted and the MOI reportedly prevented families of the deceased from attending. Additionally, in the days after the shooting, an Instagram account that allegedly belonged to an MOI officer posted messages claiming that the deceased had been physically abused and threatening to retaliate against activists for reporting on possible human rights violations.

**February 2017 Death During Arrest**

On 20 February 2017, 22-year-old Abdullah al-Ajooz died under suspicious circumstances as MOI police forces, under apparent direction from the GDCIFS, attempted to arrest him from a home in Nuwaidrat village. Al-Ajooz was wanted by authorities after escaping from Dry Dock Detention Center in June 2016, where he was held after receiving a life sentence on terror allegations linked to the February 14 Youth Coalition following a June 2013 arrest. Five Special Procedures mandate holders later condemned the raid as “excessive” and “unlawful,” concluding that “the reported use of tear gas, shotguns equipped with birdshot and lethal antipersonnel weapons by security forces to disperse a peaceful demonstration was neither necessary or proportionate and therefore excessive, qualifying the five deaths as unlawful killings. It is tragic that while security forces are meant to protect life, their actions have shown otherwise.”
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authorities at Dry Dock collectively punished the remaining inmates in reprisal for the prison break.\footnote{“Bahrain’s Dry Dock Detention Center: Mass and Indiscriminate Punishment,” ADHRB, BCHR, BIRD, and ECDHR, 10 June 2016, https://www.adhrb.org/2016/06/9905/} A statement on the Nuwaidrat operation issued by the MOI claimed that Al-Ajooz sustained a fatal injury after falling off a building while attempting to flee. However, Al-Ajooz’s family said that the building was surrounded and that he was killed by security forces during the arrest.\footnote{Twitter feed of human rights activist Ala’a Shehabi, @alaashehabi, 20 February 2017, https://twitter.com/alaashehabi/status/833660778649628672?lang=en; See also Marc Owen Jones, “How a spate of killings in Bahrain has raised suspicions of state brutality,” The Conversation, 23 March 2017, https://theconversation.com/how-a-spate-of-killings-in-bahrain-has-raised-suspicions-of-state-brutality-73644} All reports suggest that Al-Ajooz was unarmed. Though the MOI provided no other information, ultimately stating that their autopsy was “inconclusive” concerning cause of death,\footnote{BAHRAIN 2017 HUMAN RIGHTS REPORT, DOS, US Government, 2018, https://www.state.gov/documents/organization/277481.pdf} pictures circulated on social media indicating that Al-Ajooz suffered head trauma and fell from a height of less than ten meters.\footnote{Marc Owen Jones, “ANOTHER DEATH IN BAHRAIN RAISES ACCUSATIONS OF POLICE HOMICIDE,” 21 February 2017, https://marcowenjones.wordpress.com/2017/02/21/another-death-in-bahrain-raises-accusations-of-police-homicide/} The authorities forced the family to bury Al-Aljooz the day after his death and they charged Ebrahim Sharif, a leader of the now-dissolved Wa’ad opposition group, with “inciting hatred against the regime” and against “factions of society” after he posted tweets questioning the official narrative surrounding the incident.\footnote{“Bahrain: Political Opposition Leader Ebrahim Sharif Charged With 'Inciting Hatred,'” ADHRB, BCHR, BIRD, and ECDHR, 20 March 2017, http://www.adhrb.org/2017/03/12050/} The government has launched no independent investigation into Al-Ajooz’ death (see Section A.E.ii for more information on denial of healthcare).

G. RELIGIOUS DISCRIMINATION

The MOI is a deeply sectarian institution that routinely targets Bahrain’s marginalized Shia Muslim community for particular abuse and repression. MOI hiring policies favor foreign recruits and discriminate against the Shia majority, ensuring that Bahrain’s largest population is vastly underrepresented in the makeup of its chief law enforcement agency. Simultaneously, and as an interrelated consequence, MOI personnel commonly exhibit explicit anti-Shia prejudice and systematically violate the religious rights of communities they are meant to serve.

i. Recruitment Practices

demographic survey, conducted by academic Justin Gengler in 2009, found that “not a single Shi'i [sic] of those randomly sampled for interview reported working for the police or armed services” compared to 17 percent of working Sunni male respondents. In 2015, estimates placed Shia at approximately 2-5 percent of all security personnel – MOI, BDF, National Guard, and intelligence agencies – contrasted with the country’s Shia population of between 58-70 percent.221 Though the MOI is nominally more inclusive than the military and intelligence services – likely a function of its sheer size – Shia still face extreme levels of discrimination. It is estimated that Shia account for just 10 percent of the MOI, and they are mostly relegated to purely administrative or low-level roles. In 2005, “among police occupying the top thirty positions of the Ministry of the Interior all were Sunni and fifteen of them were members of the royal family;”222 this largely remains the case.223 The government has declined to publicly release demographic information on MOI personnel, but there is evidence the MOI engages in “sectarian profiling,” with the ministry reportedly requiring job candidates to produce documents that indicate sect, and then additionally requiring that Shia candidates produce “a certificate of good behavior.”227 Recent job advertisements for the MOI request that applicants submit their marriage certificates and those of their parents, for example; this is not a standard hiring practice in Bahrain, but marriage certificates are among the few documents that clearly display an individual’s sect.228 Moreover, a Shia applicant’s “certificate of good behavior” is then processed by the FSCID at the GDCIFS.

Shia candidates produce “a certificate of good behavior.”227

Sectarian and Foreign Recruitment in the MOI*

*Primarily based on low-end estimates from the MOI in 2005; evidence suggests that the proportion of foreign Sunni recruits has increased substantially since 2011, further diminishing the proportion of Bahraini Shia.

Left to right: Vigil where family believes al-Ajooz was killed by police (2017); Photos of al-Ajooz' body after “inconclusive” MOI autopsy
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Left to right: MOI checkpoint outside mosque; The SSFC is estimated to be among the most segregated MOI agencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICULARS OF APPLICANT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPR No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passport No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place &amp; Date of Issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiry Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPR No. for Husband / Wife</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initial form to submit for a “Good conduct certificate” application to the FSCID of the GDCIFS
one of the MOI’s single most abusive agencies (see Section 2.B.i for more on the GDCIFS) and an institution directly implicated in cases of explicit anti-Shia discrimination such as the use of hate speech during torture (see below for more details on violations of religious rights).\(^{229}\)

Since 2011, the MOI has pledged to create thousands of new jobs in the Coast Guard, General Directorate of Traffic, and General Directorate of Civil Defence, among other divisions of the ministry, claiming that these hires would be drawn from a cross-section of the population.\(^{230}\) Again, however, the government refuses to release demographic information that could confirm the recruitment of Shia personnel. Further, as noted by the research collective Bahrain Watch,\(^{231}\) even if Shia were successfully integrated into these divisions of the MOI, this would not rectify the imbalance in key law enforcement roles and senior positions: the Coast Guard and General Directorate of Traffic play little substantive role in everyday policing, and the General Directorate of Civil Defence handles public safety issues like firefighting.

In 2012, the government announced plans to launch a new initiative for Bahrain’s community police division, originally established in 2005, which would draw 500 recruits “from all communities.”\(^{232}\) According to the authorities, a total of 1,500 new community police had graduated from the Royal Academy of Police by 2015.\(^{233}\) While the US DOS reported in 2016 that its “contacts have confirmed that Bahraini Shia have been among those integrated into the community police and the police cadets,” it found that this integration has not occurred “in significant numbers.”\(^{234}\) Moreover, the Project on Middle East Democracy (POMED) determined that these new units play only a “marginal” policing role,\(^{235}\) thereby succumbing to the same problems as the extensive integration programs for the Coast Guard, Traffic Directorate, and Civil Defense Directorate. Activists in Bahrain tell ADHRB that community police personnel are unarmed and typically operate under the strict supervision of standard security forces. Typically, community police fulfill more menial roles like manning checkpoints while armed MOI officers observe from nearby vehicles.

Aside from the limited number of Shia community police, there is no evidence to suggest that the government has taken further steps to incorporate Shia into the MOI or other security forces. Rather, the government has purposefully exacerbated this disparity by maintaining its longstanding policy of hiring foreign-born Sunni personnel.\(^{236}\) Over the past two decades – as hundreds of Shia have been arbitrarily denaturalized\(^{237}\) – Bahraini authorities have recruited and expedited citizenship for thousands of foreign Sunnis from countries like Syria, Iraq, Jordan, Yemen, and Pakistan.\(^{238}\) While many of these expatriates find employment in the judiciary or the school system, the vast majority serves in the security forces. As revealed by a former adviser to the Cabinet Affairs Ministry, Dr. Salah al-Bandar, in 2006,\(^{239}\)
the government has granted citizenship to at least 100,000 foreign Sunnis in the last 15-20 years, with an accelerated pace of naturalization since 2011.240 The path to expedited political naturalization for security officers – often earned through demonstrated loyalty to the monarchy – remains a key hiring incentive that “is virtually impossible for other migrants in the country”241 who typically face significant hurdles to access even basic social services.

In 2005, the MOI itself admitted that “14 percent of the police force were Arab expatriates and an additional 38 percent were non-Arab expatriates, making the Sunni expatriate foreign penetration into policing a sizable 52 percent, or over half of all officers.”242 Just before the 2011 protest movement, the government-linked media outlet Gulf Digital News reported similar statistics, noting that approximately 40 percent of MOI employees were foreign nationals.243 This proportion appears to have only increased during the state of emergency between March and June, when the government recruited over 2,500 former soldiers from Pakistan for service in both the MOI’s SSFC riot police and the National Guard.244 According to Al-Jazeera, this move represented a 50 percent increase in the strength of these two units.245 None of the new recruits were Shia.246 Around the same time, media reports indicated that SSFC riot police personnel were “mostly Pakistani”247 nationals that did not speak Arabic, and contemporaneous US DOS documents confirmed that SSFC units deployed to Afghanistan with American Marines possessed “language capability (many of the officers speak Pashtu) and cultural expertise [that] had an immediate positive impact” on interactions with Afghan locals and suspected Taliban fighters.248 Advertisements for positions in Bahrain’s security forces were seen in Pakistan in 2014, and a Pakistani newspaper reported that over 10,000 Pakistani nationals were serving in them that same year.249 It is estimated that Pakistanis alone make up a third of the MOI police force.250 Similarly, leaked documents listed the names and salaries of 499 Jordanian police officers employed by the MOI in 2014, and other concurrent reports estimated that up to 2,500 former Jordanian policemen were working in the Bahraini security services at the time.251 The Guardian reported in 2011 that the MOI and Bahrain’s other security services even recruited an unknown number of Iraqi Ba’athist officers that served in Saddam Hussein’s regime.252
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ADHRB’s documentation corroborates these trends, as we have recorded repeated cases of Jordanian, Yemeni, Pakistani, and Syrian personnel perpetrating abuses during MOI operations or within MOI facilities, particularly at the GDRR’s Dry Dock Detention Center and Jau Prison.

**ii. Hate Speech, Profiling, and Violations of Religious Rights**

There is also evidence that Bahrain’s security forces directly propagate extremist materials and hate speech, and some personnel have left the services to join extremist groups. The military has disseminated religious pamphlets that call for violence and discrimination against Shia Muslims, and ADHRB has documented nearly 300 cases in which MOI personnel used similar sectarian hate speech or otherwise engaged in religious discrimination in the course of their operations, particularly during arbitrary arrests and torture. These abuses include systematic prevention of prayer during detention at the CID and GDRR; forced verbal repudiation of religious beliefs under torture at the CID; and arbitrary prohibition or confiscation of religious materials within GDRR facilities. Inmates generally report that guards treat Shia detainees worse than their Sunni counterparts, and that all Shia religious texts are banned within the prison system. In December 2016, ADHRB received reports that detainees at Jau Prison had announced a hunger strike after guards assaulted inmates for participating in a mass prayer. The reports indicated that the guards had specifically beaten Sheikh Mohammed al-Mansi for leading prayers. At the Isa Town Women’s Prison, guards have punished women for celebrating religious occasions and have reportedly harassed and separated Sunni and Shia inmates that attempt to pray together. Human rights defender Zainab al-Khawaja observed naturalized security forces subject Shia women to hate speech during her arbitrary incarceration at Isa Town; in one case, a guard described a Bahraini Shia prisoner as one of the “disgusting terrorist Iranian people.”

That prisoner, Rabab Mohammed, had been arrested after she spoke back to a squad of SSFC riot police that called her a “dirty Shia whore.”

While the MOI employs arbitrary detention, torture, and other unlawful repressive measures against all perceived dissidents, regardless of religious affiliation, Bahraini Shia are subject to profiling and remain disproportionately targeted for abuse. After the government’s initial attacks on the protest movement in 2011, the authorities erected dozens of roadblocks around majority Shia areas and police began questioning persons with Shia names, arresting anyone with signs of injury. Police often conduct seemingly random raids in Shia areas, dispersing gatherings or detaining individuals from homes without any warrant or reason provided. During repeated raids on one family’s home throughout 2012-2016, MOI personnel also arbitrarily cut electricity to the house, saying “the reason we cut off your electricity was because you are not paying your electricity bills, because I know that you Shites do not pay your electricity bills” (see Section 3.A for more on arbitrary arrests and home raids).

MOI personnel have also directly targeted Shia religious traditions and symbols for attack, infringing on the community’s rights to free belief, assembly, and association. In the immediate aftermath of the 2011 protests, security forces damaged or destroyed at least 53 Shia mosques and religious institutions. Of these, at least 28 were entirely demolished, and the government has still failed to fully rectify the situation more than seven years on. MOI personnel routinely disturb Shia religious ceremonies during the Islamic calendar month of Muharram, despite formally taking responsibility for the security of these
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that continues to specifically work to recruit members of Bahrain’s security services. Rajab, meanwhile, is currently serving seven years in Jau Prison for criticizing the government on social media.

According to scholar and activist Ala’a Shehabi, “there is a direct link between IS and Bahrain’s security services,” and the government has admitted that more than 100 Bahrainis had left to join the extremist group in 2014. Turki al-Binali, a leading ISIS cleric from the same family as Mohammed Isa al-Binali, is said to have traveled and preached freely in Bahrain until 2013 before he was reported killed by the US-led coalition, some analysts expected him to succeed the extremist group’s current leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. In December 2017, ISIS propaganda threatened to increase the organization’s activity in Bahrain, specifically calling for supporters to attack both the kingdom’s Shia community and American personnel stationed at the US naval base in Manama. According to the Associated Press, the “video listed 14 purported fighters from the island who IS says died as suicide bombers or fighters in Iraq and Syria.”

SSFC personnel hold up weapons and a portrait of King Hamad at conclusion of a training exercise

The kingdom’s most prominent human rights defender, Nabeel Rajab, has warned that the security forces are an “ideological incubator” for violent extremism after a number of personnel defected to join terror groups like the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS, also known as the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant or Daesh). Rajab’s tweets referenced the appearance of a former MOI police lieutenant, Mohammed Isa al-Binali, in ISIS propaganda films urging Bahraini security personnel to join and fight with the group. The MOI later stated that al-Binali, who is a member of a “wealthy and important Sunni family with close ties to the Al Khalifa rulers,” was fired for “failure to appear at work.” In June 2017, the US DOS formally classified al-Binali as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist (SDGT), listing him as a “senior” member of ISIS.
Sectarian and exclusionary rhetoric is not limited to individual MOI units and officers, but it is increasingly propagated from top commanders and official publications. As criminologist Staci Strobl finds, “even after the BICI report, the public relations arm of the national police apparently saw no problem with thinly disguised sectarian tracts in their Al-Amn magazine, constructing Gulf nations as (only) their Arab (Sunni) regimes, with threats against them (in particular) equated to attacks against the countries (at large).” In 2013, Interior Minister Lt. Gen. Rashid bin Abdullah admitted that “the threat to Arab regimes in the Gulf remains our main concern,” dispensing with any pretense that the MOI’s primary responsibility was to protect and serve Bahraini society. Strobl similarly critiques two Al-Amn articles from then Lieutenant Colonel, now Assistant Chief of Public Security for Community Police and Supervisor of the Police Media Directorate Brigadier Mohammed Bin Daina for blaming unrest “on ‘the parties claiming to call for freedom and democracy’ who have a ‘selfish mindset’” and calling for “the criminalization of ‘the abusers of the social media who sing out of tune.’”

The ministry-wide project to equate regime security with public safety – often at the direct expense of the marginalized Shia community – has since been formalized, with Interior Minister Lt. Gen. Rashid bin Abdullah establishing a “Committee to Reinforce Loyalty and National Values” in 2018. Also referred to as the “Nationalism Committee,” the 16-person panel is chaired by the Interior Minister and tasked with promoting “the spirit of nationalism.” In a speech announcing the committee, Lt. Gen. Rashid bin Abdullah defined Bahraini nationalism as “a vote for Arabism,” and juxtaposed it in explicit opposition with the peaceful human rights and pro-democracy movement: “Bahrain is a state with faith in nationalism. I am talking about the nationalism ... that overcame chaos and reverted to order in 2011. Bahrain that voted for its parliamentarians after the resignation of those who wanted to disrupt our democratic ethos.” Likewise, in a series of tweets, he stated: “The primary issue that I want to focus on, owing to its direct relation with our security and stability, is our national identity ... Our Bahraini identity was affected in the aftermath of the 2011 incidents and had its implications for social relations.” It is as yet unclear exact role the Committee will play, but it is tasked with developing “legislation and rules, curriculum, publications, public relations campaigns, and national programmes,” as well as a patriotism award. The project threatens to further imbue the MOI with the authority to define and enforce “national identity,” a prospect that is particularly problematic given its fundamental orientation around sectarian discrimination that targets and excludes Bahrain’s majority population. The Committee will likely reinforce and aggravate street-level police violations of religious rights, as well as the MOI’s broader zero-tolerance policy toward non-violent dissent.


Naser Al Wasmi, “Bahrain to focus on national identity to address terror threats,” The National, 22 January 2018, https://www.thenational.ae/world/gcc/bahrain-to-focus-on-national-identity-to-address-terror-threats-1697573

Failure to Reform: Perpetuating the Cycle of Abuse
In 2011 and 2012, the Bahraini government accepted two major reform packages that included proposals aimed at stemming the tide of abuse perpetrated by the MOI and transforming its agencies into professional law enforcement institutions: the recommendations of the BICI and the recommendations of its second UN Universal Periodic Review (UPR) cycle, respectively. It has refused to fully implement any of these recommendations. The MOI has continued to commit the same severe human rights violations specifically cited in these reform proposals – arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance, torture, and excessive force, chief among them – while the government has intensified the restrictions on basic human rights that MOI personnel are tasked with enforcing. More still, the MOI has explicitly failed to fully implement BICI and UPR recommendations to end impunity for police abuse through the creation of its internal Ombudsman’s Office. No senior officials have been convicted, and only in extreme circumstances are low-level officers even prosecuted – when they are, it is invariably on charges that are incommensurate with the offense, or which are quietly dismissed on appeal. Ultimately, many of these same officers and their commanders not only escape punishment, but are actually promoted to coveted posts elsewhere in the ministry or the government. The interconnected, self-reinforcing structure of impunity and reward sends a clear signal to security personnel that violating human rights will – at worst – yield a minor penalty likely to be overturned, and – at best – advance their careers. In this way the MOI and the Bahraini leadership have not just abandoned real reform efforts, but are actively incentivizing the cycle of abuse.

A. IMPUNITY

In 2011, the BICI found that the MOI’s Inspector General was incapable of impartially investigating police malfeasance and issued Recommendation 1717 “to place the office of the inspector general...as a separate entity independent of the ministry’s hierarchical control, whose tasks should include those of an internal ‘ombudsman’s office.” Although Interior Minister Lt. Gen. Rashid announced as early as June 2013 that the “Interior Ministry has gone beyond the Implementation of the Recommendations of BICI,” the authorities only partially implemented this proposal from the outset: the ministry retained the office of the Inspector General as a disciplinary body under the direct authority of the Interior Minister, while establishing a parallel Ombudsman’s Office in 2012. The Ombudsman is tasked with investigating reports of abuse committed by MOI personnel, including primarily through the receipt of complaints from victims, their families, or their representatives. It does not have the authority to charge or prosecute officers suspected of wrongdoing: if a complaint is found to have merit or evidence of malfeasance is otherwise uncovered, the Ombudsman is to refer the case to the Inspector General or Interior Ministry Undersecretary for internal disciplinary action, or to the Special Investigative Unit (SIU) of the MOJ’s PPO for criminal prosecution. The government additionally established the PDRC in 2013, which is chaired by the MOI Ombudsman and operates as a subsidiary agency focused specifically on detention conditions. It has the same referral authority.

Together, these institutions claim to adhere to a number of international standards, including those of the International Ombudsman Institute (IOI); the Paris Principles on the role of national human rights institutions; the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT); and

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), among others. These obligations were further cemented in 2012, when the Bahraini government accepted 11 UPR recommendations to combat impunity and ensure accountability for perpetrators of human rights violations, as well as 15 to complete the implementation of the BICI program.²⁷⁴ Five years later, during its third UPR cycle, Bahrain received 16 additional recommendations to end impunity and improve its accountability mechanisms, as well as four to finally institute the BICI reforms, demonstrating the government’s persistent failure to properly address the problem.

Bahrain’s oversight institutions remain in violation of these standards. In its May 2017 Concluding Observations on Bahrain,²⁷⁵ the UN Committee against Torture found that the entire accountability system established since 2011 remains deeply flawed – precisely because of its close connection to the MOI:

While noting that persons deprived of their liberty can file complaints about torture or ill-treatment with a number of bodies created pursuant to the recommendations of the Bahrain Independent Commission of Inquiry such as the Office of the Ombudsman ... of the Ministry of the Interior; the Directorate of Internal Investigations of the Ministry of the Interior, the General Directorate of Reform and Rehabilitation of the Ministry of Interior, the Ombudsman’s Office of the National Security Agency, the Special Investigation Unit in the Public Prosecutor’s Office, the National Institution for Human Rights and the Prisoners’ and the Detainees’ Rights Commission, the Committee is concerned that these bodies are not independent, that their mandates are unclear and overlapping and that they are not effective given that complaints ultimately pass through the Ministry of the Interior. It is also concerned that little or no outcome regarding their activities has been provided by the governmental authorities. The Committee is also concerned about the loopholes in the existing complaints mechanisms whereby prison inmates have to submit complaints regarding torture or ill-treatment through prison wardens, the prison Director or Deputy Director, which do not guarantee the outcome of the transmittal of such complaints to the competent authorities ([violating CAT] arts. 2, 4, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 16).

Likewise, in June 2018, the European Parliament expressed explicit “regret” that the European Union’s Chaillot Prize for the Promotion of Human Rights in the Gulf Cooperation Council Region was jointly conferred on the MOI Ombudsman and the National Institution for Human Rights in 2014, citing the fact that the organizations have “repeatedly justified the human rights violations undertaken by the Bahraini Government” and failed to live up to the standards of the award.²⁷⁶

At the core of these broader failures are the MOI’s disciplinary bodies, led by the Ombudsman, which have all fallen short of their mandate and their international commitments. At times, they have contributed directly the ministry’s broader pattern of abuse.

i. Failures

The Ombudsman is fundamentally hamstrung by its enabling legislation, which grants the MOI undue influence over its operations and prevents it from independently pursuing disciplinary action.²⁷⁷ Under Article 7 of the establishing law – Royal Decree No. 27/2012, amended

by Royal Decree No. 35/2013\textsuperscript{278} – the Interior Minister and the Prime Minister are permitted to dismiss the Ombudsman and his deputy if they are determined to be unsatisfactorily fulfilling the institution’s mandate, while Article 16 empowers the Interior Minister to apportion the Ombudsman’s budget. As noted by the UN Committee against Torture, complaints are necessarily filtered through the MOI or otherwise vulnerable to interference from MOI personnel, further undermining the Ombudsman’s autonomy as well as the safety and efficacy of the process.\textsuperscript{279} These policies directly contravene both the Paris Principles and articles 2(2)(d) and 2(2)(h) of the IOI Bylaws, which hold that the work and appointment processes of an ombudsman’s office must not in any way be influenced by the public authorities which they are tasked with investigating. In Bahrain, the MOI leadership cadre exercises far more than an advisory roles wielding both formal and informal influence over the appointment and operation of the Ombudsman and the Office’s staff, compromising their independence from the ministry personnel they are meant to investigate.

As a result, the Ombudsman’s Office suffers from many of the same problems as the Inspector General, and it has been unable or unwilling to eliminate the culture of impunity within the MOI. Its rates of criminal or disciplinary referrals are extremely low, and the Ombudsman’s Office itself has reported that the PPO’s SIU, the Inspector General, and other MOI agencies have repeatedly blocked its investigations.\textsuperscript{280}

According to data presented in the Ombudsman’s annual reports, the Office has received a total of 3,298 complaints from its first year of operation in 2013 to its most recent reporting date, 30 April 2017;\textsuperscript{281} roughly 60 percent of these are requests for assistance concerning issues such as family prison visits or phone calls, while the remaining 40 percent are complaints requesting investigations into serious allegations of criminal wrongdoing. Of these complaints, just 305 – or nine percent – were referred for potential disciplinary action or prosecution. Worse, about half of these referrals were sent to the Inspector General or the Security Courts, the internal judicial system under the authority of the Interior Ministry Undersecretary


\textsuperscript{279} Ibid.
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that, in 2012, the government purportedly restricted from prosecuting cases of “torture and inhuman or degrading treatment or deaths linked thereto” over ostensive concerns of partiality and opacity. This means that only the 159 cases referred to the PPO and the SIU constitute formal attempts to secure accountability for the most severe MOI abuses – just five percent of the total complaints received by the Ombudsman’s Office throughout its first four years of operation.

In fact, while the Ombudsman’s criminal referral rates are already abysmally low – at an average annual rate of only six percent – they have remained in precipitous decline since the Office’s establishment. Despite an overall increase in complaints, rates of referral to the PPO or SIU have dropped from 12 percent in 2013/2014 to 6 percent in both 2014/2015 and 2015/2016, down to just one percent in 2016/2017. According to the Office’s most recent annual report, covering the period of 1 May 2016 to 30 April 2017, it received 1,156 complaints for the year, of which 465 were allegations of severe abuse rather than requests for assistance. Just 16 of the total 1,156 complaints were referred for potential prosecution, or approximately one percent. These figures suggest that even as the Ombudsman’s Office is receiving more evidence of abuse, it is actually taking fewer steps to ensure MOI personnel face justice for their crimes.

The Ombudsman’s failures – coupled with the fundamental absence of necessary political will within the Bahraini government – have resulted in the vast majority of perpetrators evading punishment for severe human rights abuses, with literally no senior MOI officers yet held accountable. Since its establishment, the PPO’s SIU “has received 561 allegations of torture and 839 allegations of ill-treatment and excessive use of force by members of the Public Security Forces,” including 153 from the Ombudsman. Of the 1,400 total, the SIU dismissed 541 and referred just 56 to civilian courts – meaning that only 4 percent of cases that make it to the SIU are actually forwarded for trial. Conviction data is even less clear than referral rates, but they undoubtedly account for a fraction of the 120 personnel involved in the 56 cases brought to court. According to information transmitted by Bahraini authorities to the US State Department, by the end of 2013, the SIU had secured the convictions of 13 security personnel. An indeterminate number were convicted in 2014 and 32 MOI officers were reportedly serving prison sentences by 2015, but just 10 of these were convicted in the standard court system of more serious offenses. By 2016, Of the few MOI officers who received criminal convictions for violent abuse, literally none received more prison time than BCHR president Nabeel Rajab, who was sentenced to a total of seven years for simply discussing human rights violations.

MOI Ombudsman visiting GDRR facilities (2015)

287 Ibid.
288 CCPR/C/BHR/Q/1/Add.1 List of issues in relation to the initial report of Bahrain - Replies of Bahrain to the list of issues, Kingdom of Bahrain, 22 February 2018, http://undocs.org/en/CCPR/C/BHR/Q/1/Add.1
41 police officers were reportedly serving prison terms.292 However, at the end of 2017, just three officers remained in prison293 – less than one percent of all MOI personnel.294

Full data is not yet available for 2018, but the Bahraini government announced in May that the SIU had secured the conviction of 10 out of 13 “public security affiliates.”295 This case appears to match that of 13 personnel referred by the SIU to the courts in January 2018296 over their involvement in the mass torture and collective punishment of the Jau Prison population in March 2015, more than two full years after a court convicted 57 prisoners on charges stemming from the same incident in January 2016.297

The MOI personnel were sentenced to just six months in prison298 on minor charges, while the 57 inmates received additional 15-year prison terms.299 The disparity in both length of investigation and severity of penalty highlights the separate and unequal judicial treatment of security personnel in Bahrain.

Even if all of the annual figures above are combined, yielding a total that is certainly larger than the real number of MOI officers convicted, the proportion of MOI employees convicted of serious misconduct still falls below one percent and accounts for just a fraction of the violations documented by ADHRB. Only 120 officers were ever even tried, let alone found guilty. This data not only reveals extremely low rates of conviction for MOI personnel – especially when compared with the MOI’s rates of abuse – but also indicates that nearly all convicted police officers receive exceedingly short prison terms, often less than five years. No officer has ever been sentenced to more than seven years in prison.300 Ultimately, a significant portion of even these few convicted officers will see their judgments overturned or their sentences greatly reduced on appeal. Moreover, these statistics are based solely on official information communicated by the Bahraini government to the UN and US State Department, both of which have noted concerns over the veracity of Bahrain’s data and whether MOI personnel – who reportedly serve their prison terms in “special” detention facilities “reserved for security officers” – actually complete their sentences or are even expelled from the ministry.301 Coupled with the Ombudsman’s low referral rates, the PPO’s equally poor

 Though the SIU claims independence from the MOI, sixty percent of the unit’s employees were former MOI personnel as of 2013, and its Chief Public Prosecutor previously worked in the MOI’s GDCIFS.

294 Calculated using the estimated overall strength of 30,000 (including armed and civilian personnel).
300 CCPR/C/BHR/Q/1/Add.1 List of issues in relation to the initial report of Bahrain - Replies of Bahrain to the list of issues, Kingdom of Bahrain, 22 February 2018, http://undocs.org/en/CCPR/C/BHR/Q/1/Add.1
301 See the State Department’s 2013 and 2014 reports, above.
conviction rates represent yet another layer of impunity to ensure almost no police face criminal punishment, and the MOI as a whole evades scrutiny.

ii. Direct Abuses
The Ombudsman’s deficient independence from the MOI and the leadership’s consequent influence over its operations also have a direct, negative impact on the individuals that utilize its complaint mechanisms. ADHRB has documented repeated incidents of Ombudsman’s Office violating international standards like the IOI bylaws, including by assigning personnel accused of wrongdoings to process complaints; abusing its authority to interrogate complainants and their families; endorsing abusive policies; and otherwise failing to protect or exposing complainants to reprisal by MOI personnel, including the Ombudsman’s own staff.

After MOI personnel detained and tortured Husain Ali al-Sahlawi in 2010 and 2012, for example, an official from the Ombudsman’s Office was sent to investigate al-Sahlawi’s allegations that he was denied medical treatment for his injuries during his subsequent incarceration in Jau Prison.302 The officer later explicitly misrepresented al-Sahlawi’s statements, incorrectly reporting that he had received medical care. Subsequently, a different officer from the Ombudsman’s Office coerced al-Sahlawi into signing documents that he was unable to read. The same officer threatened to kill al-Sahlawi or subject him to further reprisal if he and his family did not stop submitting complaints. The officer told him that complaining to the Ombudsman was useless and that he would die in his prison cell.

In another case, the Ombudsman’s Office intimidated and failed to protect a complainant from reprisal over potential communication with the Office after he spoke with a delegation from the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in September 2017. After the ICRC left, Jau Prison officials of the GDRR coerced the inmate to sign a document stating that he chose not to go to the hospital, threatening to beat him if he refused. They specifically threatened to beat him if he communicated any information about his ill treatment during an impending visit from the Ombudsman, forcing him to comply out of fear. In 2018, officials claiming to be from the Ombudsman’s Office forced the prisoner to sign and fingerprint another set of papers, this time without allowing him the read the contents. Throughout all this, the inmate continued to be subjected to ill treatment by prison staff and denied adequate medical care.

In some cases the Ombudsman’s Office has even interrogated complainants about their relationship with international human rights organizations like ADHRB rather than investigating the substance of the complaint. In 2018, after ADHRB submitted a complaint to the Ombudsman on behalf of a detainee, the Office summoned his father to answer questions about the allegations. The officer asked him a number of questions concerning his relationship to ADHRB, including how he received the power of attorney form provided by ADHRB, and the name and whereabouts of the individual who sent him ADHRB’s information. He was particularly interested in whether or not this individual was located in Bahrain. The Ombudsman’s focus on independent interlocutors like ADHRB rather than credible reports of torture, misconduct, and maltreatment underscore the Office’s lack of impartiality.

Ultimately, the Ombudsman’s Office is dangerously ineffective and its complicity in ongoing human rights violations belies its function as the MOI’s chief accountability mechanism. Its failures provide further evidence that Bahrain’s increasingly labyrinthine arrangement of internal and pseudo-independent oversight bodies, each with complex and varied authorities, is at base intended not as a means of securing accountability for perpetrators, but of further obscuring near-absolute immunity for security personnel. To reiterate the findings...
of the Committee against Torture, rather than create one effective accountability mechanism, the government has established an overarching superstructure of dysfunctional, semi-redundant institutions: Inspector General, Ombudsman, PDRC, SIU, the regular PPO, as well as the NIHR and NSA’s own specific ombudsman. This superstructure is convoluted by design, intended to distract from the simple, underlying system of impunity. In many many cases, the Ombudsman and the other MOI disciplinary bodies have abandoned even this role and directly enlisted in the ministry’s overall campaign of repression.

**B. INCENTIVES**

Against the backdrop of systemic impunity for human rights violations, commanders of the MOI’s most abusive units have received continuous promotions throughout the ministry. Virtually immune from prosecution, mid-level and senior officers at the GDCIFS, GDRR, SSFC and other notorious agencies rise through the ranks at a rapid pace, and are typically only reprimanded for failing to effectively suppress dissent rather than violating the rights of Bahraini citizens. Most of these appointments and promotions are explicitly approved by the king, prime minister, or Interior Minister Lt. Gen. Rashid bin Abdullah, constituting a direct endorsement of repressive policing from the highest levels of Bahraini leadership, and ensuring abusive practices are proliferated and institutionalized across the MOI.

**i. GDCIFS**

Nearly every senior officer identified as part of the GDCIFS leadership during the period of abuse documented by ADHRB has been promoted. The current commander of the GDCIFS, Director-General Brigadier Abdulaziz Mayoof al-Rumaihi, was appointed by the king when he was still a colonel in July 2016, after serving as director of the CID in 2015. He was first accused of human rights violations by opposition groups as early as 2010. ADHRB has documented more than 60 cases of severe abuse directly linked to the GDCIFS since al-Rumaihi assumed command, and he was implicated in the February 2017 death of unarmed suspect Abdullah al-Ajooz. Al-Ajooz’ family and other observers believe that he was extrajudicially killed during an attempted arrest by MOI personnel; ADHRB knows of no independent investigation into the incident. *(See Section 3.E for more information on the death of Abdullah al-Ajooz, extrajudicial killings, and excessive force.)* By 2018, al-Rumaihi was further awarded for the GDCIFS’s violations with a promotion to brigadier, two ranks below that of the Interior Minister.

Brigadier Abdulrahman Sinan (also known as Abdulrahman Saleh Sultan al-Senan), the former Director-General of the GDCIFS in 2013, was promoted in July 2016 and now serves as the Assistant Undersecretary for Exits, Investigation, and Follow-up at the NPRA, putting him in charge of enforcing Bahrain’s residency laws and regulations. ADHRB has documented more than 100 cases of arbitrary detention and torture directly implicating the GDCIFS in 2013 alone, including the abuse of minors by CID personnel. Since 2016, under Brig. Sinan’s command, the NPRA’s Exits, Investigation, and Follow-up division has forcibly deported individuals made stateless through Bahrain’s denaturalization policies, in contravention of international law, and he is responsible for the violations of detention standards at the NPRA Removal Centers *(see Section 2.C.ii for more on the NPRA)*. He is now one step removed from heading the entire NRPA as a full undersecretary.

Likewise, the former Deputy Director-General of the GDCIFS in 2015, Colonel Jasim Faihan al-Doseri (also known as Jassim Faihan Al Dossary; Jassim Fayhan Saleh Al-Dossary), was promoted to Assistant Undersecretary

---

for Planning and Organization in July 2016 by the king. ADHRB has documented 75 severe human rights violations perpetrated by the GDCIFS in 2015, as well as several additional cases where the sub-agency was unidentified but the GDCIFS was the most likely perpetrator. Directly below Interior Ministry Undersecretary, Col. al-Doseri’s appointment to Assistant Undersecretary gives him authority over the general development of the MOI, including procurement of future systems.

**ii. GDRR**

Most of the GDRR’s leaders have been directly implicated in abuses like torture before and after their promotions to more senior command positions. Though the government dismissed the agency’s top leadership after several prisoners escaped from Jau in January 2018, these officers received promotions prior to their removal despite overseeing rampant ill treatment and inhumane living conditions within Bahrain’s prison system. Yussef Hassan Al-Arabi, the Director-General of the GDRR from 2016 to 2018, advanced from colonel to brigadier by the time of his dismissal, despite systematic torture and at least one alleged extrajudicial killing occurring in GDRR facilities during this period. He is reported to have previously served as a major in the CID, where he was accused of overseeing torture and the extraction of forced testimony as early as 2010.309

The replacements for Brig. al-Arabi’s cohort are career MOI officers with equally poor human rights records, chosen not to reform GDRR policy but to ensure their uninterrupted implementation. The new acting head of Jau Prison, for example, Lieutenant Colonel Adnan Bahar, was identified as a lead perpetrator of torture by BCHR as early as 2005.310 In 2008, the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture

---


Many of the MOI’s most notorious officers have not only escaped justice – they have been rewarded for their crimes. Mubarak bin Huwail al-Merri, who has risen through the ranks since torturing medical staff in 2011, is only one of the most egregious examples of how the monarchy has combined a culture of impunity for security personnel with a system of incentives designed to encourage human rights violations. Though he is the most senior official to ever face prosecution in Bahrain, bin Huwail has since advanced to some of the MOI’s highest positions – and reports of abuse have followed him every step of the way.

**Director of Anti-Narcotics, GDCIFS | Major 2011-2012**

There is extensive evidence that Major bin Huwail oversaw the torture of at least six medical personnel that were arbitrarily detained in retaliation for treating wounded pro-democracy protesters in 2011. Dr. Rula al-Saffar, who served as president of the Bahrain Nursing Society and assistant professor at the College of Health Science in Manama, named Major bin Huwail as the “principal investigator” when she was summoned to the CID and blindfolded, beaten, threatened with rape, and subjected to electric shock. She reported that Major bin Huwail “humiliated, intimidated and degraded” her and the other detainees in order to extract false testimony: “he wrote whatever he wanted to write and then took our signatures on the false statements by beating us.”\(^2\) A security tribunal known as a National Safety Court used the false testimony extracted by Maj. bin Huwail to convict Dr. al-Saffar, through a civilian court later overturned the ruling.

**Director of Anti-Narcotics, GDCIFS | Lieutenant Colonel 2012-2014**

Following his involvement in the MOI’s reprisal campaign against healthcare workers during the crackdown on the 2011 protest movement – as well as his direct responsibility for arbitrary detention, torture, and severe due process violations – bin Huwail was promoted rather than reprimanded. By 2012, presumably while under investigation for torture, state media reports indicate that bin Huwail had reached the rank of lieutenant colonel and continued to lead Bahrain’s drug enforcement efforts. In July 2013, Bahrain’s Third Criminal Court acquitted Lt. Col. bin Huwail of all charges stemming from the 2011 abuses, and Prime Minister Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa extended his assurances of continued impunity: in a video circulated online, Prime Minister Khalifa can be heard thanking bin Huwail for his “patience and good work” and guaranteeing that “laws cannot be applied to you. No one can touch this bond. Whoever applies these laws against you is applying them against us. We are one body.”\(^3\)

**Director of Anti-Narcotics, GDCIFS | Colonel 2014-2016**

By March 2014, bin Huwail would be promoted to full colonel. That same year, three officials under his command at the Anti-Narcotics Directorate tortured a prisoner to death in Jau Prison. The inmate, Hasan Majeed al-Shaikh, was serving a 10-year sentence for alleged drug offenses and was detained in solitary confinement for reportedly possessing a mobile phone at the time of the incident. He was temporarily removed from solitary confinement by the Anti-Narcotics officials, beaten severely, and then left to die in his cell. Inmates reported hearing al-Shaikh screaming until his death, when they saw guards arrive to remove his body; they also reported that other prisoners were beaten in connection with the incident.\(^4\) Al-Shaikh’s skull and jaw appeared broken, and his kidneys ruptured. According to al-Shaikh’s family, Col. bin Huwail had previously told al-Shaikh that he would never leave prison alive. He was the first prisoner to be killed in Jau since 2011.

As a result of the incident’s high profile, the MOI Ombudsman investigated and referred the case to the SIU. This led to the conviction of the three Anti-Narcotics officials – a lieutenant, a lower-level policeman, and a civilian instructor employed by the directorate – as well as three additional prison personnel. While a rare case of successful SIU prosecution, not one of the six officials was actually found guilty of torture leading to death, which carries life imprisonment, but instead convicted of lesser offenses that resulted in sentences ranging from one to five years.\(^5\) Moreover, an appellate court ultimately rejected the convictions of the Jau personnel

---

4. This is corroborated in semi official media: [http://www.newsofbahrain.com/bahrain/17514.html](http://www.newsofbahrain.com/bahrain/17514.html)
5. Bahrain’s PDRC claims that the SIU charged two of the Anti-Narcotics officials with this more serious crime, which the PDRC’s own evidence corroborates, but the US State Department reports that they were in fact charged with lesser crimes, explaining the outcome.
and lightened the sentences further for the Anti-Narcotics officials, to just two years. The government’s own PDRC produced evidence that the Anti-Narcotics Directorate had perpetrated other acts of torture in 2014, including coercing a detainee into confessing to drug trafficking, but it is unclear if the five officials identified were ever held accountable. 6 There is no indication that Col. bin Huwail was investigated or otherwise reprimanded for the torture and extrajudicial killing that occurred under his command.

Within two years, bin Huwail was promoted to brigadier and appointed to the one of the most senior positions in the MOI: General-Director of the Southern Governorate Police Directorate. The July 2016 appointment placed him in command of one of only four governorate-wide police forces in Bahrain – and particularly the governorate that is home to Jau Prison, where just two years earlier bin Huwail’s Anti-Narcotics officers had tortured an inmate to death. Abuse remained widespread in Jau and the governorate’s other detention centers during Brig. bin Huwail’s tenure, including at the police stations under his direct command. From June 2016 to April 2017, MOI personnel arbitrarily detained leading human rights defender Nabeel Rajab at the Southern Governorate’s East Riffa Police Station on charges explicitly linked to free expression and human rights activism. Officers interfered with Rajab’s access to legal counsel and held him in extended solitary confinement for periods that violated both Bahraini and international law. The station’s detention conditions were so poor that Rajab’s health severely deteriorated, resulting in repeated hospitalization prior to his conviction and transfer to Jau Prison in October 2017. Rajab continued to suffer ill treatment and harassment at Jau, where he is serving a total of seven years. In May 2017, Brig. bin Huwail received an award for his work in the Southern Governorate. 7

In 2018, after more than seven years of ruthlessly suppressing dissent at the GDCIFS and Southern Governorate Police Directorate, Brig. bin Huwail was rewarded with a coveted diplomatic post as Security Attaché with Bahrain’s Embassy in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. He retains his rank of brigadier and leads Bahrain’s cooperation with Saudi security institutions, some of which remain deployed back across the King Fahd Causeway.

6 http://www.pdrc.bh/mcms-store/pdf/c0c77248-5000-4f98-832d-d3ac3c60b1ae_Investigation%20-%20%206.pdf
documented severe cases of torture and sexual violence overseen by Lt. Col. Bahar when he was still a sergeant: On 10 February, Mr. Mohammed Abdullah al Sengais was handcuffed and dragged from his cell to the yard where he was beaten with an iron rod and sexually assaulted by two security agents named “Mofiah” and “Parvis” in the presence of Sergeant Adnan Bahar. He is suffering from back pain as a result of the assault. He is detained in a cell measuring 1 x 2 metres, which is both dirty and infested with insects. Mr. al Sengais previously complained of severe headaches and was referred to a psychiatric hospital for treatment on 24 February, but due to the postponement of the detainees’ court-hearing, this was rescheduled for 28 February. Naji Ali Fateel and Hassan Abdulnabi Hassan were subjected to beatings when they protested the treatment of Mr. al Sengais. The three men are forced to share their cells with people suffering from hepatitis, who are spitting blood in their presence. CID officials threatened that they will sexually assault Mr. Hassan Abdulnabi Hassan’s wife. One of the detainees was sodomised with a wooden stick and subjected to electrocution on different parts of his body, including his genitals.

Naji Fateel, one of the torture survivors included in the Special Rapporteur’s communication, is a prominent human rights defender and leader of the Bahrain Youth Society for Human Rights. MOI personnel again arrested and abused him in 2012 and 2013, and he was ultimately sentenced to 15 years in Jau Prison on politically motivated charges. Though he was not involved in the 2015 unrest at the facility, GDRR officials transferred him to Building 10, which is colloquially referred to as the “torture building” by prisoners, where he was beaten and denied medical care. He is among the 57 Jau inmates who were later sentenced to additional 15-year terms for in January 2016. Now, Lt. Col. Bahar, the same officer who oversaw Fateel’s torture in 2008, is running the prison where he is set to remain incarcerated for a total of 30 years.

iii. SSFC
In January 2018, the king appointed the SSFC’s longtime commander, Abdullah al-Zayed, Deputy Chief of Public Security and promoted him to major general. Maj. Gen. al-Zayed’s promotion comes less than a year after SSFC riot police led the most violent protest raid in Bahrain since the 1990s, leaving five protesters dead and hundreds wounded in Diraz. Throughout his tenure as the head of the SSFC, the agency developed into one of Bahrain’s most feared security institutions, responsible for hundreds of arbitrary home raids and protest attacks. The SSFC is implicated in the vast majority of extrajudicial killings perpetrated by Bahraini security forces – more than any other service – and it is the single most militarized MOI agency (see Section 3.E.ii for more information on extrajudicial killings, and Section 2.B.iii for more information on the SSFC). As Deputy Chief of Public Security, Maj. Gen. al-
Zayed now helps to oversee all of the MOI field units and is poised to take over the entire PSF from the current chief, Maj. Gen. Tariq al-Hassan, upon further restructuring. The promotion is a clear reward for Maj. Gen. al-Zayed's successful suppression of dissent and the appointment puts him in prime position to bring the SSFC's brutal, paramilitary policing tactics to the rest of the MOI's security forces.

iv. Governorate Police Directorates

Many of the four governorates’ most abusive police officers have advanced to leading regional and national positions. From as early as 2011\textsuperscript{315} to 2016, Khalifa bin Ahmed Al Khalifa served as Director-General of the Southern Governorate Police, reaching the rank of brigadier. Under his command, Southern Police participated in reprisals against human rights defenders like Dr. Saeed al-Samahiji, an ophthalmologist and activist wanted by the authorities for posting tweets critical of Saudi Arabia’s execution of political prisoners. Southern Police arrested him from his home in Isa Town in January 2016, confiscating his phone and ultimately detaining him at Dry Dock. Dr. al-Samahiji was sentenced to one year in Jau Prison in April 2016 on charges of “insulting a neighbouring country for the purpose of threatening national security”, “publicly inciting to non-compliance with the laws and institutions in Bahrain” and “publicly calling for participation in unlicensed demonstrations and marches” on social media, in clear violation of his right to free expression.\textsuperscript{316} Brig. Khalifa also participated in the collective punishment of inmates at Jau Prison, which is located in the Southern Governorate, in March 2015. Prisoners report that the director-general personally presided over some of the torture sessions at Jau, with one inmate being repeatedly kicked by six guards while the officer looked on. Brig. Khalifa allegedly told the guards “hurt him, but don't kill him,” and they proceeded to strip the prisoner naked, chain him to an iron bed, and continue beating him, including on his genitals.\textsuperscript{317}

No charges were brought against these officers or the director-general. Instead, in 2016, Brig. Khalifa was appointed Deputy Chief of Public Security,\textsuperscript{318} making him second-in-command of all four governorate police directorates as well as national units like the SSFC and the Coast Guard. His tenure accounted for some of the PSF’s most violent incidents in recent years, including repeated extrajudicial killings throughout 2017 (see Section 3.E.ii above). This accelerated his career, and in January 2018, the king promoted him to major general and appointed him Deputy Inspector General.\textsuperscript{319} Maj. Gen. Khalifa is now tasked with assisting the Inspector General in processing complaints referred by the Ombudsman and holding MOI personnel accountable for abuses – the same personnel he himself directed to arrest human rights defenders and torture prisoners.

As early as 2017, the king promoted the Director-General of the Northern Governorate Police, Abdullah Khalifa al-Jairan, to brigadier despite the fact that the Northern Governorate has some of Bahrain’s highest rates of abuse. Since he assumed commander of the district as a colonel


\textsuperscript{317} Confidential source.


in July 2016, al-Jairan has presided over dozens of severe abuses documented by ADHRB. He specifically oversaw almost all of the 11-month security operation to isolate and collectively punish the Northern Governorate town of Diraz after thousands of Bahrainis launched a peaceful sit-in around the home of Shia religious leader Sheikh Isa Qassim in June 2016. Police immediately surrounded Diraz, which is home to 20-30,000 people, and blocked all but two entrances, preventing residents without Diraz identification documents from entering the area and detaining suspected protesters if they attempted to leave.320 In apparent accordance with orders from the MOI or other security authorities, all major Internet Service Providers (ISPs) enforced a daily Internet shutdown in Diraz.321 MOI personnel conducted mass arrests of individuals attending Friday prayers in Diraz or participating in the demonstrations, with dozens of clerics, poets, singers, and activists ultimately charged with “illegal gathering.”322 In 2017, police, SSFC, and NSA personnel began launching violent raids on the sit-in, culminating in the 23 May raid that largely dispersed the assembly, leaving five protesters dead and hundreds injured.323 The MOI arrested 286, some of which were later abused custody.324 After the raid, which was condemned by five UN human rights experts325 and the High Commissioner for Human Rights,326 Brig. Al-Jairan declared “things returned back to normal gradually in Duraz streets after the removal of roadblocks put by terrorist elements [sic].”327 The brigadier made no mention of violence or extrajudicial killings, despite the fact that the use of lethal force to remove alleged “roadblocks” in and of itself violates the MOI’s Code of Conduct and relevant Bahraini legislation. Brig. Al-Jairan was praised by the Northern Governor for his actions in Diraz,328 and he remains in command of the Northern Police.

Likewise, the current Director-General of the Capital Governorate Police, Khalid Mohammed al-Thawadi, has steadily risen through the ranks over the last decade even as the police under his command have consistently engaged in serious human rights violations like torture, enforced disappearance, and reprisals against human rights defenders. By the time he assumed command in 2013, he had been promoted from major to colonel, and he reached brigadier as early as 2014. While he has reported a continuous decline in overall crime rates in the Capital Governorate, Brig. al-Thawadi has nevertheless overseen constant and even increasing police abuse. In March 2016, for example, Capital Police initially detained Zainab al-Khawaja, a prominent human rights defender and daughter of BCHR cofounder Abdulhadi al-Khawaja, at the al-Hoora police facility after she was convicted for tearing a photo of the king and “insulting a public official.”329 Personnel held her there for more than five hours with her then 15-month-old son, denying the child access to food. She was ultimately released from government custody amid international pressure, but forced into exile following further threats of reprisal. In March 2017, Capital Police were implicated in the brutal torture and arbitrary detention of three brothers, one of whom suffers from a mental disability.330 Security personnel in unmarked cars and civilian clothing stopped Khalil, Jaafar, and Mahdi Kuwaid while they were driving and forced them to exit their vehicle at gunpoint. Officers beat Jaafar Kuwaid in street until he lost consciousness, focusing on a pre-existing ribcage injury after he begged them not to. The officers then seized the youngest brother, Mahdi, from the car. Mahdi has a developmental disability of which Khalil informed the officers, but the officers proceeded to beat him. Khalil attempted to defend his brother, and the officers beat him as well, re-opening stitches in his stomach from a previous surgery. The brothers were transported to the al-Hoora station, where police handcuffed Mahdi to a chair and forced him to watch them beat Khalil and Jaafar every ten minutes. Khalil and Jaafar were also forced to stand for two days. The officers tortured Mahdi and Khalil into confessing to participating in rallies and possessing
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Likewise, Fawaz Hassan al-Hassan, the current Director-General of the Muharraq Governorate Police, has received continuous promotions despite being implicated in numerous abuses. By 2014, al-Hassan had advanced from major to colonel and assumed command of the Muharraq security station within the governorate's police directorate. During this time, ADHRB documented numerous severe human rights violations perpetrated by Muharraq police personnel or explicitly within the Muharraq facility under Col. al-Hassan’s leadership. In August 2015, for example, a mix of plainclothes and uniformed MOI officers raided the home of Ahmed without a warrant and transported him to the Muharraq station. There, as well as in CID custody, personnel tortured him, including with electric shocks and beating with wires. They deprived him of food, sleep, and water and forced him to stand. Ultimately, they forced him to make a confession with the authorities then broadcast on television ahead of the trial, in violation of international standards. Likewise, police raided the home of Wa’ad opposition leader Ebrahim Sharif in July 2015 and arbitrarily detained him at the Muharraq station in reprisal for a speech he gave; the GDCIFS later confirmed that it had arrested Sharif for criticizing the government, and he received a one-year prison sentence.

The Muharraq security complex is notorious for doubling as a NSA facility, and evidence of collusion between local police and NSA agents in the commission of arbitrary detention and torture has mounted since the king appointed al-Hassan General-Director of the entire police directorate in July 2016. After the king reinstated the NSA's full law enforcement authority in January 2017, reversing BICI Recommendation 1718, MOI and NSA officials have specifically used the Muharraq station for conducting reprisals against activists. Prominent woman

human rights defender Ebtesam al-Saegh was summoned for interrogation at the Muharraq station in January 2017 and NSA officers told her that her work gave Bahrain a “bad image,” warning that her next visit would be different. In May 2017, after al-Saegh returned from the UN Human Rights Council in Geneva, she was summoned to the Muharraq office and tortured by NSA officials. While in custody she was blindfolded and made to stand for seven hours while she was physically, mentally, and sexually abused. Her Shia faith was insulted, she was photographed undressed, and she was brutally beaten. The officers threatened to release the photos of her unclothed, threatened to rape and kill her, and threatened to imprison or kill her family members, with all of the potential murders made to “look like an accident.” All of the torture al-Saegh endured was linked to the demand that she stop her human rights work, and her case has been cited by the UN as a clear act of reprisal. Likewise, in April 2017, NSA personnel tortured and sexually assaulted Nahaj Ahmed Yousif, a former civil servant in Bahrain's Labour Market Regulatory Agency (LMRA), at the Muharraq facility after she posted critical social media posts; she was ultimately forced to sign a prepared confession and sentenced to three years in prison for her posts. They subjected lawyer Ibrahim Jawad Abdullah Sarhan to similar treatment in May 2017.
including beatings, sexual assault, and electrocution.342 According to some estimates, at least 15 people were tortured at the Muharraq facility in 2017,343 and ADHRB has so far documented 13 separate incidents at the station that year, as well as two arbitrary detentions so far in 2018.

Al-Hassan, meanwhile, was promoted to brigadier and remains Director-General of the Muharraq Governorate Police. Other Muharraq officers have also advanced their careers at the directorate amid allegations of severe abuse. Several detainees, including minors, named the current Head of Investigations for the directorate, Captain Yousef Mulla Bakhit, as the officer in charge of their arbitrary detention and torture at Muharraq’s Sameheej facility in 2013. They claim Bakhit told them his name as he and other officers beat them with a pipe and with the falaka method, forcing them to make false confessions to arson and illegal gathering. Capt. Bakhit is regularly interviewed in the MOI’s Al-Amn promotional magazine,344 and he is now on track to become a senior officer in the governorate.

v. GDAEES

The most abusive support agencies like the GDAEES also benefit from this perverse incentive system. Bassam Mohammed al-Muraj, the longstanding Director-General of the GDAEES, has steadily advanced through the ranks as he built the agency into the MOI’s principal instrument of illegal surveillance. Bahrain’s king first appointed Al-Muraj to the prestigious position in January 2013,345 even after evidence emerged that he personally oversaw torture sessions during his previous post at the GDCIFS CID. An investigation conducted by Human Rights Watch found that between 2007 and 2010, then Captain al-Muraj was among four chief torturers at the CID, and that the government had taken no action to address complaints about their abusive behavior.346 Multiple detainees provided contemporaneous testimony to BCHR naming al-Muraj as the lead supervisor of their torture sessions: “Bassam Al-Muraj asked Al-Budayia policemen to leave and let me alone with him. They took me to a room where they started beating me. Kicking, hitting and other things. It lasted five minutes. Then they removed my handcuffs, wrapped my hands with a strip of cloth in order to hang me. They made me stand on a chair and hanged [sic]!”347 A separate detainee told BCHR that al-Muraj threatened to sexually assault his wife: “Bassam Al-Muraj himself said to me, ‘I swear [to] God I will bring your wife here, in front of you, and I will remove her clothes in front of you.’ I then fell.”348

ADHRB has received evidence that al-Muraj has continued to torture dissidents since assuming control of the GDAEES. In 2013, MOI personnel arbitrarily arrested Hussain Hubail, an award-winning photojournalist, and al-Muraj personally oversaw his interrogation. Al-Muraj threatened to rape him, his wife, and his mother, as well as to let him die in custody. When al-Muraj rang a bell, his subordinate Lieutenant Fawaz al-Sameem, an officer at the GDAEES Cybercrime Directorate, beat and spat on Hubail along with another group of policemen. Al-Muraj subjected Hubail to this treatment for days in an effort to extract a forced confession to criminal activity.349 Hubail was ultimately sentenced to five years in prison for “illegal gatherings, inciting hatred against the regime, inciting people to ignore the law, and misuse of social media” in connection with his coverage of the protest movement. ADHRB additionally documented three other incidents of abuse that explicitly implicated al-Muraj’s subordinate Lt. Fawaz al-Sameem, all of which were reprisal attacks against activists for expressing peaceful criticism of the government; in at least one case, Lt. al-Sameem oversaw the beating, electric shock, and sexual assault of the detainee.

Despite evidence of systematic torture and other human rights violations under his authority at the GDAEES – including reprisals against human rights defender Nabeel Rajab – al-Muraj quickly advanced from captain to major350 and then lieutenant colonel by 2014.351 He remains in command of the general directorate at the rank of full colonel.352
Foreign Assistance: American and International Support
The MOI’s systematic human rights violations are facilitated and exacerbated by arms transfers, training programs, and other forms of international assistance from countries like the US, UK, Canada, and the member states of the European Union (EU), as well as regional patrons like Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE). At its best, this backing emboldens the Bahraini government to intensify repression while providing fodder for state propaganda to whitewash abuses and tout surface reforms. At its worst, such support not only contributes directly to the MOI’s crimes, it enhances its efficacy as a tool of state terror. In the words of Deputy Chief of Public Security Maj. Gen. Abdulla al-Zayed, the former commander of the SSFC, MOI units like the riot police are acquiring “state-of-the-art security equipment” from foreign countries, making the “security men very efficient since they make optimal use of modern technology.”

For the SSFC, Bahrain’s leading perpetrator of protest raids and extrajudicial killings, such international security assistance is explicitly “enabling it to do more.” This is true across the ministry. As the MOI continues to upgrade its arsenal in the campaign against peaceful protest and dissent, Bahrain’s allies become more deeply complicit in its crimes.

A. UNITED STATES

i. Background and Current Restrictions Regime

The US and Bahrain have a deep and longstanding security partnership, most prominently represented by the American Fifth Fleet base in Manama, the bilateral Defense Cooperation Agreement (DCA) signed in 1991, and former President George W. Bush’s decision to designate the kingdom a major non-NATO ally (MNNA) in 2002. Both the Obama and Trump administrations have maintained this relationship to varying degrees, providing approximately $159 million in security aid and issuing notifications for more than $5 billion in arms sales since 2009. According to the Congressional Research Service, it is currently estimated that roughly 85 percent of Bahrain’s defense materiel is of US origin. US agencies regularly and extensively engage with the MOI to provide guidance and implement programs.

In the aftermath of the 2011 crackdown on pro-democracy protests, the US temporarily suspended assistance to the kingdom’s major security and defense institutions, purportedly in order to pressure for reform and prevent the further use of American weapons in attacks on demonstrators. The DOS specifically stated that assistance for the MOI would continue only on a limited basis, as “while the MOI will have completed various [Antiterrorism Assistance] courses and training, they will not yet be a fully capable security and law enforcement agency.”

DOS reporting for FY2013 took an even stronger position, indicating that the US “foreign assistance posture toward Bahrain is designed to advance our commitment to a strong security partnership while pressing Bahrain to embark on meaningful reform, particularly in the security sector… pending progress on implementation of BICI recommendations, the U.S. government has withheld licenses and sales of a range of security items, including items with internal applications or that would significantly enhance external defense capabilities.” The administration explicitly tied “the sustainability of ... the decades-long security partnership” between the US and Bahrain to the BICI reform package, the end of systematic police abuse, and the “political aspirations of the Bahraini people.”

Though restrictions briefly intensified in 2014 following the Bahraini government’s expulsion of US Assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights Tom Malinowski after he met with opposition leader Sheikh Ali Salman, by 2015 the Obama administration lifted general constraints on the BDF and National Guard and resumed further counterterror coordination with the MOI. As grounds, the administration cited Bahrain’s membership in the anti-ISIS coalition and several nominal reforms that the Bahraini government soon reversed, such as the temporary release of political opposition leader Ebrahim Sharif. With the explicit exception of the Coast Guard, the US has continued to maintain restrictions on weapons transfers to the MOI due to its direct role in the suppression of dissent. Specifically, these restrictions are intended to apply to
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new sales of “small arms, light weapons, and ammunition,” and funding for “tear gas, small arms, light weapons, ammunition, or other items for crowd control purposes for foreign security forces that use excessive force to repress peaceful expression, association, or assembly in countries undergoing democratic transition [with reference to Bahrain].” Throughout this period, however, the Obama administration maintained funding for the MOI through DOS Nonproliferation, Antiterrorism, Demining and Related Programs (NADR), including for the SSFC.

The Trump administration has indicated that human rights concerns will not impact arms sales, and it has dropped existing reform conditions from weapons transfers to the Bahraini military while greatly increasing the amount of arms on offer. As of March 2018, DOS stated that “restrictions on assistance to the Ministry of Interior remain in place,” but the administration actually appears to be boosting engagement with the MOI. Budget documents for 2017-2019 show that US is reviving NADR-ATA funding and developing a comprehensive training plan for MOI development, marking a new era of American support for the ministry and risking deeper US complicity in its abuses. (See Section S.A. ii below).

The Bahraini government, meanwhile, has intensified efforts to undermine the remaining restrictions and extend American ties to the MOI. In November 2017, the crown prince, accompanied by MOI Chief of Public Security Maj. Gen. Tariq al-Hassan, traveled to Washington, DC to meet with the president and sign a formal extension of the DCA. The delegation followed a high-profile visit from Interior Minister Lt. Gen. Rashid bin Abdullah, who in July 2017 met with then Secretary of Homeland Security John Kelly; Secretary of Defense James Mattis, and then Acting Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Andrew McCabe; among other unnamed “security officials in the US administration.” The minister also met with several legislators, including House Speaker Representative Paul Ryan; Chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee Representative Ed Royce; and Chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee Senator John McCain. Lt. Gen. Rashid bin Abdullah is reported to have explicitly raised the issue of arms sales and pushed for the US to “modernize” and “reinforce” security cooperation with the MOI on counterterrorism, cybersecurity, and transnational organized crime. Both of these delegations were organized by Bahrain’s new ambassador to the US, Abdullah Bin Rashid Al Khalifa – the former governor of the Southern Governorate and the son of Interior Minister Lt. Gen. Rashid bin Abdullah.

ii. Status of Assistance, Links to Abuse, and the Limits of US Restrictions

The vast majority of Bahrain’s military and security equipment is procured from the US, and the MOI continues to employ American weaponry and training in the commission of human rights violations. Though most MOI agencies are barred from acquiring new American armaments, the restrictions generally do not apply to other types of security assistance, and the US remains a key trainer and adviser to some of the MOI’s most abusive agencies.

a. Arms and Equipment

Prior to the current restrictions regime, the US transferred large amounts of weaponry and crowd control gear to Bahrain that the MOI has and continues to use against protesters and dissidents. This includes: tear gas and other chemical irritants produced by US manufacturers

SSFC training, promotional, and parade images displaying US-made assault rifles (2013-2016)

SSFC exercises including US-made Humvees and Hummers (2016)

SSFC officer holding US-made rifle during 23 May raid on Diraz sit-in (2017)

Another SSFC officer armed with a US-made rifle standing over the body of protester killed during the 23 May Diraz raid (2017)
NonLethal Technologies and Defense Technology/Federal Laboratories, in collaboration with the UK-based BAE Systems; shotgun ammunition produced by UK-based Gamborne; owned by the American KentGambore company; 9mm and 11mm (.45 caliber) pistol ammunition produced by American manufacturers like Remington; and M4 and M4A1 assault rifles, produced by American manufacturers like Colt (with variants produced by other US companies like Remington and Bushmaster). The MOI’s M4 and M4A1 stores match several US military contracts approved in 2008, which indicated that a total of 1,800 M4A1s would be split amongst a domestically based American unit and Foreign Military Sales (FMS) approved for the Panamanian security forces and the Bahraini security forces, in addition to a specific order of 14 M4s for Bahrain. DOS documents for FY2008 indicate that the US sold at least 44 unspecified small arms to Bahrain valued at $52,117, as well as ammunition, “tear gases and riot control agents,” and related components for another $4,114,061. Other contemporaneous FMS to Bahrain include several hundred more M4 and M4A1s (split between Bahraini forces and a non-FMS order for US Immigrations and Customs Enforcement), as well as ammunition and scopes for these rifles. In total, the orders were valued in excess of $4 million. Additionally, although the ministry claims they are unarmed, the MOI’s Police Aviation helicopter fleet is said to be exclusively US-made, with at least eight aircraft produced Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. flying support missions for the Public Security Forces. Throughout, DOS has continued to allocate NADR-ATA programming to build MOI capacity with “equipment supplied with previous ATA funds.”

SSFC

The precise distribution of US-made equipment across the MOI and other Bahraini security institutions is unknown, but it is clear that certain MOI agencies like the SSFC continue to use American arms. MOI promotional videos show SSFC personnel armed with M4A1 rifles, for example, and these images match photos of MOI personnel engaged in violent operations, such as the lethal May 2017 raid on the Diraz sit-in. Photos from the raid show SSFC personnel indiscriminately firing tear gas and other weaponry into residential areas. Hundreds of protesters were injured and five were killed, including a prominent environmental activist and the older brother of a demonstrator who was shot dead during an earlier raid on the same sit-in (see Section 2.B.iii for more on the SSFC, and Section 3.F for more on excessive force and a full description of the Diraz raids). Though restrictions on sales of militarized vehicles like Humvees to the MOI ostensibly remain in place – despite the removal of such restrictions to the BDF and National Guard in 2015 – police promotional imagery shows the SSFC driving and training with both standard Humvees and civilian Hummers in recent years. MOI personnel continue to “weaponize” such vehicles against protesters, with evidence suggesting 17-year-old Ali Abdulghani was run over and killed by police in 2016 – precisely the reason vehicle transfers were restricted by the US Government after the events of 2011. In September 2017, AM General, the manufacturer of the Humvee, announced a $2.2 billion contract to build additional vehicles for at least nine countries, including Bahrain.

Coast Guard

Since the imposition of the restrictions regime in 2011, the US has limited weapons sales and related support for the MOI, with the exception of the Coast Guard. As a result, the Coast Guard are the MOI’s primary beneficiary of Bahrain’s MNNA status, which grants the kingdom a variety of unique military benefits including increased defense cooperation, access to Department of Defense (DOD) research, authorization to purchase depleted uranium munitions, approval for the country’s corporations to bid on DOD contracts, and priority procurement of Excess Defense Articles (EDA). EDA is surplus equipment provided via a grant or at a substantially reduced price, and MNNA countries like Bahrain are prioritized to receive

MADE-IN-AMERICA:
ALLEGED EXTRAJUDICIAL KILLINGS BY BAHRAIN’S COAST GUARD

Even as the US has openly deepened its relationship with the Coast Guard due to the latter’s supposed distance from domestic repression, the agency has been directly implicated in human rights abuses and has conducted operations with other units subject to American arms restrictions. On 9 February 2017, the MOI announced that a joint operation involving the Coast Guard, the GDCIFS, SSFC, and the NSA – Bahrain’s notorious intelligence service – intercepted a boat containing ten “escapees from Jau prison [attempting] to flee to Iranian waters.” According to MOI, Coast Guard personnel exchanged gunfire with the vessel in question, killing three suspects, but independent observers have reported significant inconsistencies in the government’s account of the incident. Though the MOI did not release photos of the deceased or allow for independent autopsies, leaked photos indicated that at least one body lacked a bullet wound and appeared to show signs of torture. The burial was restricted and the MOI reportedly threatened and prevented family members of the deceased from attending. Additionally, in the days after the shooting, an Instagram account that allegedly belonged to an MOI officer posted messages claiming that the deceased had been physically abused and threatening to retaliate against activists for reporting on possible human rights violations.

Images of the attack show that US-manufactured patrol boats were used to carry out the MOI’s joint operation. In the government’s official video of the incident, the English logo of Fountain Patrol, a defense division of a US recreational boat company, is visible on the authorities’ patrol boats. These appear to be the same patrol boats provided to the MOI Coast Guard as EDA – a direct benefit of Bahrain’s special status as an MNNA.
these armaments "to the maximum extent feasible over... other countries."375 Much of the EDA received by Bahrain – which is valued in the hundreds of millions of dollars – is intended for use by the military, but the MOI Coast Guard has also received critical materiel for its operations through the program according to the Congressional Research Service, including harbor patrol boats.376 ADHRB determined that the MOI Coast Guard has been operating several patrol boats produced by Fountail Patrol, the defense division of an American recreational boat company, as recently as February 2017, which may match these past EDA requests.377 In April 2017, the US disclosed that Bahrain would be receiving five American-made Mark V patrol boats by August that same year, and these shipments appear to correspond to two previous Bahraini EDA requests that were approved in 2015 and 2016; it is unclear if these deliveries were intended for the MOI Coast Guard, the Bahraini navy (which already possesses Mark V craft), or to be divided between the two, but both the US Coast Guard and the US Navy have deployed the Mark V for patrol and interdiction missions.378 According to the US Defense Security Cooperation Agency, the total EDA acquisition value of the five craft, which are typically outfitted with machine guns or grenade launchers, is approximately $27 million, while the total current value is approximately $2.7 million.379 Similarly, DOS budget documents for FY2008 state that Bahrain was authorized to purchase eight "patrol craft without armor, armament or mounting surfaces for weapon systems more significant than .50 caliber machine guns and auxiliary vessels" with related equipment valued at a total of $32,913,328, yet it is again unspecified if they were received by the Coast Guard, navy, or some combination thereof.380

The Coast Guard has also been the primary MOI recipient of US Foreign Military Financing (FMF) for Bahrain, which funds specific procurement projects for partner forces. Though FMF to Bahrain has declined in recent years, the US has applied the program to the MOI Coast Guard as recently as 2017, funding its general development – "operational training, professionalization, spares, and sustainment"381– and its Coastal Surveillance System, which is used to monitor the island's maritime traffic.382 According to DOS, "the upgrade will allow the [Coast Guard] to detect irregularities in Bahrain's littoral waters and quickly interdict threats with small boats."383

The Congressional Research Service additionally reports that the US has allocated money for Bahrain through Section 1206 of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) of FY2006, amounting to five programs administered by DOD from 2006 to 2015 and totaling approximately $65 million; at least two of these programs were used to provide the MOI Coast Guard with additional patrol boats and to "equip new coastal surveillance sites."384 Other Section 1206 programs were used to "equip and train Bahrain's special forces," though it is unclear if this refers to the MOI’s SSFC, the Royal Guard Special Forces of the BDF, or both.385 In its Congressional Budget Justification for Fiscal Year (FY) 2019, DOS reported that the US is currently "expanding [its] partnership with the Bahraini Coast Guard,"386 despite serious concerns over the Coast Guard’s own abuses and its extensive cooperation with other MOI agencies restricted from American weapons procurement (see below for more information on US training programs for the MOI, as well challenges facing US restrictions on security assistance).

b. Training and Coordination

Even with restrictions on new arms sales to the majority of the MOI, the US continues to fund, train, and coordinate with agencies across the ministry. As recently as 2018,387 DOS reports reveal that the US "engages regularly with MOI personnel from various divisions to discuss operational and organizational needs in evaluating MOI performance in its law enforcement and security missions."388 Unlike weapons transfers, this support is not limited to the Coast Guard. According to both the American and Bahraini governments, the US remains a key partner to the MOI on issues of counterterrorism, cybersecurity, and transnational organized crime, and it supports the efforts of agencies like the SSFC, GDCIFS, and GDAEES.
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Coordination varies across both American institutions and sub-divisions of the MOI, and it takes different forms: DHS and the MOI have a formal but entirely classified relationship, for example, having signed a Memorandum of Understanding in 2007 that was reaffirmed during Interior Minister Lt. Gen. Rashid bin Abdullah’s meeting with then Secretary of Homeland Security John Kelly in 2017.\(^{389}\) There is no publicly available information about the agreement and DHS has failed to respond to relevant ADHRB requests under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for over a year. DOS, meanwhile, reported in its FY2019 budget request that it “engages regularly with MOI personnel” on matters “of interagency communication, adjustments to different attack methodologies, maritime interdiction capabilities, and greater use of advanced forensics investigations.”\(^{390}\) According to DOS, this close relationship has at times involved “weekly engagement” between the US and the MOI.\(^{391}\)

Excluding direct weapons transfers, the most longstanding and predominant means of engagement between the US and the MOI is through NADR-ATA programs and relevant follow-up activities. Dating back to the 1980s, this US-funded support for the MOI has cost the American taxpayer approximately $6.9 million between 2007 and 2017. As acknowledged by DOS, NADR-ATA programs are usually not provided to the interior ministries of “most U.S. counterterrorism partners,”\(^{392}\) but in Bahrain “the Bahraini Ministry of Interior (MOI) has been designated the lead for counterterrorism activities and operations”\(^{393}\) with “the Bahrain National Security Agency providing intelligence support.”\(^{394}\) According to the US Government, NADR-ATA support enhances the counterterror capabilities of the MOI – and at least indirectly the NSA – while ensuring and promoting human rights:

U.S. assistance will enable Bahrain to more effectively counter and prevent violent activities, and includes a focus on adhering to international human rights standards when confronting threats. Ongoing political and social unrest underscores the need for the Bahraini government to address its citizens’ demands for reform in order to assure Bahrain’s long-term domestic stability and prosperity. The United States continues to encourage Bahrain’s leadership to implement reforms that adhere to human rights standards.\(^{395}\)

Nevertheless, the same DOS documents indicate that NADR-ATA support is almost entirely provided to the kingdom’s most violent and repressive units: the SSFC and the “investigative” bodies, i.e. the GDCFIS. These programs have decidedly failed to achieve their stated goal of a Bahrain that “Effectively Anticipates and Responds to Domestic Security and Terrorist Threats in a Consistent, Transparent, and Balanced Manner that Views Human Rights and the Rule of Law as Vital Components of Ensuring Security,”\(^{396}\) leaving instead a decades-long legacy American complicity in escalating police brutality and repression.

While DOS “condemned” Bahraini government violence in 2011 and reportedly launched a review of NADR-ATA funding for the MOI as well as enhanced "end-use [monitoring] of security assistance...to ensure that no prior-year support was used against protestors,"\(^{397}\) programming for the SSFC and other MOI units has continued. For FY2013, DOS provided $427,000 in NADR-ATA training for the MOI that reportedly included "security sector reform components" and
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“mandatory human rights training components” due to “ongoing concerns about MOI performance” and its ability to meet the BICI recommendation package, “a core U.S. Government priority for the Bahraini security forces.”398 By FY2014, however, human rights was markedly deemphasized in DOS reporting on Bahrain’s NADR-ATA requests: there are no references to the BICI reform package or its implementation status, and the DOS concludes that “going forward, ATA programming will focus on supporting MOI capacity building in forensics, counterterrorism, terror investigations, and prosecutions involving cases management and interview techniques.”399 Though nearly all planned NADR-ATA programs for 2014 were cancelled due to the MOI’s failure to meet Leahy Law vetting requirements (see below), DOS continued to request funding for similar MOI programming through FY2015, FY2016, and FY2017. In the NADR-ATA requests for FY2018 and FY2019, DOS completely omitted human rights and security sector reform altogether, focusing solely on counterterrorism, “forensic investigations,” and “attack methodologies.”400

The Trump administration has now proposed a wide-ranging training program based on a July 2017 NADR-ATA country assessment of the “MOI Police force capabilities and vulnerabilities.” According to DOS, “this comprehensive review has enabled [the US Embassy] to develop a training plan through 2019 with ten specific courses identified,” wherein “ATA course administrators [will] regularly hold follow-up visits, conferring with relevant [Government of Bahrain] officials, and reviewing MOI implementation of materials, tactics, equipment, assets.”401 DOS does not detail the exact content of these courses, but the training plan appears to constitute the most extensive framework for US-MOI coordination in years. Judging by the history of NADR-ATA programming for the kingdom, this assistance will directly support the MOI’s most abusive agencies at a time when they remain systematically engaged in gross violations of human rights.

On 30 April 2011, MOI personnel identified as SSFC used excessive force to disperse protests in Sitra, blanketing the area in teargas and killing six-year-old Mohammed Abdulhussain Farhan.

During a media interview that same day in Afghanistan, Marine Commander Col. Mike Sweeney commented: “[The SSFC] are extremely well trained. They are very, very good at what they do.”

“Marines and our guys have great relationships,” SSFC Lance Cpl. Yasirakhtar Hussain said in the same interview. “We are like brothers.”

SSFC

The SSFC has received funding and training from DOS throughout the entire period of abuse documented by ADHRB. The MOI and the SSFC are first mentioned by name in the DOS foreign operations budget documents for FY2012, just following their lead role in the suppression of the 2011 pro-democracy protests, but the reports make it clear that the ministry, in general, and the SSFC, in particular, have been the chief beneficiaries of NADR-ATA support for years.402 In DOS’ estimation, the MOI and “primarily the MOI Special Security Force Command (SSFC), rely exclusively on U.S. Government-provided antiterrorism
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Between US Marine training in Afghanistan and State Department Antiterrorism Assistance, the vast majority of the SSFC has received some type of American training despite consistent gross human rights abuses.

assistance for specialized training.” For FY2005, DOS reported that a NADR-ATA program “established the Interior Ministry’s first counterterrorist response team by training 24 police officers;” though no sub-agencies are identified, these were likely SSFC personnel. The team received “a course on advanced crisis response” in FY2011 for $1.5 million.

From 2009 to 2014, DOS allocated NADR-ATA funds to train multiple SSFC companies of approximately 125 personnel that deployed on rotating tours to Afghanistan with US Marines at Camp Leatherneck, in Helmand Province. SSFC provided “base security” for the Camp Leatherneck facility while the Marines engaged in combat operations and, in addition to NADR-ATA programming, they undertook joint training courses with US troops. In late January 2011, for example – less than a month before SSFC units violently crushed the Arab Spring protest encampment at Bahrain’s Pearl Roundabout – the SSFC’s Company 3 held “a five-day baton” crowd control course for Marines at the camp. One of the SSFC instructors, Sgt. Maj. Mohammed Abdullah Murtaza, made it clear that they also received instruction from US military personnel: “We learn from the Marines, so [in return] we want to teach them.” This relationship has clearly contributed to the SSFC’s violent, militarized style of policing, and some of the Marines appeared to mistake the law enforcement unit for a branch of Bahrain’s army. In April 2011, while Company 3 and the Marines were relaxing from training with “tea and volleyball games” in Afghanistan, SSFC units were directly implicated in at least two extrajudicial killings in Bahrain, including the killing of a six-year-old boy. At the end of Company 3’s tour in June 2011, the Marines held an award ceremony for SSFC officers where they were presented with the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) medal and certificates; that same month, in Bahrain, the MOI committed at least five extrajudicial killings, four of which implicated the SSFC.

It is unclear precisely how many companies the SSFC maintains, but in 2017 its commander indicated that it consisted of at least two “brigades,” suggesting a total strength of approximately 12 companies. If one SSFC company rotated into Afghanistan every six months from 2009 to 2014, it is likely 10 companies, or the vast majority of the force, received training or other experience with the US marines – all while raiding hundreds of protests and killing dozens back in Bahrain despite purported restrictions on US security assistance. According to DOS
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reporting for FY2011, NADR-ATA explicitly “developed the capabilities Bahraini police are using in Afghanistan and in Bahrain.”412

DOS has continued to authorize training courses for SSFC units in Bahrain. In its Bahrain Country Report on Terrorism for 2014, DOS notes that “the U.S. Embassy was able to assist with the delivery of an ATA K9 Trainer course that graduated two trainers and eight trainees.”413 What is known colloquially as the “K9 unit” in Bahrain is a subdivision of the SSFC founded in 2005 that breeds and deploys dogs for “supporting the operations related to the maintenance of order and fighting riots, vandalism, crimes, terrorism and trafficking…search and rescue operations and VIP protection.”414 Much like the SSFC’s experience with the Marines in Afghanistan, soon after the K9 unit completed this training course with the US Embassy, the MOI deployed it to violently subdue the inmate population at Jau Prison. Throughout March 2015 and the ensuing months, SSFC, GDRR, Southern Police, and other MOI personnel collectively punished the prisoners regardless of their involvement in the unrest.

The ATA K9 program appears to have directly contravened the language of US restrictions on funding for “crowd control purposes for foreign security forces that use excessive force to repress peaceful expression, association, or assembly in countries undergoing democratic transition,” contributing to the SSFC’s ongoing suppression of these rights.

Multiple inmates reported that the SSFC were present in the prison as early as February 2015 and that they loosed K9 dogs within the facility to attack prisoners. Minors and adolescent prisoners in Building 3 and Building 6 of Jau report that the unit specifically targeted them, and several inmates identified an SSFC lieutenant as the commander
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of the dog attacks. Another prisoner, who was sentenced to 15 years in prison for his involvement in the 2011 protest movement, has alleged that MOI personnel intermittently raided his cell with police dogs over the last seven years to scare and humiliate him. Beyond these documented attacks, the SSFC itself states that it routinely deploys the K9 unit against “riots” and “vandalism” as well as in the general “maintenance of order” – vague categories that include criminalized acts of free assembly like peaceful protest that are protected under international law. As a result, the ATA K9 program appears to have directly contravened the language of US restrictions on funding for “crowd control purposes for foreign security forces that use excessive force to repress peaceful expression, association, or assembly in countries undergoing democratic transition,” contributing to the SSFC’s ongoing suppression of these rights.

GDCIFS and GDAEES

Though the SSFC is the only MOI subdivision explicitly named in DOS budget documents, NADR-ATA support for “forensic investigations,” “terror investigations,” and “chain of custody” training is almost certainly allocated for the GDCIFS - the MOI’s chief investigative agency - and the GDAEES – its main surveillance body with authority over countering terrorist financing. Since 2013, the DOS has prioritized NADR-ATA funding to assist the MOI in these functions, specifically focusing on “case management and interview techniques” aimed ostensibly at reducing torture and other due process violations during GDCIFS interrogations. All reporting from FY2014 to FY2019 has emphasized “advanced” forensic investigations and first-response crime scene management, with an increasing focus on explosive and “complex” counterterror investigations. These operations are the purview of the GDCIFS with support from the GDAEES (see Section 2.B.i for more information on the GDCIFS, and Section 2.C.i for more information on the GDAEES).

NADR-ATA programming for FY2015 and FY2016 claimed that this support would include a “strong human rights focus” and that “ATA programming will also focus on training the MOI to use more effective interview techniques, which are deemed critical as the Government of Bahrain continues to move from confession-based to evidence-based prosecutions.” However, the documents themselves indicate that the US was not only aware that the MOI pursues “confession-based” prosecutions through torture as a matter of policy, but that it continued to fund and train the MOI’s investigatory bodies – namely the GDCIFS – despite their complete failure to curb these abuses. The FY2015 budget documents actually boast that “NADR-sponsored training” in how to “collect evidence, and ensure the proper chain of custody” has resulted in higher “arrest rates for those committing violent acts” – rates that, in a “confession-based” system, very likely correspond to rates of arbitrary detention and torture. ADHRB alone documented more than 100 incidents of severe abuses – predominantly torture, arbitrary detention, and forced confessions – implicating the CID in 2015 and 2016. NADR-ATA requests since 2016 have abandoned language on “evidence-based” reforms altogether, ensuring that DOS programming for the MOI will be further responsible for rising GDCIFS abuse rates.

Other forms of direct support for the GDCIFS and GDAEES have grown under the Trump administration. In August 2018, the Office of Overseas Prosecutorial Development Assistance and Training (OPDAT) at the US Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) held a three-day “workshop on the best practices in investigating terrorist crimes and terror-financing” with the MOI’s Directorate of Training and Joint Anti-Terrorism Center under the Chief of Public Security. GDAEES personnel participated in the training and the US Ambassador to Bahrain, Justin Siberell, was pictured sitting with the GDAEES Director-General Col. Bassam al-Muraj - a senior MOI commander repeatedly implicated in torture and other abuses since 2007 (see Section 4.B.v for more information on Col. al-Muraj). According to MOI promotional materials, Ambassador Siberell “praised the efforts exerted by the Ministry of Interior and other security services” and “thanked the Minister of Interior for guiding the event and the police chief [Maj. Gen. Tariq al-Hassan] for his patronage.” The workshop’s course material included “understanding the ideology of a terrorist, building a case using informants and cooperators, current trends in terrorist financing, exploitation of social media to establish gang and criminal organization membership and collecting evidence in terrorism financing and social media related cases [sic]” as

well as “tips and techniques on interviewing suspects…and to investigate and interview women in terrorism cases.”\textsuperscript{420} Notably, this US-sponsored training in pursuing “social media related cases” comes just months after the interior minister announced an expanded campaign against online dissent criminalized under charges like “misuse of social media,” and as the GADEES continues to monitor and arrest nonviolent activists like Nabeel Rajab for sharing critical information on the internet (see Section 2.C.i for more on the GADEES and suppression of online criticism).

Similarly, in early September 2018, the FBI launched a four-day training course in combatting terrorism and human trafficking with the GDCIFS, the Public Security Training Directorate, the Joint Anti-Terrorism Center, the MOJ, and the PPO. The workshop was held in explicit partnership with GDCIFS Director-General Brig. Abdulaziz Mayoon al-Rumaihi – the former CID chief who has overseen hundreds of severe human rights abuses during his command and who was personally accused of torture as early as 2010 (see Section 4.B.i for more information on Brig. al-Rumaihi).\textsuperscript{421}

With DOS assistance, the DOJ has provided direct and indirect “capacity-building” support to Bahrain in the past,\textsuperscript{422} but this appears to have primarily focused on the kingdom’s MOI and PPO rather than the police, such as US-funded American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative programs for the judiciary.\textsuperscript{423} The last confirmed DOJ project with the MOI was a International Criminal Investigative Training Assistance Program (ICITAP) that offered training in “crime scene investigation and forensic DNA analysis” for MOI units and the Royal Academy of Police in 2013.\textsuperscript{424} ICITAP assistance continued until at least 2015,\textsuperscript{425} but exact beneficiaries in Bahrain are unspecified. DOJ and DOS have failed to respond to repeated ADHRB FOIA requests for details on such programs for over a year.

The current counter-terror and human trafficking training courses launched by DOJ and the FBI appear to be among the first to explicitly and openly benefit the GDCIFS and GDAEES, however, confirming that the US is deepening its support for these abusive agencies across multiple departments and programs under the Trump administration.

Additional Challenges and Violations

Though US administrations have consistently requested at least $400,000 worth of NADR-ATA programs for the MOI in recent years, many have been cancelled due to “Leahy vetting challenges” – the process by which the US DOS and DOD assess the human rights record of potential foreign recipients of security aid to ensure compliance with the Leahy Laws that prohibit the use of “funds for assistance to units … where there is credible information implicating that unit in the commission of gross violations of human rights (GVHR).”\textsuperscript{426} As described by DOS, the “U.S. government considers torture, extrajudicial killing, enforced disappearance, and rape under color of law as GVHRs when implementing the Leahy law.”\textsuperscript{427} As recently as 2014, the US found that the MOI was sufficiently implicated in these GVHRs as to preclude “nearly all” NADR-ATA programs besides the SSFC K9 course.\textsuperscript{428} The DOS reported that Bahrain received one ATA program in 2015 “that graduated approximately 20 officers,”\textsuperscript{429} though the US has not specified which units were included in the course, and while it reported a NADR budget of $400,000 in 2016, it has so far declined to specify what programs were implemented.\textsuperscript{430}
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Under the Trump administration, however, the government has requested $400,000 in NADR-ATA funding for both FY2018 and FY2019 to train MOI personnel, and the DOJ is openly conducting trainings for explicitly abusive agencies like the GDCIFS and GDAEES, suggesting that the government will pursue an exception to the Leahy Laws. To do so, the DOS or DOD must determine that “the government of the country is taking effective steps to bring the responsible members of the security forces unit to justice” – a claim that is demonstrably false of Bahrain and the MOI (see Section 4 on impunity and incentives for abuse) – or that the “otherwise Leahy-ineligible unit” will show improved “respect for the rule of law and human rights.”431 In the latter case, specifically authorized under NDAA FY2015, assistance is still restricted from individual members of the unit implicated in GVHRs, which should render much of the SSFC, GDCIFS, GDRR, GDAEES, and governorate police force ineligible.432 The SSFC and the GDCIFS, in particular, have for at least the last five years received funding through NADR-ATA programs that included provisions aimed at improving “respect for the rule of law and human rights.” Both agencies have consistently violated the rule of law and human rights despite this training, and the fact that they only began to fall short of Leahy vetting processes in 2014 is a testament to the shortcomings of the current vetting regime.

It is equally problematic that while DOS has at times acknowledged that Bahrain’s legal counterterror framework criminalizes basic human rights433 and that the “potential politicization of terrorist finance and money laundering issues threatens to conflate legitimate prosecutions of militants with politically-motivated actions against mainstream, nonviolent opposition and Shia community,”434 it refuses to recognize that continuous support for the chief enforcement agencies only makes them more effective at undertaking this repressive mission. Nowhere in the NADR-ATA budget documents does DOS attempt to reconcile or even note the core problem: that providing counterterror support within this context consolidates rather than reforms a criminal justice system that equates terrorism with dissent.

B. UNITED KINGDOM

As the colonial power in Bahrain prior to the kingdom’s independence in 1971, no foreign country has had more influence over the initial development of the Bahraini police force than the UK. The British are largely responsible for growing the Al Khalifa family’s slave bodyguards435 and feudal militia, known as the fidawiyyah, into a modern police force, and many of the MOI’s abusive policies – from brutal crowd control tactics to discriminatory recruitment practices – can be traced back to this colonial foundation. The fidawiyyah were predominantly made up of “Baluchis, slaves of African origin, and ‘stray’ Arabs (mwalis) who had no clear tribal affiliation”436 or “non-tribal Sunnis,”437 and the British eventually demobilized or transitioned these forces into a colonial Levy Corps, which coalesced around 100-200 Baluchi personnel recruited from Oman.438 Setting a precedent that persisted throughout British reforms and into the modern kingdom, the Al Khalifa’s fidawiyyah “actively enforced Shia subordinate relations,” “demanded bribes,” and “violently treated wrongdoers,” with their “repeated excess earn[ing] the animosity of the people.”439

After the UK reorganized the Bahraini government in the 1920s, the Levy Corp and, later, the smaller Bahrain Police Force of “about fifty-four former Indian Army Punjabis headed by a British officer,” became the primary agents of state authority, but these abusive structures remained. Bahrain’s first nominally “local” police force was not established until 1932,440 and even then the security forces continued to hire large amounts of foreign officers, with African personnel specifically targeted for recruitment throughout the middle of the century.441 As documented in Fuad Khuri’s definitive sociological study of the Bahraini state prior to independence – a book which remains banned in the kingdom442 – less than a quarter of the police were of Bahraini origin in the 1960s; “the rest were Baluchis, Yemenis, Mescatis, Pakistanis, Yagais, Iraqis,
and so on, in this order of frequency.”

The emphasis on foreign recruits generated language barriers that continue to undermine policing in Bahrain, with the “standard argot of the force … an inefficient mixture of Baluchi, Urdu, and English – never Arabic.”

The reliance on British colonial expertise and foreign manpower continued through independence in 1971, with the police force supervised by British expatriates, such as Ian Henderson – a former colonial officer who violently put down the Mau Mau rebellion in Kenya and was known as the “Butcher of Bahrain” for his systematic use of torture. With Henderson’s help, the first Interior Minister, Mohammed bin Khalifa Al Khalifa, founded the MOI just after independence, creating a “praetorianized” police force that, like its colonial predecessors, was made up almost entirely of foreign recruits and Sunni Bahrainis with either familial ties or demonstrated loyalty to the ruling family. In the 1990s, Henderson and the interior minister crushed the precursor to Bahrain’s Arab Spring uprising, honing the policies of arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance, torture, excessive force, and extrajudicial killing that would return under Interior Minister Lt. Gen. Rashid Al Khalifa and the modern MOI from 2004 on.

Exacerbating the colonial legacy of violent divide-and-rule policing, the UK has directly supported the current MOI more than any other Western ally with the possible exception of the US. The UK has sold fewer arms to the Bahraini security forces than the US, with transfers largely limited to tear gas and shotgun ammunition of British or joint British-American origin, but the British government
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has contributed large amounts of funding and training assistance to the MOI and its disciplinary bodies. As of 2017, the UK has provided approximately £5 million to Bahrain’s MOI and MOJ.449 Since 2011, much of this support has had the stated goal of improving police discipline, bringing MOI policies in line with international law, and combatting impunity, but it has had no discernible impact on the ministry’s rates of abuse or the efficacy of Bahrain’s accountability mechanisms. British training programs have reportedly included expert consultations with the MOI Ombudsman and the PDRC,450 instruction to MOI officers on how “to show more restraint [regarding use of force], to use less teargas and birdshot, and to improve transparency;”451 guidance for the unarmed community police;452 and courses for at least 400 GDRR personnel on improving detention standards.453

Investigations by British and Bahraini human rights organizations like Reprieve and BIRD have found that these programs are not just ineffective, but are predominantly used to whitewash or otherwise obscure the MOI’s persistent refusal to undertake reform. In 2014, Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons visited the CID facility only months after MOI personnel tortured Sami Mushaima and Abbas al-Samea, two prisoners who later executed in January 2017 after a patently unfair trial; the Inspectorate’s report omitted these abuses entirely.454 In 2015/2016, the UK Foreign Office awarded more than £900,000 to Northern Ireland Cooperation Overseas Ltd (NI-CO), a state-owned company that trained MOI personnel directly implicated in torture – presumably officers with the GDCIFS and GDRR – as well as the Ombudsman. According to Reprieve, the “NI-CO is embedded in Bahrain’s internal security apparatus: a victim could be abused by NI-CO trained police [Governorate Police Directorates and GDCIFS], tortured in prison by NI-CO trained guards [GDRR], and then have their torture allegation investigated and dismissed by the NI-CO trained ombudsman.”455 Despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary, the NI-CO claimed that there were no “serious human rights concerns” in Bahrain during its trainings.456

The British Royal Marines, meanwhile, have trained the SSFC in sniping techniques as recently as 2015, and Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons has visited the CID and provided the PDRC with purported inspection assistance. Both the Marines and the Inspectorate failed to raise any of the countless high-profile reports of abuse committed by the SSFC or CID, which include torture and extrajudicial killing.457

The UK has also allowed British companies to transfer surveillance technology to Bahrain that has been used in the MOI’s campaign against dissent. In 2014, leaked data revealed that, despite repeated denials, technology company Gamma International UK was officially “selling … [Finfisher spyware] to people using their software to attack Bahraini activists”458 and that Bahraini officials had even reached out for tech support, complaining that they were “losing targets daily” due to a glitch.459 MOI agencies like the Cybercrime Unit at the GDAAES have used these methods to target dissidents, obtain private information, manipulate personal accounts, and attempt to blackmail individuals into silence. Authorities specifically used the program to target UK-based and US-based political activists, as well as those located in Bahrain.460 A leaked communication between the Bahraini government and Gamma International suggested that as early as 2011 authorities were using FinFisher on 30 active targets, referring to successful intrusions as having “caught the fish.”461 Since then, more dozen462 human rights defenders, media figures, lawyers, and political activists have been attacked with FinFisher, including ADHRB Executive Director Husain Abdulla; journalist and campaigner Moosa Abdali; and Bahrain Watch cofounder Alā’a Shehabi. The rights organization Privacy International issued a
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The UK has taken no steps to suspend its involvement with the MOI.

**C. CANADA**

While there is no indication that the Canadian government directly arms and trains the MOI police forces, it has approved the sale of surveillance technology to Bahrain that is either utilized by MOI personnel or enhances its ability to target dissident activity online in coordination with the government’s telecommunications regulators. In August 2016, the Bahraini authorities issued new online safety regulations that require ISPs to use a centralized filtering system run by the government’s Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA), allowing it to more extensively monitor and censor Internet content. This filtering system appears to match Bahrain’s purchase of a “National Website Filtering Solution” from Canadian technology company Netsweeper for approximately $1.3 million (Canadian dollars). In September 2016, Internet research group Citizen Lab found that Netsweeper “helped the Bahraini government block opposition party websites, various news websites and content critical of Islam” and is “being rolled out across the country of Bahrain” — contravening Canada’s official “position on human rights internationally” and international standards for freedom of information.

The technology was used to block the website of Bahrain’s largest political opposition group, Al-Wefaq, for example, which was dissolved by the government in 2016, and the MOI’s GDAEES regularly detains individuals simply for “misusing” social media and the Internet (see Section 2.C for more information on GDAEES abuses).

Additionally, though Canada is not a major weapons supplier for the MOI, it has sold armored vehicles to Saudi Arabia that are reportedly deployed as part of the Peninsula Shield Force presence in Bahrain, and it continues to sell weapons to GCC armed forces fighting in Yemen, including the BDF. Further, Canadian investigators have found that the government failed to close a loophole that could allow the US — the chief recipient of Canadian defense materiel — to quietly transfer Canadian-made equipment to Bahrain.

The Canadian government claims that its “export controls are among the most rigorous in the world” and that it “closely controls” the export of security materiel to, among others, Bahrain. The official “position on human rights internationally” is that the “Canadian government continues to work...” (see Section 2.C for more information on GDAEES abuses).
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others, “countries whose governments have a persistent record of serious violations of the human rights of their citizens, unless it can be demonstrated that there is no reasonable risk that the goods might be used against the civilian population,” but Bahrain clearly fits these criteria. Surveillance technology exports like Netsweeper’s filtering system are designed to be utilized against civilians, in this case by demonstrably abusive agencies within the MOI. Sales to the BDF and the rest of the GCC militaries – as well as the US loophole – further violate these controls, as they increase the risk of Canadian weaponry being used to against civilians in both Yemen and Bahrain, contravening any restrictions intended to “ensure...Canadian exports are not prejudicial to peace, security or stability in any region of the world or within any country.” Canada has previously rejected export licenses for states implicated in human rights abuses, and in February 2018 the government announced that it would intensify controls to prevent an export “if there were a substantial risk that it could be used to commit human rights violations,” but it has yet to explicitly restrict sales to Bahrain.

Beyond weapons and technology transfers, the Canadian government has also funded programs to develop the MOI’s medical facilities that have entirely failed to address systematic violations of the right to health perpetrated by police personnel. In May 2018, Accreditation Canada – a non-profit that receives funding from the Canadian Ministry of Health to assess and certify health facilities around the world – renewed accreditation for the MOI’s Directorate of Health and Social Affairs and awarded it a “Gold Standard” evaluation for the fourth consecutive year. According to the MOI’s Police Media Center, Accreditation Canada’s International Accreditation Executive Director, Katherina Tarasova, praised the MOI for “maintaining high standards in all its facilities.” While the Gold Standard is the baseline level for accreditation, Tarasova said that the MOI could reach “Platinum” or even “Diamond” status – the highest ranking – by 2019. Moreover, she announced that Accreditation Canada has decided to extend the MOI’s accreditation from one year to three years, exempting it from annual reviews. The Director of Health and Social Affairs Fatima Omar Abdulrahman, who reports to the Assistant Undersecretary for Administration Affairs and ultimately to the Interior Ministry Undersecretary, indicated that the accreditation applied to the directorate’s “Public Security Health Centre and seven clinics” as well as “new standards” that are to be launched in 2019, and that the MOI would coordinate directly with Accreditation Canada to implement a “detailed plan to improve facilities” provided by the non-profit.

Accreditation Canada’s assessment of the MOI’s health services is negligent and inaccurate. Though some of the MOI’s health facilities may offer quality care to ministry personnel and their families, they routinely deny proper treatment for individuals in government custody and are often the site of torture. ADHRB has documented 129 violations of medical neutrality or the right to health attributed to the MOI, including the denial of or interference in care. Many of these cases extend for years, with the victim experiencing denied or improper treatment from their initial arrest through to their incarceration, implicating numerous MOI agencies and facilities at every step in the process (see Section 3.E for more information on violations of international detention standards and the right to health). One of these cases occurred at a GDRR facility in May 2018 – the same month Accreditation Canada was visiting the MOI. The “Public Security Health Centre,” also known as the Al-Qala’a clinic, is particularly notorious for neglecting or interfering in the treatment of prisoners, and ADHRB has documented more than 30 cases of abuses at that health facility alone, including denial of care and torture. Poor detention conditions and inadequate medical care has led prominent human rights defender Nabeel Rajab to repeated hospitalizations at Al-Qala’a as recently as 2017, for example, and his health has continued to deteriorate. MOI health personnel are sometimes directly implicated in abuses like harassment,
torture, and reprisal, and they consistently fail to properly examine injured detainees when tasked with investigating allegations of physical violence; there is evidence to suggest that these personnel coordinate with the police and prosecutors to cover up such violations. The Ombudsman, meanwhile, regularly fails to satisfactorily resolve requests for assistance from prisoners requesting access to healthcare.

The MOI’s deprivation of proper medical care for prisoners has in some cases even led to death. In July 2016, Hasan al-Hayki, a 35-year-old detainee at the GDRR’s Dry Dock Detention Center, died amid credible allegations of torture and denial of medical care. ADHRB called for an independent investigation into al-Hayki’s death and, although both the Ombudsman and the SIU reportedly examined the case, they ultimately dismissed the allegations. Another inmate, Mohammed Sahwan, died in March 2017 - the first political prisoner to die in Jau Prison since 2011. He reportedly died of cardiac arrest, but never received adequate healthcare for injuries he sustained during his arrest and torture, including multiple birdshot wounds. As of the Ombudsman’s most recent annual report in September 2017, the office’s investigation into the case appeared to remain open (see Section 3.E.ii for more information on these cases).481

According to the MOI, “Accreditation Canada’s philosophy of quality improvement is based on the involvement of the entire organization [under assessment]. As part of that, they assess all aspects of an organization and provide an accreditation award that recognizes its entire organization and not just a specific programme.” If this is the case, Accreditation Canada completely failed to fulfill its role, and it is currently endorsing an institution guilty of routinely violating the right to health.

D. EUROPEAN UNION
EU member states like France and Italy also provide varying levels of support to the MOI.

i. France
The French government has consistently sold Bahrain millions of euros in weapons and equipment, including materiel that the MOI has utilized against peaceful protests. Although France officially “halted all of the exportation of law enforcement products to Bahrain ceased on the 17th February 2011,” Bahrain Watch has uncovered evidence that sales may have quietly resumed by 2014.482 In 2012, the French government indicated that it had sold €250,000 worth of “toxic chemical and biological agents and riot control equipment” to Bahrain, and transfers of these agents swelled to a value of €43,073,610 in 2015, the most recent year for which data is available.484 Government documents also indicate that Bahrain purchased nearly €2.5 million worth of large caliber weaponry, explosives, ground vehicles, aircraft, and electronic equipment from France in 2013, however the recipient security institutions are unspecified.485 France’s export controls claim to assess “the potential consequences of the goods exported concerning regional peace and security, the internal situation in the
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end-user country and its practices as regards respect of human rights, [and] the risk of diversion to non-authorized end users,” and adhere to the UN Arms Sales Treaty as well as the EU Common Position 2008/944/CFSP, both of which include provisions to restrict arms transfers that could facilitate serious human rights violations.\footnote{FRANCE AND ARMS TRADE CONTROL 2016 (FY 2015), Government of France, 2016, https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/2017-09/france_report_2016_fy_2015_eng.pdf}

However, French support for the Bahraini security forces in general, and teargas sales for the MOI in particular, clearly contravene these principles and obligations.

In 2015, the French government signed a formal Memorandum of Understanding with Bahrain directing the Parisian emergency services, known as Services d’Aide Médicale Urgente (SAMU), to provide assistance for the development of the MOI’s NAC, a centralized national ambulance project.\footnote{“Bahrain, France sign agreement, MoUs,” BNA, Kingdom of Bahrain, 8 September 2015, http://www.bna.bh/portal/en/news/685624} According to MOI Chief of Public Security Maj. Gen. Tariq al-Hassan, French officials assist in “training, drafting work procedure guideline and consultation [sic]” for the project in coordination with MOI personnel and King Hamad University Hospital, which is run by the military. While it is unclear how the French government’s support for the project has fully manifested over the years, the NAC was legally established in 2018 and is soon to be operational, officially transferring emergency services from the Ministry of Health to the MOI. The NAC ultimately reports to the Interior Minister; it is entirely funded by the ministry; and it is directly linked to the MOI’s Geographical Security System for tracking incidents and targets, incorporating the ambulance service into the broader police surveillance structure. MOI and other security authorities already interfere in the delivery of emergency medical care and exploit treatment centers to track and detain protesters, and French support will now enable the police to extend total control over traditionally civilian ambulance and paramedic functions. Moreover, with the NAC permitted to develop and recommend healthcare legislation, even the French government’s “consultation” role will implicate it in any MOI efforts to further restrict impartial medical treatment or violate the right to health in Bahrain.\footnote{Decree No. 11, 2018 For the establishment and organization of the National Ambulance Center, Kingdom of Bahrain, 2018, Print. (Unofficial translation available upon request).}

France also provides the MOI with counterterror support. In 2013, Interior Minister Lt. Gen. Sheikh Rashid bin Abdullah Al Khalifa met with his French counterpart in Paris where they agreed to “activate cooperation and coordination between security authorities of both countries... to fight organized crimes and terrorism,” despite the former’s false attempt to reassure the French...
government that “Bahrain police [do not] face protesters but individuals who are involved in rioting, vandalism and terrorism.”489 The minister has regularly traveled to France to reaffirm this cooperation, including as recently as April 2018, when he and his French counterpart again agreed to coordinate on “counter-terrorism financing…[and] security cooperation.”490

In 2017, French advisors – along with their American and

---

British counterparts – attended a major “joint counter-terrorism exercise” called Kingdom’s Guard 1, in which MOI personnel simulated an anti-terror operation in coordination with the BDF and National Guard.491 The exercise, which was led by two of the king’s sons, Royal Guard commanders Brigadier Sheikh Nasser bin Hamad Al Khalifa and Major Sheikh Khalid bin Hamad Al Khalifa – both of whom are implicated in either torture in Bahrain and/or potential war crimes in Yemen – was intended to highlight “the dedication of developed countries to fight all forms of terrorism through international legal framework ... [and how Bahrain benefits] from the expertise of those countries, such as the US, UK and France.”492 The full extent of French guidance and assistance for the MOI, but it is likely that any counterterror support is coordinated through the SSFC, which doubles as the ministry’s lead anti-terror agency and its most lethal weapon against peaceful protest. With basic acts of nonviolent dissent such as “insulting the king” criminalized under broad anti-terror legislation in Bahrain, counterterror assistance is inevitably subsumed within the MOI’s wider attack on critical civil society activism.

ii. Italy

Similar to Gamma International in the UK and Netsweeper in Canada, the Italian government has allowed Italian technology company Hacking Team to sell spyware technology to Bahrain for use by the MOI, NSA, and BDF. Leaked documents in 2015 confirmed that the MOI purchased spyware from Hacking Team through an Emirati intermediary in 2014.493 Records explicitly indicate that Bahrain’s intermediary paid €210,000 for a one-year pilot program with the GDAAES’ Cybercrime Directorate, in addition to separate arrangements between Hacking Team and the NSA and BDF. Like FinFisher, Hacking Team’s programs are used to monitor or gain unauthorized access to electronic devices to “steal files, read emails, take photos and record conversations.”494 In 2012, when the British-German company Gamma International began to receive criticism for providing FinFisher spyware to Bahraini authorities, “Hacking Team’s account manager sent around the link [to a news article about the story] with a smiley face: ‘rumor has it, there’s an opportunity in Bahrain... m”495 While the Italian government froze Hacking Team’s exports in 2015 over human rights concerns, the ban was soon lifted496 and the company has endured with financial support from a “mysterious investor” in Saudi Arabia.497 Italy has also sold the MOI birdshot ammunition, specifically V3 Feltro cartridges from CP Pegoraro and PL32 cartridges from Fiocchi Munizioni SPA.498 Ostensibly a non-lethal crowd control tool, MOI forces have weaponized birdshot – which is effectively live ammunition – to inflict horrific wounds on peaceful demonstrators and deter protests. Fired at close range, birdshot can be fatal, with a number of MOI extrajudicial killings directly linked to its excessive or purposeful misuse (see Section 3.F for more information on crowd control “weaponization,” excessive force, and extrajudicial killings).

iii. Germany

The Germany government’s connections to the MOI are limited, but German-British company Gamma International has supplied Bahrain with surveillance technology (see Section 2.D.i for more information on surveillance and see section 5.B for more information on the UK and Gamma International) while German-South African company Rheinmetall Denel Munition Ltd. provides the police with teargas, flashbang grenades, and a vehicular launch system. Like teargas, flashbang grenades can be deployed to disperse crowds, but excessive use can cause serious injury. Bahrain Watch has found that the company is deepening ties to Bahrain: “In December 2014, the Bahrain Economic Development Board supported a Memorandum of Understanding signed between the Bahrain National Institute for Industrial Training and the Education Center of Rheinmetall MAN Military Vehicles in Kassel, Germany. A statement from the EDB at the time said that ‘the MOU is part of a wider plan between NIIT and Rheinmetall Education Center that also incorporates planning an apprenticeship and training center in Bahrain, and implementation of the apprenticeship pilot project joint workshops and seminars, and to participate in fairs
and conferences’ (see Section 3.F for more information on crowd control “weaponization,” excessive force, and extrajudicial killings).

iv. Cyprus and Czech Republic
Smaller EU states like Cyprus and the Czech Republic have also sold ammunition used by MOI personnel. Pistol rounds from Czech manufacturer Sellier & Bellot have been found in the aftermath of attacks on protests and villages, and Victory Starlight cartridge from the Cypriot company G&L Calibers Ltd. have been directly implicated in extrajudicial killings. In 2011, police shot 32-year-old Hani ‘Abdelaziz’ Abdullah Jumaa three times with Victory Starlight shotgun ammunition, leaving him to die. Though an officer received a seven-year prison term in relation to the incident, the sentence was later dropped to six months.

v. EU Export Controls
The second criterion of the EU Common Position on arms exports provides that states must assess and ensure “Respect for human rights in the country of final destination as well as respect by that country of international humanitarian law,” All of the weapons transfers and assistance described above contravene this criterion, as Bahrain – and specifically the MOI – repeatedly and routinely flout international human rights standards. In 2018, the European Parliament (EP) explicitly addressed the deeply problematic provision of surveillance technology to Bahrain in a resolution adopted on the case of Nabeel Rajab: “[The EP] regrets the fact that surveillance technologies are being exported by European companies to Bahrain, and emphasises the need for the EU export control authorities to take human rights criteria into account before granting an export licence to a third country.” It additionally called on all “EU Member States to strictly observe the EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports, and in particular to halt all transfers of weapons, surveillance and intelligence equipment and material that can be used by Bahrain in its ongoing crackdown on human rights.” This should amount to a blanket ban on security assistance to the MOI.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Bahrain’s chief law enforcement agency is the most prolific criminal enterprise in the kingdom. The MOI perpetrates heinous human rights abuses as a matter of policy and its very mission – to enforce a set of draconian restrictions on fundamental freedoms – contravenes international law. No amount of incremental reform or training will fix the Bahraini MOI so constituted, because it is not broken. Every dissident tortured by the CID; every protester shot dead by the SSFC; every teenager disappeared off the street by the patrolman meant to protect him – this is the system working as designed.

Small-scale reforms are technically implemented, worked around, and ignored. A few low-level officers might endure reluctant prosecution for the cameras, but an ultimate acquittal – and maybe even a promotion – awaits them for their sacrifice. International security assistance, meanwhile, only improves the MOI’s perverse skillset and enhances the efficiency of its repressive policies. The system works.

Eight years after the Arab Spring protests of 2011, Bahrain has learned every wrong lesson. A brittle police state is mistaken for stable civil society, and deepening repression for durable security. The MOI has led this devolution, and it must be stopped.

The international community – and especially those Bahraini allies explicitly backing the MOI – is alone capable of pressuring the kingdom to reverse course. Bahrain is a small country with rapidly mounting financial worries\(^{505}\) – the continued expansion of the MOI’s massive police infrastructure is neither economically nor politically sustainable. It is rendered outright impossible without the support of Manama’s key security partners from Washington to London and Ottawa to Paris. The rot is too deep and too widespread across the ministry. There is no choice but to cut ties and push for change, or directly endorse the new Bahraini police sate.

A. RECOMMENDATIONS
ADHRB therefore calls on the international community to:

1. Impose sanctions on key perpetrators of gross human rights violations or related malfeasance across MOI agencies and command echelons, up to and including Interior Minister Sheikh Rashid bin Abdullah Al Khalifa and Public Security Chief Tariq al-Hassan;

2. Suspend all assistance to the Bahraini MOI – including training, weapons sales, and equipment transfers – until such time as tangible and independently verifiable progress has been made toward fundamental reforms adhering to international human rights standards, such as the BICI and UPR recommendations (see below);

3. Confirm any assistance provided to other Bahraini security institutions is properly vetted and subject to enhanced end-use monitoring – with public reporting requirements – to ensure that it is not accessible to the MOI and used to facilitate human rights violations;

4. Call on Bahrain to ratify all international treaties, particularly the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance, the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, the Optional Protocols to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, and the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities;

5. Press Bahrain to allow the UN Special Rapporteurs to access the kingdom through country visits – especially the Rapporteurs on Torture, Independence of Judges and Lawyers, Assembly and Association, Opinion and Expression, and Human Rights Defenders – and to engage constructively with the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to transparently implement the recommendations of the independent experts;

6. Conduct annual high-level bilateral human rights consultations with Bahrain to identify progress as well as persistent challenges, and to outline and underscore expectations;

---

7 Urge Bahrain to reform the MOI disciplinary bodies and its national accountability mechanisms to ensure full independence and successful execution of their mandates under international standards;

8 Push the security sector to de-sectarianize and build up a new law enforcement and military cadre that reflects the country’s demographics;

9 Demand that the Bahraini government and legislature reform legal frameworks that systematically restrict human rights and fundamental freedoms, including by repealing or fundamentally amending abusive legislation like the 2006 anti-terror law; and

10 Hold Bahrain accountable for implementing and reporting progress on BICI and UPR recommendations concerning criminal code and security sector reform, particularly:

**BICI Recommendation 1716** - Establish independent, impartial mechanism to determine accountability of those in government, including those in the chain of civil and military command, who have committed unlawful or negligent acts resulting in the deaths, torture and mistreatment of civilians to bring legal and disciplinary action against those found to be responsible under international standards of superior responsibility

**BICI Recommendation 1717** - To place the office of the Inspector General in MoI as a separate entity independent of the Ministry’s hierarchical control, whose tasks should include those of an internal “ombudsman’s office”, such as that which exists in many other countries. The new Inspector General’s office should be able to receive individual or organisational complaints, protect the safety and privacy of the complainants, carry out independent investigations and have the authority to conduct disciplinary and criminal proceedings as required by CAT, the ICCPR and the Bahrain Criminal Code to the Prosecutor General. The office should also promulgate and enforce police professional standards and carry out legal and sensitivity training for police officers

**BICI Recommendation 1719** - To adopt legislative measures requiring the Attorney-General to investigate claims of torture and other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, and to use independent forensic experts. Such procedures should guarantee the safety of those raising such claims. Furthermore, the legislation should provide for remedies for any person claiming retribution for having raised a claim of torture or other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

**BICI Recommendation 1720.a** – To conduct effective investigations in accordance with the Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-Legal, Arbitrary and Summary Executions of all the deaths that have been attributed to the security forces. Likewise, all allegations of torture and similar treatment be investigated by an independent and impartial body, following the Istanbul Principles. The investigation of both types of alleged violation should be capable of leading to the prosecution of the implicated individuals, both direct and at all levels of responsibility, with a view to ensuring that punishment be consistent with the gravity of the offence.

**BICI Recommendation 1720.b** – To establish a standing independent body to examine all complaints of torture or ill-treatment, excessive use of force or other abuses at the hands of the authorities. The burden of proving that treatment complies with the prohibition of torture and other ill-treatment should be on the State.

**BICI Recommendation 1720.c** – To implement an extensive program of public order training for the public security forces, the NSA and the BDF, including their private security companies, in accordance with UN best practices. To ensure future compliance with the Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials, Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials, the security forces should be trained in the human rights dimensions of detention and interrogation, and in particular the obligation to refuse to participate in any actions involving torture and other prohibited ill-treatment.

**BICI Recommendation 1720.d** – To avoid detention without prompt access to lawyers and without access to the outside world for more than two or three days. In any event, all detention should be subject to effective monitoring by an independent body. Moreover, every person arrested should be given a copy of the arrest warrant and no person should be held incommunicado. Arrested persons should have access to their legal counsel and family visits in the same way as any person detained
under the Bahrain Code of Criminal Procedure.

**BICI Recommendation 1720.e** – The Commission recommends that the GoB establish urgently, and implement vigorously, a programme for the integration into the security forces of personnel from all the communities in Bahrain.

**BICI Recommendation 1720.f** – To train the judicial and prosecutorial personnel on the need to ensure that their activities contribute to the prevention and eradication of torture and ill-treatment.

**BICI Recommendation 1720.g** – There should be audiovisual recording of all official interviews with detained persons.

**BICI Recommendation 1720.h** – To review convictions and commute sentences of all persons charged with offences involving political expression, not consisting of advocacy of violence, or, as the case may be, to drop outstanding charges against them.

**UPR Recommendation 114.39** – Continue to strengthen the Office of the Ombudsman of the Ministry of the Interior, the Ombudsman of the National Security Agency and the Special Investigations Unit, so they can fulfil their mandates effectively (New Zealand).

**UPR Recommendation 114.49** – Strengthen education for law enforcement personnel on international human rights laws, including the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (South Korea).

**UPR Recommendation 114.50** – Improve the capacity and training of the security forces in the area of human rights and moderate use of force, both in their response to peaceful protests and in places of detention (Spain).

**UPR Recommendation 114.52** – Continue the training programmes for magistrates and law enforcement officials in accordance with international standards and human rights principles (Lebanon).

**UPR Recommendation 114.57** – Take urgent steps to facilitate the work of civil society and human rights defenders, and guarantee protection of all persons from intimidation or reprisals for seeking to cooperate with the United Nations (Ireland).

**UPR Recommendation 114.69** – Ensure that counter-terrorist measures are fully consistent with Bahrain’s international human rights obligations (Brazil).

**UPR Recommendation 114.70** – Review the anti-terrorism law and its implementation in order to ensure it cannot be abused for harassment, detention and prosecution of dissenters (Czech Republic).

**UPR Recommendation 114.71** – Amend the 2006 law on protecting society from terrorist acts to avoid imposing statelessness on individuals and minimize the negative impact on the families of those affected (Germany).

**UPR Recommendation 114.74** – Abolish the death penalty, and commute all death sentences to prison terms (Sweden).

**UPR Recommendation 114.83** – Ensure the independence, impartiality and effectiveness of the Special Investigations Unit and other relevant human rights institutions in investigating all allegations of torture and other ill-treatment, unlawful killings and deaths in custody (Finland).

**UPR Recommendation 114.94** – Ensure that all allegations of enforced disappearances, torture or any other form of ill-treatment are independently, promptly and thoroughly investigated, and perpetrators are brought to justice in accordance with international rule of law standards (Germany).

**UPR Recommendation 114.97** – Avoid the intimidation and harassment of human rights defenders, journalists and civil society organizations, lifting the restrictions imposed on them and allowing them to freely exercise their rights to freedom of expression, association and assembly (Spain).

**UPR Recommendation 114.99** – Rescind impediments to freedom of expression, association and peaceful assembly (New Zealand).

**UPR Recommendation 114.98** – Adopt a law to protect human rights defenders that includes special protection for vulnerable groups of defenders, including women defenders and those who express themselves through the Internet and social media (Mexico).
**UPR Recommendation 114.100** – Release as soon as possible all individuals, including human rights defenders, having been imprisoned solely due to the exercise of their fundamental rights of expression and assembly (Norway).

**UPR Recommendation 114.103** – Review convictions, commute sentences, or drop charges for all persons imprisoned solely for non-violent political expression (United States of America).

**UPR Recommendation 114.110** – Modify the legislation to repeal criminal responsibility for activities that fall within the legitimate exercise of the freedom of expression, particularly on the Internet and Twitter (France).

**UPR Recommendation 114.102** – Release all persons detained solely for the exercise of their right to freedom of expression or their right to peaceful assembly and repeal all legislative provisions criminalizing the exercise of these rights (Switzerland).

**UPR Recommendation 114.111** – Repeal or amend all laws that restrict the freedoms of expression, association or assembly, including decree No. 31 of 2013, Law No. 34 of 2014, and Law No. 26 of 2015 (Germany).

**UPR Recommendation 114.112** – Immediately and unconditionally release all prisoners of conscience imprisoned only for exercising their right to freedom of expression, association and peaceful assembly (Iceland).

**UPR Recommendation 114.113** – Implement relevant legislation for the full exercise of the right to freedom of expression, peaceful assembly and association (Italy).

**UPR Recommendation 114.115** – Respect the legitimate rights of all its citizens to freedom of assembly, expression and participation in political societies (Australia).

**UPR Recommendation 114.116** – Reduce restrictions on peaceful assembly and association, allow individuals to participate freely in independent political societies, consistent with the Constitution and national action charter, and cease unwarranted legal action against Wefaq and Wa’ad for engaging in protected activities (United States of America).

**UPR Recommendation 114.119** – Adopt appropriate measures to ensure the protection of human rights defenders, journalists and members of the political opposition from acts of aggression and intimidation and abstain from taking any restrictive measures or reprisals against human rights defenders, notably those who cooperate with the Human Rights Council (Luxembourg).

**UPR Recommendation 114.121** – Remove undue restrictions on the organization of peaceful protest in opposition to the Government, and repeal the application of criminal penalties to peaceful participation in unauthorized protests (Canada).

**UPR Recommendation 114.124** – End immediately the reprisals against human rights defenders and lift restrictions on civil society (Estonia).

**UPR Recommendation 114.125** – Take effective measures to raise awareness of the rights stipulated in the conventions it has acceded to concerning the judiciary and law enforcement officials (Qatar).

**UPR Recommendation 14.175** – End the practice of revocation of citizenship, adopt legal and institutional safeguards to prevent discrimination against members of religious minorities and provide effective remedy for victims of arbitrary arrest, detention, summons or travel bans (Czech Republic).

**UPR Recommendation 114.176.2** – End the practice of arbitrarily revoking citizenship, especially where this renders individuals stateless and forces them into exile (Belgium).
A comprehensive look at the core security agency driving Bahrain’s human rights crisis, *Anatomy of a Police State* is the first full analysis of the Ministry of Interior’s integral role in the kingdom’s repression of dissent. It reveals that the ministry has led Bahrain’s catastrophic devolution into a police state even as it has received millions of dollars from countries like the United States, presenting overwhelming evidence of gross human rights violations perpetrated as a matter of government policy.